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I FOREWORD

!
i
I _his report is one of a series of design surveys beingproduced by industrial contractors as part of the NASA

Design Criteria Program. The objective of the Program is

I to a unification of design for the devel-
provide approaches

opment of space vehicles and their major components. The

i surveys are intended to document design experience gainedfrom specific NASA projects and will be used as an aid in

, identifying suitable topics for design criteria monographs.

I This report summarizes TRW' s design experience to

date in developing the Lunar Module Abort Guidance System

_ I for the Apollo Program, and relates this experience to the
| NASA/ERC Design Critera Program for Guidance and

Control.
|

I The preparation of this report was supervised and coor-

dinated by Dr. T. W. Layton and J. A. Vanderlaan. Major

I sections were prepared by: J, A. Vanderlaan, H. D. Blow,
i

G. M. Petrov, F. A. Evans, W. M. Ashley, P. B. Aubol,

l' M, L. Obright, and D. Sargent. Additional contributors oft_chnicalcontent were J. S. Hill,H. A. Irwin, L. N. Jenks,

D. Wede_ ,nd, T. A. Fuhrman, W. W. Benjamin, R. E.

Morse, and H. A. Pudewa.
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1' 1 SUMMARY

!
This report presents a survey of the system also provides a means of moni-

design a_.d development of the Abort toting the perform.-.mce of the PGNCS
Guidance System for the Apollo Lunar for fault detection.

,_ Module. Section 3 documents the evolution o_

The Lunar Module Abort Guidance the Abort Guidance System (AGS)design
• System, which is described in Section and summarizes the historical design

2, is a-strapdown, all-attitude, inertial development of subassemblies and soft-
guidance system being developed and ware. Section 4 presents the major
produced by TRW Systems Group for design problems that have developed to

_=. NASA's Manned Spacecraft C _nter un- date. Since the system is in the late
. der subcontract to Grumman Aircraft /stages of development, but has not yet :

_ Engineering Corporation. This system been flight-tested, it is po, ssible that
provides the capability for safely re- additional problem areas _vill appear,

_ turning the astronauts to the Command and design changes, will be required. InModule in the unlikely event of a Pri- any event, i_ may be desirable to write
mary Guidance, Navigation, and Con- an addendum to this report at the end of
trol System (PGNCS) failure either the development cycle after the system

t! during descent, while the Lunar Module has been subjected to operational usage.is on the lunar surface, or during A detailed description of the major AGS
,_ ascent from the lunar surface to the subassemblies, software, and °,-stern

Command Module. The abort guidance leveltesting is contained in the Appendix.

[-

{

N
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

This section contains a physical and Z. 1-2 Abort Electronics Assembly
functional description of the Lunar

Module Abort Guidance System (LM/ The Abort Electronics Assembly

AGS). A typical LM mission fron_ (AEA), located in the LM aft equipment

lunar liftoff to rendezvous is briefly compartment, is a general-purpose
described to establish the terminology digital computer that solves the gu]d-
used in exl_aining the functional capa- ance and navigation problem. The com-

bilities of the AGS. Performance puter includes a special-purpose input-
characteristics are discussed in detail, output unit, its own power supply, and

an internal clock. The AEA is a fixed-

2.1 CO._SFIGURA'2ION point, 18-bit machine with 17 magnitude
bits and 1 sign bit, using Z' s comple-

The LM/AGS consists of the follow- ment arithmetic. The AEA memory is

ing three major assemblies, as shown of conventional ferrite-core construc-
tion with a 4096-word capacity. Half

in Figure 2-I: of thi capacity, called the softwir,:d

1. Abort Sensor Assembly memor_r, can be programmed electri-
cally and operates read-restore. The

Z. Abort Electronics Assembly other half, called the hardwired mem-
ory. is programmed at manufacture

3. Dat_ Entry and Display and operates read only.

Assembly 2. I.3 DataEntryandDisplayAssembl)r

Table Z-I lists the general characteris- The Data Entry and Display Assent-

tics of the system' s constituent assem- bly (DEDA) is a general-purpose,
blies. Figure 2-2 is a functional block flight-crew, input-output device for the
diagram of the AGS. LM]AGS. The DEDA, located on the

right-hand side of the cockpit, consists

2.1. I Abort Sensor Assembly of a keyboard, electroluminescent
address, and digital data displays. By

The Abort Sensor Assembly (ASA) means of this device, the flight crew
consists of three strapdown, pendulous selects the desired system mode, in-
accelerometers; three strapdown serts the desired targeting parameters
gyros; and associated electronic eir- into the AEA, and monitors appropriate
cuitry. The ASA is located on the LM quantities throughout the mission.
navigation base above the flight crew. Selection of a system mode or insertion
The ASA provides incremental angular of data always requires the entry of
rotation information about the vehicle three digits (the word address), follow-
X, Y, and Z axes, and incremental ed by a plus (+) or minus (-), followed

velocity changes along the vehicle X, by the value to be inserted (which
Y, and Z axes. These incremental always consists of five digits). Read-
data, in the form of pulses, are used out of any parameter requires the entry
in the Abort Electronics Assembly to of three digits (the address of the
maintain knowledge of attitude, posi- desired word) followed by the pressing

, tion, and velocity of the LM vehicle, of the READOUT pushbutton.

_ 2
_.

:.

I
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ABORT•ELECTRONICS ASSEMBLY

ABORTSENSOR ASSEMBLY.

13432-66

Figure Z-l. Abort Guidance System Assemblies

Table 2-1. General Characteristics of AGSAssemblies

A SA A EA DEDA

• Three Body Mounted $ General Purpose, Parallel, o Address and Data Displays
Norden RI-II39B Gyros Random Access, Ferrite Core

DigitalComputer

s Three KearfottZ40i • Memory Capacity - 4096 • Clear, Readout, Hold,
Accelerometers 18-Bit Words Enter Push Buttons

I/Z Fixed (Hardwlred)
1/Z Tempory (Softwired) • 12 Data and Sign Push Buttons

@ Dimensions - 9.00 x !1.50 x • Speed - l0 ttsec add • Limited Operator Error
5.IZ in. - 70 _sec multiply Detectionand Indication

s Weight - Z0.7 Ib • Instructions- Z7

• Power - ;I watts • Dimensions - Z3.75 x 5.Z5 x • Dimensions - 5.50 x 6.00 x
8.00 in. 5.19 in.

¢ Location - NavigationBase • Weight - 3Z.5 Ib • Weight - 8.4 Ib

• Power - IZ.5 watts(standby) • Power - i0 watts
- 91.0 watts(operate)

• Location - Aft Equipment Bay • Location - Right side of control
panel, waist level

3
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I J CALIBRATION
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ASSEMBLY ,,, _

PULSE REBALANCED INCREMENTS _a L'.a
GYROS (3) _ _ ACCELEROMETER

J COMPENSATIONVELOCITY • INPUT PROCESSING

PULSE REBALANCED INCREMENTS _V II L __ J AV • GYPO COMPENSATION J
v i A...... v.A_T I:D IACC_LEROMETERS (3) J I_ • r_-_t _A _

COMPENSATION

INITIALIZATION 1 _fFz_DATA

PGNSATTITUDE J l ATTITUDE REFERF.NCE
e, :E_ , _z:_ i COMPUTATIONSPRIMARY GUIDANCE _ -- --

AND NAVIGATION I PGNCS l l • DIR_.CTIONCOSINE UPDATE

CONTROL SYSTEM FAVIGATION DATA JJ .. J _ • ALIGNMENT

(PGNCS) _ _ --- • PGNCS, IMU
• LUNAR

: ,_ .... • BODY AXIS

DATA INPUTS J• SOFTWIRED INPUT

PROGRAM HARDWARE NA

l I• CALIBRATION PGNCS DOWNLINK DA I
, CONSTANTS DATA INPUT

I,o. il.... °I DISCRETES TAPE LOAD ,_eCALIB, --F ROUT.NE J CON.

L• TARO'

CONTROL ELECTRONIC J

SUBASSEMBLY (CESI JDISCRETL SIGNAL

I I
• ABOR1 _ J _-j

• ABORT, STAGE _ _ I PROCESSING

• ASCENT ENGINE ON J _ J "I• DESCENT ENGINE ON I
• AUTO DISC
• FOLLOWUP J DATA ICOtI I _

J _ DEDA INPUT

INPUTS/OUTPUTS J PROCESSING• RADAR DATA

. NAV'IGATION DATA I" TIME IN TIALIZATION ....
• MODE CONTROL DEDA OUTPUT

I PROCESSING C

I OUTP.TI TELEMETRYOUTPU_II '
L I NPUT/OUTPUT PROCESSING

!

FLgure 2-2. AGS Functional Block Diagram
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• 2.2 OPERATIONAL to zero. The co-elliptic (CDH) burn is
CHARACTERISTICS performed at the predicted time of the

i LM orbit apofocus (or perifocus). The
; 2.2. 1 Lunar Module Mission magnitude of this burn makes the LM

orbit co-elliptic with the CSM orbit:
The mission for which the AGSis i.e., the lines of apsides of the two

; designed is the co-elliptic rendezvous orbits are aligned and, essentially, a
of the LM with the Command Service constant differential altitude between

Module (CSM), which provides abort the orbits exists. The terminai-phase
initiation at any time after separation initiate (TPI) burn is performed at the

of the LM from the CSM. To illustrate time the desired line-of-sight (0LOS)
the various maneuvers required and between the LM and CSM is achieved.
introduce some needed terminology, The transfer time to rendezvous is

l the flight profile following an abort on specified, and the rendezvous point isthe lunar surface is discussed. (See the predicted position of the CSM at the
J Figure 2-3.) specified time. An iteration is then

performed to determine parameters of

" the transfer orbit, which passes from• A- LMORBIT the present LM position to the rendez-

Sl I-¢SMORB!I VOUS p°siti°n inthe specified time.

RENDEZVOU Once the orbit is determined, the veloc-

ill ity impulse needed to achieve the: CSI desi_:ed trajectory is calculated. The
midcourse maneuver is obtained in the

_. B same manner.- 1"| IN_ERBII_d _ t|g CI. Aborts may occur anv time after a

MIDCOURS£ separation of tl.eLM from the CSM.
CORRECTION "_'-CSMATTIMEt;gC The sequence of events followed after

l the abort depends upon the abc:t situa-
Figure Z-3. Co-Elliptic Rendezvous lion. That is, if the abort occurs when

• Flight Profile the LM is near the lunar surface, the
_?_ i? above sequence of events would be

; _ The CSM travels in a circular orbit desired. If the abort occurs when the
at an altitude of about 60 n. mi. The LM is high above the lunar surf;,ce, it
AGS is initialized prior to liftoff, and may be desirable to begin immediately

then controls the targeted orbit- with the co-elliptic sequence. Finally,_, insertion maneuver to drive the LM to there is always the possibility of trans-
"_: a desired altitude, altitude rate, and ferring directly to rendezvous, which
_" m horizontal velocity with a zero cross- can be accomplished by utilizing the

J plane velocity. The LM then coasts direct transfer modes (TPI} available.
_'_. J until absolute time, ti_A, which posi- Built-in mission planning capabilities

lions the LM at about 90 o around the are available when these modes are

_ orbit from orbit insertion. At that point, employed.

I the co- elliptic rendezvous flight ofile
pr

begins with the co-elliptic sequence-

initiate (CSI) maneuver. The magnitude 2.2.2 Major LM/AGS Functions

J of this CSI burn is determined by aniterative technique in which trial values The major functions of the LM/AGS
of the horizontal burn magnitude are during the lunar landing mission are as
selected and a resultant error criterion follows.

evaluated. The error criterion isestablished such that, following the Z.Z. 2. 1 Maintain Attitude Reference
constant delta h (CDH) maneuver (see

below) at a specified time (ti_c), a The AEA accepts the strapdown gyro
• t desired relationship exists b_tween the inputs from the ASA and updates the
¢ ._ positions of the LM and CSM. Succes- direction cosines between the LM body
-_ sive values of the CSI burn magnitudes axes and the inertial reference system

are chosen to drive the error criterion every 20 milliseconds.

_,,_

X_': 5
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2.2.2.2 Perform CSM and LM trajectory such that the differential
Navigation altitude between the CSM and LM orbits

is essentially constant.
Navigation for both the CSM and LM

is performed continuously, assuming Terminal Phase Initiate (TPI). The
that the motion is in a spherical gravi- TPImaneuver begins the direct trans-
tational field. The classical f and g fer to rendezvous. The direct transfer

closed form express:.on is used to navi- guidance routine solves the following
gate the CSM, while navigation of the problem: What trajectory passes be-
LM is performed by integrating the tween two specified points in a given
equations of motion. State-vector time T? LM/AGS solves this problem
initialization is provided by tbe PGNCS by an iteration technique in which the
or entered manually via the DEDA. iteration variable is the semi-latus

The gravitational constant used for both rectum, p, of the transfer orbit. With
vehicles !.s adjusted to account for the trajectory that passes between the
aspherical harmonics for the particular desired two points known, the appro-
mission tinder consideration, priate maneuvers (two impulse maneu-

vers) are then computed.
2.2.2.3 Solve Guidance Prrblems

External &V. In order to increase

The LM/AGS has five distinct guid- mission flexibility, this guidance rou-
tine is available to perform earth-ance routines that can be used in any

sequence. These routines and their calculated maneuvers. The external
functions are discussed in the following AV routine accepts components of a

velocity-to-be-gained vector in local
paragraphs, vertical coordinates input via the DEDA.

At the time of maneuver initiation, theOrbit Insertion. The orbit insertion

guidance routine has been designed to velocity-to-be-gained is established in
drive the LM vehicle to a prescribed inertial space and the maneuver corn-
altitude above the lunar surface with pleted. This guidance routine can also

be used to orient the LM vehicle to anyspecified values of altitude rate and
desired attitude in the local vertical

horizontal velocity. In addition, steer-
ing in this mode is such that the LM is coordinate system. In particular, the

vehicle can be pitched at the orbitaldriven into the CSM orbit plane with an
rate to keep the Z-body axis pointedout- of- CSM- orbit-plane velocity com-

ponent of zero at corr_pletion of the toward the moon.
maneuver. The equations have been All guidance modes have been
designed to maintain the derivatives of designed so that the maneuvers can be
acceleration (radial and out-of-plane) performed with main engine thrusting
constant. By limiting the allowable (along the +X-body axis) or the velocity-
range of the acceleration rate, the to=be=gained can be removed by suc-
desired turning rate of the LM is also cessive thrusting along each of the
limited. The effect is that as the three=body axes. This latter capability
velocity-re _-e-gained decreases, the is particularly useful for small AV
system concentrates more on attaining maneuvers or to remove residual

the targeted velocity conditions than on velocities after a major maneuver.
attaining the position conditions.

2.2.2.4 Provide Steering Comma. is
Co-Elliptic Sequence Initiate (CSI). The
CSI guidance routine has been designed The LM/AGS has three steering modes:
to compute the magnitude of a horizon= attitude hold, guidance steering, and
tal burn so that, following the co- acquisition steering. These are
elliptic maneuver (CDH), the desired described in the following paragraphs.
line=of-sight between LM and CSM will

be achieved at nominal TPI time. Attitude Hold. The AGS generates
attitude error commands to cause the

Co-Elliptic or Constant Delta h (CDH). LM to maintain the same inertial atti-
The CDH guidance routine computes rude that existed when the attitude hold
the maneuver to place the LM in a mode was entered.

6

_'_
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I Guidance Steerin[_. The AGS generates to orient the AGS X-inertial axis vet-
attitude error commands to cause the tically and Z-inertial axis in a pre-

I LM to orient to the desired maneuver determined direction. The AGS
direction. This direction is a result accelerometers are used for sensing
of the selected guidance routine, the local lunar vertical. Azimuth

reference data is input via the DEDA

" Acquisition Steering. The AGS gener- prior to the lunar align. The desiredates attitude error commands to cause direction cosines are computed from
the LM Z-body axis to orient toward this information.
the AGS indicated position of the CSM.

J Body-Axis Align Mode. The body-axis
2.2.2.5 Provide Engine Commands alignmode may be used either on the

lunar surface or in orbit. This mode

The AGS outputs an engine ON or establishes the inertial coordinate sys-
] engine OFF command, continually. If tern as that of the LM-body axes.
_ the primary system is being used, the

command is merely a followup of the 2.2. Z. 8 Provide Gyroand Accelerom-
f- actual engine condition. If the AGS is eter Calibration
9- in control, engine ON can be transmit-

2. ted only after the appropriate switches The AGS is capable of calibrating
have been set and the flight crew the accelerometer bias in flight and the

t initiates the maneuver by creating gyro bias either in flight or on the lunar
_, ullage. At the appropriate time, as surface. Gyro calibration is performed

determined by velocity-to-be-gained, using a constant gain filter and the
the engine OFF command is sent. accelerometers are calibrated using a5" time average filter.

•_' 2 2 2.6 Perform Onboard Radaro_. • '

Updating Z.Z. 2.9 Drive Attitude and Navigation
_ Displays

The AGS contains a digital filter that
• _ uses radar angle information and ac- In addition to the functions already

cepts radar range and range-rate in- described, the AGS computes and out-

formation for updating LM navigation, puts various display quantities.
_ The recursive filter is simplified to

i. '_" the extent that the same weighting is 2.2.2. 10 Provide Telemetry Data
used to update all position components

_ and another weight is used to update all Each second a block of 50 words is

_. velocity components, placed on the telemetry channel. To
:,. achieve high efficiency, many of the

2.2.2.7 Provide Automatic Alignment words change meaning when the guid-

_" ance mode is changed._" ! Alignment of a strapdown system
consists of establishment of the correct Z.3 PERFORMANCE

._ direction cosines that relate vehicle CHARACTERISTICS

. body axes to the desired inertial coordi-
.. nate system. The three basic align- AGS performance is judged by its

ment modes of the AGS are described ability to perform the critical functions
in the following paragraphs, during the mission described in Para-

graph Z.Z. System performance
PGNCS to AGS Ali_n Mode. In this criteria are summarized in Table 2-Z.
mode, the ir*itial AGSdirection cosines

_ are computed from the PGNCSEulerian The mission performance estimateangles 0p, Cp, d: . Thus, the AGS for abort-from-hover with the AGS is
inertial referencPe frame is the same as given in Table 2-3. This estimate is
the PGNCS stable member coordinate based on the current AGS error model

_.-" 7_ frame, for the lunar mission and includes

1 initialization errors from the PGNCS

_,. Lunar Ali_n Mode. On the lunar sur- and final navigation update from the
,'. face, the lunar align mode is employed Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN)

!
7

!
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Table 2-2. Specihed Mission reduce the AGS errors further, com-
Performance puter software provides a capability
Mission for calibration and compensation of the

gyro drift rates and accelerometer
• _ bias Therefore, the principal errors

Mission result from the time instability of
Performance Specified these coefficients for periods ranging

Parameter Criteria from 3 to 120 days.

iPericynthian altitude 2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL
C ONS1DERA TIONS

Mean - 30- >30,000 ft

Available fuel after The AGS system is required to
operate as specified when subjected to

orbital injection the thermal and vibration environments

Mean + 30- 349 ft/sec max described in the following paragraphs.
(des ign goal)

...... ). 4. t Thermal Environment

The LM/ASA is designed to be opera-
Table 2-3. Mission Performance ted continuously when the mounting

Estimate for Abort flanges or pads are attached to cold
from Hover plates that will maintain the root of the

mounting flange between approximately

Mission 60 ° to 80°F during maximum average
Performance Performance power dissipation. The corresponding

temperature range is 35 ° to 120°F for
Parameter Estimate the AEA. The DEDA is mounted

directly to the instrument panel with
Pericynthian altitude

no coolant requirement. Ambient en_
Mean 59, 220 ft vironments can vary between 30 ° and

130°F either at sea-ievel pressure or
Mean minus 30- 32,010 ft in a vacuum of 10 -6 mm Hg or less.

The effects of ambient variations and

Residual fuel required radiative heat inputs are minimized by
after injection a low-emissivity coating on the outside

Mean i76 ft/sec surface of the unit. To achieve a high

Mean plus 30- 274 ft/sec reliability, the internal thermal pathsare sized to obtain a maximum tem-

perature of 160°F at the case of the
prior to the TPImaneuver. This is resistors, capacitors, and semicon-
only one of many possible abort con- ductors in he unit when the root of the
ditions. However, these performance flange is 130°F.
characteristics are typical. The AGS
error model on which the above miss 2.4.2 Vibration Environment

mission performance estimates were
made is described in Paragraph 1.2.2 The environmental requirements
of the Appendix. that most affect AGS performance

the vibrational conditions in wt

In general, the coefficients used in inertial sensor package must operate.
the error model reflect the time stabi- Figures 2-4 and 2-5 are graphic depic-
lity of the coefficients over a period of tions of these vibrational environments.
120 days, including the effects of In addition, the AGS must meet its

numerous shut-downs and temperature performance requirements after expo-
cyclying of the ASA between the ex- sure to the sinusoidal and random
tremes of +70°F and +160°F, as well vibrations specified in Figures 2-6
as transportation handling effects. To and 2-7.

,, 8
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3. HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF AGS DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

A brief development history of the changes since the AGS was essentially
overall system is contained in Sub- an attitude reference system.
section 3. 1. In Subsection 3.2, a sum-
mary is given of the major design A major part of the proposal effort
changes affecting the system as a whole, waJ directed toward keeping weight and
particularly changes in system func- power low. It was decided to use inte-
tional and performance requirements, grated circuits and hybrid, thin-film
mission utilization, and vehic] :._r- circuits wherever feasible and to
faces. The design history of t,_e vari- utilize an extensive amount of hard-
ous AGS subsystems and the system wired core memory.
software are discussed in Subsections
3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. After the propo_alwas submitted,

TKW continued design implementation
of the specific technical approach taken.
When the contractwas awarded several

3. t EARLY DESIGN DECISIONS months later, the design was well
underway, at least in a conceptual and

3. 1. i Computer Concept breadboard sense. But during the next
few months, the computer grew due to

The initial system requirements major increases in system functional
presented bV Grumman in the Request requirements and the memory now
for Proposal (RFP) called for an attitude became 2000 words with a 500-word
reference based on strapdown inertial scratch pad. This required certain
instruments. Computing requirements memory changes because the design
were primarily those associated with was previously optimized for low power
computing and updating the direction co- at a 500-word capacity.
sine matrix relating a set of body-fixed
coordinates to a set o.f inertial coordi- 3, 1.2 Sensor Assemby Concept
nates. During the initial proposal
phases of the program, TRW considered At initiation of the AGS program,
meeting the computing requirements TRW was directed to use the Abort
with a digital differential analyzer, con- Sensor Assembly concept under develop-
taining about 300 to 400 integrators ment by United Aircraft rather than the
composed of integrated logic circi_its TRW design, and to subcontract with
and a hardwired core memory. Lat=,' United Aircraft to supply this unit.
in the proposal phase, it was determined
that a general-purpose computer was The initial design concept utilized
the only approach that could meet all of three Norden RI-1139B gyros =nd three
the system specifications. Bell Mod VII accelerometers, together

with pulse-rebalance loops and an inte-
Based on the RFP requirements, 500 gral power supply, providing a self-

words of memory and 18-bit word length contained sensor assembly. This unit
were determined as being adequate for is described in detail in Section 1 of the
the accuracy of the computations re- Appendix. In July 1968, the Bell VII
quired. At that time, there were no accelerometers were replaced with
requirements for variable mission tr_ _fntt 2401 accelerometers.

._ lO
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',, ,|, 3. 2_ MAJOR DESIGN CHANGES ance to rendezvous via either parking
orbit or direct ascent. The T-1 guid-

._ 3.2.1 Modifications Caused by Changes ance was a simplified abort guidance

] in Functional Requirements I scheme providing only the orbit inser-
tion guidance that had been developed

r Table 3-1 summarizes major events by Grumman prior to initiation of the

in the history of AGS development. AGS development program.
The first major event occurred in Studies made by TRW in late 1964

February 1965 when the basic guidance showed that the T-1 guidance scheme

][ scheme was changed from T-1 guid- was not sufficiently optimum with

Table 3-1. Major Events in AGS Development History

i[ Date Event
,|, , ,, ,,, ,,, .....

]_ August 1964 Initial studies

: October 1964 AGS full go-ahead

:. _. February 1965 Guidance requirements changed from T-l
_ guidance to rendezvous via parking orbit

or direct ascent, AEA memory capacity
:' increased to 4096 words. Data Entry and

_ Display Assembly (DEDA) added to system.

July 1965 First hardwired memory (HO-t) program

i: frozen",'
; _: January 1966 Rendezvous concept changed by NASA

:: from direct ascent to co-elliptic

• " June 1966 Revised hardwired memory (HO-3) program

il frozen

i _ August 1966 First AGS delivered

_ = January 1967 TRW AGS software change control initiated

¢ March 1967 First complete so_ware package delivered:
!! Design mission computer program (DMCP)

December 1967 First flight program delivered for opera-

I; tional usage (FP-Z)

July 1968 Bell VII accelerometer replaced by

" Kearfott 240 1

r= ,-

'*HO-1 was necessary to obtain a mer_.ory for the first production units

_ to protect schedule and hence contained very littleguidance informationbecause its configuration had to be frozen at a very early date. HO-2

_ was considered to be the final version of the hardwired memory con-

i_ ,T figuration. However, subsequent ICS testing indicated that the algorithm

<: _! contribution to attitude dr ift r ate under certain conditions was exc es s ive.
This wa0 a scaling problem and was corrected by going to an HO,,3

_{. memory configuration.

....

',[%
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regard to fuel consumption for abort 3. Z.2 Modifications Caused b),Change s
guidance and could lead to mission in Mission Requirements
failure due to fuel depletio._. Th_se

studies also disclosed that the AGS The mission requirements on the
suffered from severe operational initial explicit guidance scheme chosen

limitations becaosetherewasnomethod to replace the T-1 guidancein February
of _nserting data into the computer 1965 were that:
during the mission, TRW established

that an "explicit guidance scheme" 1. Pericynthian altitude be above
would be desirable and essentially 5 n. rni.. fter injection into
required, orbit.

At this point in the program, ':he
2. AV e_.penditu_e be within a

system concept had evolved from the
initial concept of an attitude refarence given constraint.
system plus simple programming func-
tions into an actual guidance system. 3. The AGS deliver the LM within

5 n. mi, of the Col_mand/Service
To implement the desired guidance sys-
tem funckions, it becaIne necessary to Module (CSM) with anaviga-

tion velocity error less than
provide an additional unit (DEDA} for

30 ft/sec.
use by the astronaut in communicating
with the computer, and to increase the
size of the memory from 2000 words In early 1965 the constraint of
/400 words of scratch pad} to a total of minimum fuel or minimum time to
4096 words with 2048 words of scratch rendezvous was added to the previous

pad and Z048 words of hardwired read- requirements. Within these constraints
TKW v_as free to define the abort

only memory. All of the computer rendezvous mission in a manner that
design parameters that had been opti- minimized the effects of errors inherent
mized over the preceding months were
discarded and a completely new design in the AGS. .4t this point of time TRW
was initiated. However, the basic cir- chose a direct-ascent rendezvous con-

c_,it design concept and choice of parts cept because of the apparent simplicity
of the mission and the minimal amount

remained the same. of time expended in tran_ from the

Coincident with the changes in the abort to the point of rendezvous (less
memory capacity _nd the addition of the than one orbital zero" ltion).
DEDA, several other changes in the
AGS functional requirements were made Three maneuvers we*.e employed.
by Grumman, resulting _n substantial The first placed the LN:. on an intercept
redesign of the AEA hardware. The trajectory with the CSM. The coast

orbit pericynthian was constrainedprimary changes were the addition of
input/output channels to provide the above 5 n. *hi. The point of intercept

was selected by the guidance computercapability of transferring navigation
data from the PGNCS computer to the (AEA) to minimize the propellant
AEA via the PGNCS telemetry down- expenditure. For the coast orbit,

rendezvous radar data was inserted
link channel, and to provide the capa-
bility of driving LM displays. AEA manually into the AEA via the DEDA to
output channels were provided to drive update the relative position and _,el')city

of the LM with respect to ths CSM.the LM Flight Director Attitude Indica-
tor (FDAI) and tape meters to display
attitude, altitude, and altitude rate. At ranges of typically 30 to 40 n. mi.,

the second maneuver (a midcourse cor-

These memory and input/output rection) was performed to account for
changes required redesign of the AEA guidance 6rrors of the previous maneu-

ver. The LM was again placed on anpower supply. At the same time a
requirement was added to provid_ the intercept trajectorywiththe CSM. The
capability of accumulating input data intercept point was either the originally
during the computer warm-up mode. chosen point or a new rendezvous point
This necessitated separating the power with a location that minimized subse-

: supply into two parts, quent propellant expenditure.

'_ 12
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The final maneuver was the braking 3.3 HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF
maneuver. Although not required by DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF THE
specification, the AGS had the capa- ABORT SENSOR ASSEMBLY

i bility of synchronizing the LM orbit

with the CSM orbit during this maneu- 3.3.1 Early History
ver at the point of closest approach.

In 1959, United Aircraft began a

Software required to perform the company-sponsored development effor_
above mission was successfully de- on strapdown guidance system techni-

signed and simulated. Aborts could be ques from which a design for a pulse-
performed from any point of powered torque amplifier evolved. The ampli-
descent (LM landing phase) and powered fier was tested with a Norden RI-203
ascent (lift-off from the lunar surface) integrating gyro in 1960. A Med X
trajectories. In the event of an "any- system, fabricated in !961, combined
time" lift-off from the lunar surface pulse-torque amplifiers with timing

[lift-oft not within the direct ascent circuits, temperature controt ampli-
launchwir, dow), the AGSwould auto- fiers, a power supply system, Norden

matically place the LM in a Iow, safe- gyros, and Bell accelerometers. This
parking orbit, unit was tested during 1961 and 1962,

and favorable results led to the fabrica-

tion of a prototype sensor package
A second major event occurred in (Mod I) in 1963 that utilized improved

January 1966 when NASA/MSC promul- pulse-torque servoamplifiers (PTSA)
gated a new rendezvous concept termed and RI-1139X Norden gyros. Sub-

r- co-elliptic :'endezvous. The rendez- sequently, a third generation inertial
f vous mission resui_ed from experience package (Mod II) was fabricated and
_" gained from the Gemini program, and extensively tested in 1963 and 1964

represented a consensu.5 of the flight prior to the start of the UACSC LM/
c- crew and flight operations. The co- ASA Program.
! elliptic flight ptan essentially placed

the LM in a parking orbit after orbit 3.3.2 Design Concepts at Program
insertion. A phasing maneuver was Start

" then performed so that the LM would

i achieve a prescribed relative position The conceptual design of the ASA
with the CSM at a prescribed location existing during the proposaI and nego-
in space. From here, the LM would tiation effort that occurred between the

! perform direct transfer maneuvers summer of 1964 and November 1964

[ through a prescribed central angle to was similar to the final ASA design.
the point of rendezvous. The term The originar conceptual design consist-

I- "co-elliptic" was coined from a phase ed of:
of the mission where the LM and CSMt

• elliptical orbits are essentially con- 1. Three Norden RI-I 139 gyros
centric with semi-major axes aligned, and their associated pulse-

¢ torque servoamplifiers.
i The change in mission concept had

a major impact on the guidance soft- 2. One Bell VII thrust-axis
ware. Software designed to implement accelerometer and PTSA.
the co-elliptic rendezvous concept was
successfully designed and simulated 3. Two Hone'ywell GG-116 cross-
during lcL(. In January1967 the first axis accelerometers and

, complete AGS software package incor- PTSA' s.

! porating the new mission concept was
deiivered to NASA. 4. A common power supply for

the entire ASA.

' 13
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5. A frequency countdown sub- The Conceputal Design Review was'
assembly to convert the basic held [n January 1965, two months after
clock input to all those output the program start, to review the design
signals with frequencies nec- zoncepts in more detail than had been
essary for the operation of the possible during the proposal and nego-

power supply and the instru- tiation periods.
ment/PTSA loops.

The Preproduction Design Review

6. A fine temperature controller was held ta August 1965 to review the
with associated heaters to design detail of the preproduction
maintain the block at lZ0°F model ASA's. The preproduction

usiag the concept of single- design encompassed the first f_ur
point temperature control. ASA's. At this Design Review it was

known that certain changes would be

7. A fast warm-up controller incorporated m the forthcoming pro-
with associated heaters to duction design.

provide additional power at
turf-on in order to bring the The Production Design Review was
block from ambient conditions held in April 1966 to review the final

to operating temperature as ASA design in depth. Approximately
rapidly as possible, fifty Action Items resulted that had to

be satisfied prior to design approval.

8. A beryllium block on which the These action items included additional
instruments and electronics analyses and hardware changes re-
are mounted, plus the asso- quired from the vendor and specifica-
ciated suspension assembly, tion clarification and/or relief required
cover, etc. from the customer.

Just prior to the program start in 3.3.4 Chronolo[ical Outline of Design
October 1964, a decision was made Chan_es, Problems, and
to make the three accelerometer chan- Solutions
nels identical. The two Honeywell
GG-116 cross-axis accele:.ometers Table 3-2 gives a chronological

were dropped ,_nd three Bell VII ac- history of the major ASA problems and
celerometers per ASA were used in- changes in requirements, and the
stead, design changes or other solutions in-

corporated as a result. This history

The proposed configuration of in- is somewhat subjective in the deter-
struments and electronic subassem- ruination of those items considered to
blies un the block was considerably be major. However, the list does
different from that which evolved for bring out those items which may prove

the production ASA. This, however, beneficial to the development of future
was more a difference in design detail guidance systems and summarizes the
than in concept, problems and solutions.

3.3.3 Outline of Design Evaluation After the production design was
frozen, data provided from vehicle

Aside from meetings, documenta- testing showed that the environment
tion, and the continuous monitoring of as originally specified was incorrect.
the vendor's design progress, three The change in the environmental spec-
formal Design Reviews were conducted ifications did not require hardware
during the program (with correspond- changes, but did affect the asseesrxlent
ing Design Reports): the Conceptual, of inertial performance when the AS/A
Preproduction, and Production Design was subjected to the new environments.
Reviews. Analyses and tests were performed to

._i_ '14
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_ Table 3-Z. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems
and Changes

Item Date Problem/Change in

No. {approx. ) Requirements Solution

! Jan '965 Customer ¢Jirected change from Several mechanical design iterations evolved throu4_h-

Bell VII accelerometer to out the first several months of the program. Primary :

Bell iii accelerometer, goal was optimum location of inert*al instruments

and major electronic subassemblies (e. g., power

Z Mar 1965 Customer directed change from
supply and PTSA's) to meet constraints of weight,

Bell Ill accelerometer to
envelope dimensions, mounting-hole dzmenslons, and

Bell Vll accelerometer.
thermalperformance. A significant design iteration

3 Jan 1965 Misunderstanding on mounting was the double change from Bell VII to Bell Ill and

[eet and cover dimensional back to the Bell VII, in an attempt to meet reliability

requirements in customer and weight requirements. The first change from the

_? specification. Bell VII to the Bell HI was made to increase the ASA

; reliability by using the well-proven Bell Ill acceler-

ometers. After extensive tradeoff studies, it was
s--

" necessary to return to the smaller Bell VII instrument

to meet _#,c size and weight constraints.

" In addition, specification relief on weight (from i7.0
}

- to 20.7 pounds) and envelope dimensions was required

to arrive a_ an acceptable final design. The basic

! , configuration of the first ASA (00|X, delivered |2-65}

has been maintained throughout the program.

[" 4 Feb i965 Custom, : required method of Spin-motor rotation detector (SM_RD) incorporated in

- monitoring gyro wheel speed, gyro design by adding platinum cobalt slugs in gyro

whe_:l. Pickoff coil generates a pulse for each wheel

I revolution; SM.RD amplifier for each gyro incorpor-

ated in interface electronics to amplify signal for

_- external use.

5 Feb 1965 Application of the proposed There were several design clmnges in the RI- i 139A

!RI- ii39A gyro for ASA gyro. In addition to SMRD (Item ._), minor changes

requirements and manu- included: longer torquer for increased torquer scale

i [acturing difficulties, factor, change from beryllia to beryllium torquer[rarne becaus, of potting difllculties, improved tech-

nique for output axis alignment, thermistor relocation,

and improved magnetic shield at the bellows end.

I!
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Table 3-2. Chronological Summary of Major AS_ Design Problems
and Change s (Continued)

t

Item [ Date Problem/Change Lr,

No. [ (approx.) Requi._ements Solution

Aug i.¢&-5 To prevent power supply P_wer supply overcurrent protectio,_ circuitry was

faiinre by inadvertent incorporated so the power supply would turn off if

shortin_ of voltage lines excessive current was dragon from the generated

used throughout the ASA Of secondary d-c and a-c voltage supplies.

particular importance when an

ASA is operating with the cover

removed during integration or

m_intenance periods. ASA

specification also requires

this protection.

Oct 1965 General electronic noise pro- No single design change was found to eliminate noise

blem within the ASA became problems despite extensive and continuing investiga-

apparent with integration of tions. Changes found t.o help were: elimination of

first ASA. Inertial perfor- ,round loops with the t,:st set connected, rerouting

mance chznged between of sensitive internal leads (e. g., rerouting raw power

having test connector out- lines from interface electronics to the power supply

puts capped versus having through the block away from the PTSA_s), tightly

thenx connected to test set. twisting instrument torquer leads instead of using

Noise problems were present shielded cable, using Netic-Conetic shields between

throughout ASA development. PTSA's and the power supply, and internally connecting

secondary power ground to chassis ground (required

specification relief),

Oct 1965 Problems resulted from the To meet the program schedule requirements, it was

lack of interface electronics necessary to proceed with the hardware design, even

definition between the ASA though the interface defimtion was incomplete. Meet-

and interfacing electronics ings were held and analyses prepared to arrive at a

relative _o tb_ basic input mutually agreeable interla"e definition. Problems

and output characteristics were resolved where possible b:, specification changes

and tolerances (including so as to minimize the impact on the hardware design.

effect of cable between ASA

and AEA), test points to be

I monitored (including char-
"' i acteristics, tolerances, and

7 [ load impedances), and the
,¢

!:_ type of connectors to be used.

:;_: 16
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Table 3-Z. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems
and Changes (Continued)

Item Date Problem/Change in
No. (approx.) Requirements Solution

" 9 Dec 1965 The first ASA (001X) had inter- A design change was immediately implemented. The

connecting internal harnessing second ASA used conventional point-to-post stranded

that employed flexible multi- wiring (or co-ax) with tied bundles.

layer printed circuit cable.

prirrmrily becauge of weight

and volume Ixmitations of con-

ventional wiring. This method

required more volume than

t originally anticipated, had an

unsatisfactory appearance since

_-" it would not stay molded around

corners, and was impractical

from the standpoint of accom-

! modating design changes which
4:

occur frequently durmg

the development phases of a

_ program.

I0 Feb 1966 The ASA power supply is located The production power supply was deslgned such that

between the main housing ar, d all significant heat producing components and modules

the heat sink on both prepro- were heat sunk directly to the cold plate side of the

, duction and production designs, power supply housing. A more conventional (less

[ The preproduction power supply dense) potting compound could therefore be used,

was potted in BeOSil, a therrr_l- resulting in a signLficant weight reduction. Heat from

: conducting compound, that the train housing was routed by two studs through the

allowed heat to permeate power supply to the cold plate {heat sink) surface.

through the compound from the Thesestuds incorporated adjustable slugs by which

. main housing and the power the thermal path between the train housing and cold

supply ttself to the heat sink plate could be varied. Thus, the capability of trim-

surface. However, the thermal sing total power consumption after ASA assemb:y

conductivity of BeOSil was not was gained.

as high as anticipated and a

weight penalty was incurred
1

when the relatively dense

; BeOSil was used as a potting

I compound.

17
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Table 3-2. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems

and Changes (Continued)

L

II Feb 1966 The preproduction suspension An individual suspension system was incorporated

system {feet) met the speci- for the production design. Each foot was attached

fled vibration requirements, to the block with a small enough thermal path to

However, long exposure to preclude the need for Mycalex. The body of each

the environment resulted in foot {titanium} was hollowed out and an aluminum

fatigue failures. An addi- slug covered with an elastomer was inserted to

tional difficulty was exper- provide damping and prevent exceeding the reson-

ienced in manufacturing, ance requirements of the specification.

Each pair of preproduction

feet was an integral unit at

either end of the housing.

Each individual foot contained

a Mycalex rir, g to serve as a

thexrnal barrier. Difficulty

in machining the Mycalex was

encountered.

12 Feb |96g The preproduction cover that A separate structural member was designed to

[ served as the support mere- support the connectors. The cover was redesigned

ber for the three connectors to accommodate this change as well as power sup-

was undesirable structurally ply and suspension system changes.

and was difficultand time

consuming to remove when

maintenance and development

problems occurred,

13 Feb i966 Acceleromcter scale factor Temperature compensation was incorporated in the

temperature sensitivity was Bell VII accelerometer design employing a scheme

higher than could be tolerated previously used on other versions of this acceler-

to meet inertial performance o--neter.

requirements.

t4 Feb 1966 The preproduction electronics We_ded internal connections were used throughout

subassemblies (particularly the production subassemblies. A general repackag-

PTSA's) were susc*ptible to ing of the individual subassemblies reduced weight,

broken internal solder joints, provided better heat sinking for critical components,

Also, other design aspects and accommodated some components different from

could be improved for pro- those used tr, the preproductlon design.

ductton subassemblies.

18
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Table 3-Z. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems

and Changes (Continued)

Item Date Problem/Change in
No. (apprt_x.) i Requirements Solution

15 Mar 1966 _ A potential thermal runaway A normally closed thermostat set to open at I50" F

condition existed when the sens- was incorporated in series with the + 12-v CAUTION

ing thermistor controlling the and WARNING output signal. The ASA is manually

fast warm-up opened or the turned off if the display Indicates a malfunctl,m on

trim resistor shorted. This this line.

condition could endanger other

equipment on the LM adjacent

to the ASA.

i6 Apr 1966 The accelerometer bias was The problem was solved by adjusting the acceler-

found to have an excessively ometer electrical null for minimum shift in bias

long warm-up time, (as much between the torquer at ground potential and at

as several hundred micro-g's) + 16 volts. An alternative solution was the inst_.11a-

and several hour's time between tion of bleeder resistors to accelerate leakage of the

initial and steady-state con- charge. However, schedule and cost limitations

dition. The long warm-up precluded use of these resistors at the time.

was caused by: (I) an electro-

static charge build-up between

the capacitor plates and torquer

coil on the pendulum when the

torquer coil potential was 16

volta above ground, and (2)

a change in resulting electro-

static forces on the pendulum

as the charge leaked off with

time.

i7 Aug 1966 The elastomer used in the pro- Several other materials were tested for damping

duction foot design (Item I I) efficiency when inserted in the foot instead of the

deteriorated when subjected to aluminum slug and elastorner. Although analysis

extended periods of vibration indicated otherwise, a solid titanium foot did provide

such the; exceedingly high adequate damping and was much leas difficult to

resonances resulted, manufacture.

19
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Table B-2. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems
and Changes (Continued)

item Date _ Problem/Change in

No. (approx.) Requirements Solution

18 Oct 1966 It was difficultto manufacture Although a rr_nuf_cturer was found who could prtduce

the cover that was builtfromthe single-plece outer aluminum skins to allow "mltside-in"

inside-out, so that the inner construction, the honeycomb core n-_terial was

skin was made first, then replaced with polyurethane foam to circumvent rrmnu-

honeycomb core material was facturing problems.

bonded to it, and finally the

outer skin was bonded to the

honeycomb in sections.

19 Jan 1967 Under certain vibration and The inner aluminum skin was removed And repl_ced

thermal-vacuum conditions, with G- 10 fiber glass. The thermal effects of this

pins from the electronic sub- change were negligible, and analysis showed that the

assemblies shorted to the inner effect on EM_ radiation and susceptibility was acceptable.

luminum skin of the cover by

)uncturing an insulating G-iO

fiber-glass board. This was

caused by a buildup of toler-

&nces during assembly.

20 Feb 1967 During the ASA quali/ication A change was made from foam cores back to honey-

test the foam-core material of comb cores and the n_nu/acturing difficulties of

the cover was not strong enough Item 18 were overcome.

to support itself under extended

vibration and separated at the

bond line.

21 Mar 1967 Gyro output (bias, mass Under the assumption that this problem was thermal,

unbalance, or both) changed by the gyro bores were enlarged to increase the gap

as much aa 0.7 deg/hr when the between the gyro snoot and the ASA housing, and

ASA was subjected to thermil/ thereby nLinimiz.e changes in heat flow from the gyro

vacuum tests. The shift to the housing between ambient and vacuum conditions.

usually occurred when the When this action did not cure the problem, a thin

vacuu.,n w_s applied rather layer of Wakefield thermal compound was applied to

than when ambient tempera- the gyro mounting se,,.J. After a few iterations on

tures changed, proper thickness and method of application, the pro-

blem appeared to be solved. Maximum shHts of

_, 20



Table 3-2. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems

;- and Changes (Continued)
! ........

Item Date Problem/Change in

No. (approx.) Kequtrements Solution

21 0.3 deg/hr are still observed occasionally, b,,t these

(cont)

are acceptable from a mission standpomt.

22 Mar 1967 For a year or more prior to These mass unbalance shLfts were postulated to be a

this time, :mvestigation and result of fluid settling in which the more dense parti-

T- testing were being performed cules migrated with the gravitational field under

to isolate ,An apparent sensi- extended periods of storage. The shifts were

. _ tivity of gyro mass unbalance asymptotic and would become relatively stable. At

to storage position. Shifts of the ASA level the solution was to always maintain the

as much as 2 deg/hr/g were ASA in its launch-pad orientation (+X axis up} during

" observed, particularly on nonoperating periods. The ASA shipping container,

: earlier production gyros, which is frequently used for storage, was modified to

contain the ASA with +X axis up instead of +Z axis up,

f
i as had been the case previously. At the gyro level,

the gyros were pre-assigned to a specific ASA axis

; " and were stored in the corresponding positionprior

t to mass unbalance trim. Subsequent to gyro accept-

ance they were maintained in this preferred orienta-

l tion until installation in an ASA.
t

: 23 May 1967 The first vf four gyros had The three gyros torn down were all c_rly production,

i extremely erratic output (as nonflight units that were built in the midst of exten-
t

, much as 25 deg/hr). When sive changes and improvements to the gyro vel_dor's

torn down, three of these clean room and quality Control processes and pro-
- C

,
were l'ound to have particu- cedures.

late contamination (a fiber,

a hair, and a carbonaceous

particle) in the fluid. All

these gyros had been installed

in ASA's, had passe¢_ accep-

tance testing, and had been

operating in the field for con-

i siderable time.

f
24 July 1967 Accelerometer channel bias This problem is still under investigation. The mech-

" t..

was the most erratic of all anism causing the bias shifts is not presently known

i! ii inerti, lperforrnanceparam- although it appears to be in the springor epoxy joint.;'. eters as observed for several that support the accelerometer pendulum. Initial
l.

_ 21
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Table 3-3. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems

and Changes (Contlnued)

Item Date Problem/Change in
No. (approx.) Requirements Solution

Z4 months on all production ASA's. corrective action was taken to reduce the temperature
(cont)

After an extended period of of the shipping container (used extensively for

testing, a simple method for storage in the field) from 145" F to i20 ° F inaccor-

separating accelerometer bias dance with the results obtained from the Single-

from PTSA bias was found channel tests.

double polarity reversal at

torquer and PTSA demodulator.

The bias sn:fts were definitely

attributed to th,_. accelerometez,

and single charmel tests

(accelerometer plus PTSA) sub-

sequently showed these shifts

to correlate wxLh pendulum

storage when the accelerometer

was turned off. Peak-to-peak

shifts of 600 micro-g's resulted

when storage was alternated bet-

ween IA up and IA down over

4 to 5 day intervals an.._ddwhen

the storage temperature was

150 ° F. When storage was

120 ° F (normal ASA operating

temperature_ the peak-to-peak

shifts were limited to less

than Z00 micro-g's with much

longer time constants.

Z5 Aug 1967 The first of several acceler- When severalaccelerometers were torn down, diff-

ometers had the pendulum stuck erent contaminants were found on the brass plates.

against the capacitor p!ztes such The specific contaminant causing the situationhas not

that the full loop capabilit 7 been ascertained. An intensive review of materials

(3 g's) would not free it. At used and of the manufacturing processes and pro-

least three additional acceler- cedures has been undertaken, however, and extensive

ometers failed such that the changes have been incorporated. Most of the original

loop would not close, in most accelerometers have been returned to the vendor for

,_' 22
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Table 3-2. Chronological Summary of Major ASA Design Problems

'V and Change s (Continued)

Item Date Problem/Change in
No. (approx.) Requirements Solution"

, , , , ,

Z5 cases in ASA's that had been rework.
(cont)

operating in the field :or over The new materials, p_ocesses, anu procedures did not

a year. In subsequent tests, eliminate the problem and in April t968 a parallel

.- a large percentage of all configuration utilizing the Kearfott _401 accelerometer

accelerorneters showed various was investigated. The results were so good that in

r" degrees of sticking when tested July i968 the decision was made to replace the Bell

: by an open-loop method. A accelerometers with the Kearfott type.

significant point is that the
3"

problem would probably

never have been detected at

7" the ASA level if the few acceler-:

. ometers had not exceeded a

stiction level of 3 g's.

26 Oct 196"1 Gyro-scale-factor asymmetry The digital outputs from the ASA should yield a pre-

r_ of greater than 500 ppm for cise measure of the current-time product of the
f

input rates at :_3 deg/sec was current being fed back through the torqt_ers, under

observed on most production the assumptions that the current level is constant and

i- ASA's. When it was realized the digital pulses are equally spaced. However, the
i_# r

that large dynamic errors current level (i-kHz square wave with zero input)

_ (above mission requiren_ents) was found to have synchronous 8-kHz (used for d-c
. would result during rotational supphes, mstrument excitation, and demodulators)

vibration, an extensive test noise. Further, the data pulses were not equally

" program was _dert_ken. spaced because of the sensitivity of the single-shot

multivibrator pulsewidth to noise on the +4-vdc line.

This noise was generated at the data output trans-

formers and, therefore, was also synchronous with

the l-kHz limit cycle. The solution was the incor-

poration of a new module to change the 8-kHz fre-

quency to 8. 258 kHz, -which allows the noise effects

, to be averaged out over any sampling time of more

than a few milliseconds. This module also eliminates

the need for the single-s.mt multivibrator.

t
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demonstrate that the ASA could per- Initial esLimates of memory capacity
form successfully within these environ- were about 500 words. An 18-bitword
ments as designed, length was deterrnined to be adequate

for the accuracy of the computations

At the outset c,f the program, a required. At that time, there were no
testing program was initiated, con- requirements for variable mission
sistent with the program schedule and changes because the system under dis-
budget constraints, It was recognized cussion was not truly a guidance sys-
at the time that the development risk tern but rather an attitude reference

was high. In retrospect, itappears system.

that the program risk (and subsequent
design changes) could have been sub- A major part of the proposal effort

stantially reduced by more extensive was devoted to keeping weight and power
testing earlier in the program, low. With respect to weight, [twas

decided to use integrated circuits and
hybrid thin-film circuits wherever

3.4 HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF feasiblu. With respect to power, it

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF THE appeared that the core memory should
COMPUTER SUBSYSTEMS (AEA have an extensive nu:nber of hardwired,
AND DEDA) read-only words. Because the. lemory

power is largely dependent upon the

3.4. i E_ar[7 Design Decisior,_ amount of scratch pad accessed, most
of the power is dissipated in the Z-axis

During the proposal phase of this drivers daring the rewrite cycle.

program, TRW initiallydecided that
the technical approach toward solution Because of the dynamic changes in

of the problem would center about a semiconductor technology, itwas
digital differential analyzer. The decided to use the newest and most

analyzer was to contain about 300 to reliable components available. Some
400 integrators composed of integrated of the newer parts had not been fully

logic circuits and a hardwired core qualified,and hence, were not carried
memory. Later in the proposal phage, on the TRW s_andard preferred parts

TRW determined that a general-purpose list. This decision was to cause some

computer was the only approach that difficultyduring the design phase ofthe
could meet all of the system specifica- program because, sir_ultaneously,
tions, components were being characterized,

pare:rioters were being agreed upon
TRW then decided to design a with vendors, and circuit design was

general-purpose computer based on being generated. In some cases, corn-

technology evolved during in-house ponent specification negotiations with
research and development programs, vendors made circuit redesign neces-

The computer is considered general sary.
purpose in the sense that it is capable
of adding, subtracting, multiplying, DTL integrated circuit logic was
etc., under program control. But this selected at this time. This selection
computer is actually special purpose was based on the uircuits having high-
because it was designed especially to noise rejection, compatibility with
solve the LM problem, functional and speed requirements,

multiple sources, a history of satis-
The sizing of the computer (speed, factory performance, and an esta'.lished

instruction repertoire, words of mem- reliability.
ory, word length, etc.) was based on
software studies utilizing the Hypo- After i_s proposal was submitted,
comp Program. Hypocomp is a high- TRW continued design implementation
speed, interpretive, computer simula- of the specific technical approach
tion that employs a subset of IBM 7094 taken. When _.he contractwas awarded
orders usually found in airborne digital several months later, TRW was well
computers, along in the design, atteast in a con-

,.
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ceptual -_ndbreadboard sense. But slices. This method proved so prac-
during the next few months, the corn- tical that _thas been generally adopt-

I purer grew because of increased rune- ed for most new designs. The planartional requirements, and the memory approach reduces the levels of packag-
became 2000 words with a 500-word ing to three: (1) parts and devices,
scratch pad. This required certain (2) module circuit boards, and (3)

memory changes because the design interconnection matrix. Three pack-
was previously optimized for low aging leve!_ are the lowest practical
power at a 500-word capacity, minimum for equipment of this com-

plexity. Studies showed that the addi-During the ensuing three or four tion of packaging levels between the
months, it was established that the first and second levels, in general,
guidance scheme (the system had now represents merely added connections,

i evolved into an actual guidance system cost, and weight., without any notice-a_ well as just an attitude reference able improvement of other desLgn
system) was not sufficiently optimum factors.
from a fuel consumption point of view

for abort guidance and rendezvous. The second basic decision stemmedAn "explicit guidance scheme" was from an apprehension of the third level
desirable and essentially required. To package, the unit interconnection
implement the explicit guidance scheme matrix. Experience and intuition in-

I and to provide the necessary missi6n dlcated that this package, although un-flexibility, it becarae necessary to add defined at the time, would be complex;
an. input-output device (DEDA) to per- Moreover, this package would be de-

. mit the astronaut to control the opera- fined and designed last, thus allowing
ring modes of the program and to read no time for major design change to
and enter data during the mission. In correct any erroneous early judgments.
addition, it was necessary to increase Therefore, it was decided to lodge as

the memory capacity to 4096 words much complexity as possible in the_ith 2048 words of scratch pad and second level packages, and, where pos-
2048 words of hardwired, read-only sible, even in the first level packages.
memory. Atl the design parameters

" .T" that had b_n optimized over the pre- This decision led to the design of
; I ceding 4 months were:discarded, and many complex multilayer circuit boards

a completely new design was required, and some complex hybrid thin-film
However, the basic design concept, mrcuits. For instance, the judgment
the cores, the type of drive, and the of the memory designers was that the

_._ type of sensing remained the same. rnemory should have its own inter-
connect matrL,_ with logic interface

.,' -" _. Because the requiremen's and capa- signals on a connector. This would
! bilities of the computer expanded signi- enable simplified testing by making the
• - ficantly during the early months of the memory a true subassembly. But this

program, two packaging design deci- proposal was rejected, mainly because
_ sions were made. First, it wa_ de- of weight considerations. The memory

tided to abandon the cordwood module designers then elected to run on!y logic
concept because the component part signals in the matrix and to hardwire
temperature requirement would corn- non-lo._ic signals between boards with-
promise the weight and would also in the memory subassembly.
result in a subdivision of the unit into

many small cubes. The complexity The cJmplexity of the circuit boards
of the unit and the profusion of small has been questioned in design reviews,
parts were inappropriate _o app!ica- but it is important to note that the
tion of the cordwood technique (except packaging design did not create com-

-,_ in the power supply section with its plexit)r. A fundamental level of corn-
large discrete components), Instead, plexity is established by the perform-

i it was decided to use _he planar ap- ance and reliability requiremer.ts,
proach, much as though the computer which in turn are achieved by the cir-
consisted of a number o2 functional cuit design. In thi,: case, cor,_.plexity

f
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was allowed at the f;rst and second In order to meet the development
levels to prevent too great a complexity schedule, it was necessary to proceed
buildup in the third level. The use of with the design before the requirements
the multilayer boards was compatible weze fully determined. The final re-
with electrical considerations. Ground quirements specification was not re-
and power t_lanes made possible low- leased until January 1966, more than
impedance power distribution {,reducing one year after award of the contract.
ground noise) and reduced crosstalk
between signals (mutual inductances in The power supply capability grew as
order of tenths of microhenries and the capability of the computer grew.
mutual capacitances less than onepico- Several events had large impacts on
farad were realizable). The multilayer power supply design. For example, as
boards also a11owed controlled routing the dynamic load char, ges became bet-
of signals, which was especially bene- ter defined, it became apparent that,
ficial to the memory, for the power supply to meet its ripple

specification, a large amount of capa-
Although there has been considerable citive filtering was required at the

criticism of thin-film hybrid circuits power supply outputs. This filtering
(FEB's), they permit fabrication and occupied a considerable amount of
test of functional circuits prior to volume. The laminated bus filtering
installation on the circuit board. More- on the logic, input-output, and memory
over, their easy replacement enhances cards aided in maintain a low-
their maLntainability. In addition to impedance power source throughout
their small size and v'eight, they re- the computer.
quire short lead lengths and may be
placed near to closely related parts. As the memory increased in size, :
However, there are strong opinions that the memory drive voltages were in-
it would have been advantageous to ex- creased. As the integrated circuit

pend the necessary effort to design count increased, the power require-
these circuits with discrete components ments of the logic voltages increased.
while maintaining the weight and volume These incremental changes had a

requirements, severe impact on the power supply -_
design, but they were unavoidsble. It

The early decision not to add any was not possible to overdesign in the
integrated circuits to the flight hardware first place and still meet the power
used only for integration and test in- dissipation requirements,
creased the reliability of the computer
during flight;however, this decision The addition of the voltage sequenc- -
complicated the checkout, ing requirements (to prevent loss of

scratch-pad memory) caused power
Another design feature, the hard- supply redesign. Three separat,: con- :

wired interconnection matrix, while verter_, instead of the previous one,
increasing system reliability during had to be used. Only the common
flight, has increased the checkout time input filter _as salvaged from the pre- r
by several orders of magnitude, vious design. Another requirement

placed on the power supply was to

3.4. Z Design Development History of provide energy for a period of time
_'EA Subsections ' sufficient to complete a memory cycle

in the absence of input power. This
3.4.2. I Power Supuply requirement resulted in the addition

of more storage capability withir, the
The power supply started out as an power supply. The decision to make

uncomplex, straightforward design and the memory Z-driver supply voltage
ended up as a very complex, sophisti- a function of temperatalre while in-
cared design, meeting very stringent creasing the overall reliability of the
requirements, computer, presented a very difficult

J
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challenge to the power supply de- cteclined to bid. A third vend¢)r de-
signers, l;vered a stack for an engineering

n_odel; however, it (lid not n_eet the• The overall effect of the changes in electrical requirements at the higher
the power supply req_,,_,nents was an temperature. Because of this defici-
increase in size of the power suppl-/, ency, and because of a doubt about

The modular (trays) packaging teeh- meeting the other environmentalnique was used to increase p,_kaging requirements, this vendor was also
density. Had it been possible to an- eliminated.
ticipate the final requirements, the

have been the time of the initial
power supply might pack- During core

aged on cards as was the rest of the fabrication efforts by the three vendors,
computer. This would have simplified EMI developed a new lithium core, less

i manufactxlring and production testing, magnetostrictive than the core used inAnother result of the design changes the engineering model. EMIdiscovered
to the power supply was that some they could easily hardwire the stack
component- had to be mounted exter- and subsequently became one ot the

I nal to the module of which they were memory venflors.a part. This greatly complicated
the manufacturing test. About this time, Indiana General

proposed to hardwire the core stack

I using a folded-plane technique which3.4.2.2 Memory resulted in(1)an increase in reliability
due to fewer solder )oints and (21 a

The core memory was the outgrowth weight saving due to elimination of in-

I of Company-sponsored research and dividual bit frames. Indiana Generaldevelopment. Prior to the AEA pro- became our second vendor and later,
gram, TRW had designed and built a because of superior electrical, mecha,--
scaled-down version of a 256-word ical, and scheduling performance, be-

!_fl This memory ,ncreased to came our prime and only vendor.memory.
500 words, then 2000 words, and then

4000 words during the development of The wiring of the core stack ,s
'_-, the LM/AGS. somewhat unconventional: 2048 _ords

_._ are scratch pad and 2.048 words are
It was decided that TRW would hardwired as read only. Through each

design the electronics, specify, and core in the scratch pad are five wires:
" then purchase a core stack from two of an X, Y, sense, and two-turn Z
x the six or so vendors capal:le of sup- (inhibit current now required). The two-

plying the stack. Early in the program, turn inhibit was selected to save power
: .... 2048-word scratch-pad core stacks (half the inhibit current now required).
; _ were purchased from Ferrox-Cube, In the read-only section, there are _wa
.... l RCA, and Fabri-Tek. Initial attempts or three wires through each core: X,

by all three vendors to fabricate the sense, and sometin:es Y. The thread-

core stack were not completely suc- ing of the Y wire through or around
, , cessful. One vendor selected an EMI the core depends on _hether that bit is
t' core that was highly magnetostrictive required to be a one or a zero. Thread-

and thus very difficult to string. After ing an AWG-4u wire through and then
stringing and restringing the stack and around the next core (cores have 18-rail
not being able to make it work, the holes, have 30-rail outside diameters,
vendor dropped out of the competition, are on 30-rail centers, are at a 45 °
A core stack fabricated by a second angle to the direction of the wire, and

[ vendor, after a long slip in the delivery are staggered at 90 ° angles to each
schedule because of stringing problems, other) causea concern among several
was placed in an engineering model of the potential vendors. The thread-
breadboard memory. The electrical ing technique of wiring zero t s rather

' chara_te_'istics of the stack were quite than chipping out the cores was selected... satisfactory, but visual inspection of because, by staggering c,jrrents, the
' the stack revealed stringing problems, signal-to-noise ratio of a conventional
:'. _. When TRW approached tl-.e vendor coincident-current core memory could

_,:_ about hardwiring part of the stack, they be maintained.L

, i! 27
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Having two vendors supplying stacks guidance computer so that its ONE-
with different meci_anical sizes pre- " "_,RO threshold remained constant with
sented a difficult problem in the AEA _mperature. Nordt'n was selected as

packaging destgp. As a solution to the supplier, with ,:!ther Signetics o,"
this problem, it was de°idedtoprovid e GME the second source. For variot, s
the vendors withendboards containing reasons, including the death of a Key
selection diodes to ease the interface technical person at GME, the second

problem_ interfacing with the drive source was eliminated. TRW then began
wires directly would have meant con- building these circuits in-house for
necting to 256 wires, while interfacing second-s(,urce supply. Some yield
with the selection diodes reduced this prol)lems occurred due to the stringent
interface to 32 wires. This caused performance specification dictated by

some problems in determining vendor our worst-case design. But a couple
liabil,ty because the stack acceptance of iterations varying integrated circuit
test was performed with end boards, parameters solved the problems. The

complete sensing circuit contained
Selection diodes were choser_ to be threshold-s ttmg resistors and fea-

integrated circuits (16 packages} in tured transformer coupling to the
order to increase reliability. Thirty- sense line, which increased the signal-

two components were then required to-noise ratio.
rzther than 512 with all matrix inter-
cc,nnections within the integrated cir- Requirements for the inhibit driver

cult package. The electronic system (18 per system) specified that the cir-
required four diodes per line, rather cult supply a current through the in-
than the conventional two diodes, to hibit wire that varied as a function of

reduce the displacement currents, and temperature. It was decided that the
thuq the noise on the sense line caused most reliabile approach would be a

by the direct drive scheme. The extra voltage source varying with tempera-
diodes were added when the memory ture, with a fixed resistor in series
we_ increased to _096 words, with the inhibit wire through an e'cc-

ironic switch between the voltage source
The stack-form factor allowed and ground. The alternative would

placement of boards around the stack, have been 18 current regulators, more
This proved quite beneficial from both parts, and high-power dissipation.
an electrical and mechanical view. The temperature-varying voltage
The inhibit (Z) drivers with high-power source imposed a design burden on the

dissipation could be placed on two power-supply designers. The fixed
boards mounted directly to the corn- resistor was a specifically designed

puter side rails, providing a direct, thin-film type, designed and built by
low thermal-resistance path to the TRW. The remainder of the circuit
computer case, The sense amplifiers was suitable for FEB construction,
could be placed on two boards mounted which enabled the 18 inhibit drivers to
above and below the stack, enabling be placed on the two r"_ards mounted
these critical noise sensitive circuits to the sidewalls of the computer.
to be isolated from the high-current
drivers and to have short twisted pair The direct drive system was selec-
leads to the source of their signals, ted fcr X, Y drive. Th;s eliminated
the sense lines, the need for transformers in the drive

scheme, savirg volume and weight.
The selection of the sense amplifier The drivers and selection switches

was another major undertaking. It was were adaptable to the FEB construction
decided that the sense amplifier should technique, resulting in size and weight
be an integrated circuit for reliability reduction. The current in the lines
purposes, either one commercially was controlled by a feedback regulator
available or one that TRW would design, designed to contain a built-in tempera-

ture coefficient so that read and write
In final form, it became a combina- currents tracked core characteristics.

tion of the two. TRW redesigned the In this way, the sensed output signal
sense amplifier used in the primary could be kept nearly constant over the
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I operating temperature, thus further sufficient magnitude to Lause erroneous

simplifying the signal-detvction pro- changing ofjlip-flop states. A clamp-

I blem in the sensing system, ing network had to be added to ea,'h
slave clock input. This required the

Although timing generators using addition of a special transistor tf" the
:ntegrated logic circuits pro.luce higher program with spt'clal cl::_ractvristics

7 power dissipation than timing genera- such as inverse _. A redesign of the
tors using glass delay lines (because logic cards was required to !nco,'porate

" of greater timing tolerances of current these circuits.
pulse widths), the use of ,ntegr.tted
circmts was much the simpler design $.4.2.-1 _._In_ut/(',utput Logic
,,ppro, lch. In add.tion, glass delay
lines would have xnv<)lved mechanical The l/O logic development was simi-
prohle._:_s, far to that of the central processor.

H.owever. there were some changes
The packaging of the memory result- that affected the design and schedule,

ed in the ten boards being functionally such as the input telemetry register,
.-- packaged, This has been of tremen- addition of altitude and altitude-rate

i dous help to production testing, registers, and the addition of dc D/A
converter for lateral velocity. The

3.4.2. 3 Central Processor number of ;tlscretes changed continu-
:_ ously, which also affected the design.

The original logical design of the

"_" central processor was used without any 3.4. 2.5 Input/Output Buffers
major modifications. The distribution

" of the logic resuited in two of tb.e logic The same factors affecting I/O logic
cards having 96 pin connectors instead design affected the design of the I/O
of 64. buffers: Design could not be finalized

¢. until the" interface specification was

J The use of ten layers (top and bot- finalized.
L, tom pad layers, four logic layers, a

clock layer, a ground layer, arm two During design considerations of the
voltage layers) resulted in a workable D/A converter, separate converters

. system from both the electrical and were specified for each input, rathermechanical viewpoint, than one converter, a sample-and-hold
circui*., and AM modulation. Tile

:." The DTL family of logic was selec- separate converter approach was

" ted for mechanization of the central chosen because it not and
was complex

processor. The different components woul_ mean fewer components in the
.:, were characterized, a set of logic overall system.

;' _ rules were written, and the logic
,- _ design was mer-hanized. The FEB approach was used for the
i_ ,, register flip-flops to save power (the
,) Two problems appeared in the clock low power DTL was not available at
f ,}" distribution systems. The first pro- the time). Other circuits were straight-

, blem concerned the design deficiencies forward and approached optimum design,
in all of the available standard integra-
ted clock-driver circuits. The more 3.5 HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF

prominent deficiencies were the exist- SOFTWARE DESIGN DEVELOP-
ence of too high a TRUE level and the MENT
occurrence of current spikes during

switching, These characteristics could 3.5. l Early History
cause erroneous changing of states of

! the flip-flops. TRW designed a special The major events in the history of
,. clock driver to eliminate these pro- the AGS Software development follow

'-"_ _, blems, the major changes of the functional, requirements for the AGS system.
i_" [_, The second problem, discovered on a
_'_ breadboard computer, concerned under- In February 1965 the basic guidance
}i shoots on the clock line that were of scheme was changed from T-I guidance

, |
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to a rendezvous guidance concept. The The hardwired portion of the pro-
T-I guidance scheme was nonoptimum gram has been developed via three con-
with respect to fuel consumption and figurations. The first one, HO1, was
operational procedures and was re- generated to support the production of
placedwithanexplicitguidancescheme, the memory of the first production
In January 1966 NASA/MSC redefined units. This program contained very
the rendezvous concept from Direct little guidance information because its
As_.ent to a co-elliptic rendezvous con- configuration was frozen at a veryeariy
cept. This mission change had amajor date. The second version, HO2, was
impact on the guidance software, considered the final program. How-

ever, subsequent ICS testing indicated

In January 1967, the first complete problems with the attitude equations
AGS software package was delivered to and a resca!ing was required. The
NASA. This program incorporated the final program, HO3, has not been
concentric rendezvous flight plan and changed since its generation in June
is known as the Deslgn Mission Corn- 1966.
puter Program (DMCP). This program
has served as a baseline for subsequ- 3.5.2 Program Modifications
ent modifications. Subsequent to DMCP

A second major delivery, Flight Since January 1967 the AGS software
Program 2 (FP2) was made in Decem_ hasbeen under strict TRW and NASA/
ber 1967 to support a potential un- MSC configuration control. All poten-
manned LM test flight _n earth orbit, tial changes are processed as Software
A third program (FP3) has been deliv- Change Proposals (SCP' s) for TRW
ered in May 1968 to support the first and NASA/MSC approval.
Manned LM/CSM flight in earth orbit
(Apollo Mission D). The fourth pro- Table 3-3 shows the status of the
gram FP4 is identical with FP 3. 45 SCP's processed to date, 6 of these

are guidance constant changes, 13 are

A fifth program(FP 5)is being pre- minor changes or general program
pared. This program will be a lunar improvements, 4 were disapproved, on
program which incorporates many of 3 no action was taken, and 4 are not
the improvements of the previous pro- yet approved.
grams.
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Table 3-3. Software Change Proposals

!
'I Software "

Change Program Source of

Proposal Date Affected Title of Change Changes Status

I 2-9-b7 DMCP and subsequen. Roy. No. 1 to DMCP Equations TRW Approved

2 g-20-67 DMCP and subsequent Change an Sign of FDAI Computations MSC Approved

3 2-22-67 DMCP and bubsequent Calibrated Aceelerometer Bias Com-. MbC Approved
-- pensatlon Range Increase

4 ,_-28-67 DMCP and subsequent I_tch and Yaw Steering T_-nlts TRW Approved

5 2-28-67 DMCP Predicted CDH Mane, ., removal _.,ISC/TRW Approved
of desired absolute t:.', of CDH

-" maneuver, predicts, .._ and/or t
(DH time limited " .

6 6-28-67 FP_/2 and ._ubsequent Delete redundant _ of ullag_ TRW Approved
counter to zero

7 6-28-67 FP e2 and subsequent Removal of estaLl.shmv. _eticula_ _ r_'v Approved

values for Vd_, Vdy , VdZ
f

2 8 6-28-67 FP #2 and subsequent Delete Ar 0 and Tc0 i s'RW Approved

. 9 6-28-67 FP #?. and subsequent Input tangent of desired line-of-sight TRW Approved
" angle rather than desired line-of-

sight angle

" 10 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Remove time sharing of ql TRW Approved

- il 6-28-67 FPO2 and subsequent Delete Automatic Exit from Lunar MSC/TRW Approved
Align

I 12 8-i0-67 FP H2 and subsequent Simphf_eat_on of b14 Logic TRW Approved

13 6-28-67 FP ,2 and subsequent Yaw steering for S Band MSC Approved
communication

14 6-28-67 FP f¢_ and subsequent DEDA "CLR" Change TRW Approved

15 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Calculation of apofocus altitude and MSC Approved
tune to perlfocus

f" 16 6-28-67 FP #2 and subsequ)nt Delete Abort and Abort Stage from MSC [Approved
steering loops

17 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Automatic selection el elliptic or MSC Disapproved
clrcttlarequations re" CSI

18 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Implement capability to perform CDH MSC Approved

at hrst or third apsidM crossing

19 6-28-67 FP _ and subsequent Readout out-of-plane position and MSC Approved

veloctty at all tm_es
20 6-28-67 FP #2 and subsequent Capabihty of out-of-plane maneuvers MSC Approved

at CSI and CDH

21 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Generate node 90 ° from TPI MSC Approved

22 6.28.67 FP#2 and subsequent Display h, and Ar instal MSC Approved
23 6-28-67 FP _2 and subsequent Accelerometer bias constant to MSC Disapproved

decimal, Requires 6 progrnltn steps

L
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Table 3-3. Software Change Proposals (Continued)

Software
Change Program Source of

Proposal Date Affected Title of Change Changes Status

:_4 6-28-67 FP #2 and subsequent Change ullage counter constant check TRW No Action

25 6-28-67 FP #Z and subsequent Change lower hrnlt on a T (4K34) i'RW Approved

26 7-24-67 FP _2 and subsequent Flight Crew selection of Yaw Steerxng MSC Disapproved
Vector

27 8-1-67 FP #2 and subsequent Changes to telemetry hst TRW Approved

28 8-10-67 FP #2 and subsequent Elimination of some inconsistencies MSC Dlsappro'_ed
between PGNCS ,_nd AGS in the
external AV modes

Z9 9-14-67 FP _2 and subsequent Variable Gyro Drift Cornpensat*on MSC No AcUon

30 11-30-67 FP rt3 and subsequent Deletion of $55 and change in selector MSC/TRW Approved
address constraint

31 1Z-1-67 FP #2 only Modihcations for urmnanned IAX4 Z MSC Approved

32 12-5-67 FP t13and subsequent AGS/PGNCS Mis_lignment Correctien MSC Approved

33 12-4-67 FP #.3 and suksequent Orient Z body ax*s to desired thrust MSC Approved
dlrcctlon

34 12-4-67 FP #_3and subsequent Control limit on "Fd as a function of TRW Approved
ve|ncle configuration

35 12-5-67 FP f_3 and subsequent Modification to Orbit Insertion TRW Approved
Targeting Conditions

36 1_-4-67 FP #3 and subsequent Improx ed steering m TPI mode TRW Approved

37 12-4-67 FP tt3 and subsequent F.limination of attitude hold reference TRW Approved
direction when in follow-up

38 11-21-67 FP _3 and subsequent Navigation Sensed Velocity Threshold TRW Approved
Constant Change

39 1Z-11-67 FP _/3 and subsequent PGNS Do',vnhnk Identlhcation Change MSC Approved

40 4-23-68 FP _t3and subsequent Program Tm_n_g Improvement TRW Approved

41 ,I-29-68 FP _14and subsequent LM Abort Insertion Targets MSC No action expected

42 6-28-68 FP rf5and subsequent Altltude Update via DEDA TRW Not yet approved

43 6-28-68 TBD Expanded Capability Radar Fllter TRW Not "letapproved

44 6-28-68 FP _5 and subsequent DEDA Entry Protection MSC Not yet approved

'15 6-28-68 FP It5and subsequent Program Step Savings Not yet appr 'ved
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'_ 4. MAJOR DESIGN PROBLEMS
i

-; 4.I DISCUSSION OF MAJOR DESIGN inside the accclerometer. Many of
PROBLEMS OF THE ASA these epoxies with high outgassing

characteristics were changed to gyro-
_- 4. 1. i Sensors grade epoxies with much improved

cha racter;.stics.
4.1. 1. I Accelerometers

., Accelerometer fabrication techni-

ir'* The Bell VII B accelerometer used ques were changed drastically to in-
_ on the LM/ASA had one major problem, corporate state-of-t.he-art assembly

sticky pendulums; and two. minor pro- techniques recommended by the Mate-
; blems, a large turn-on time constant rials and Processes Department of
_ _ and bias instability. A fourth problem Bell, United Aircraft, and TRW Systems.
:_ _..; related to accelerometer mechanical These procedures included the removal
:. saturation in the specified vibration of adhesive tapes and Kes.*er 1015 flux,

., environments (dependent also on the and th. elimination of chlorotheae, tap-3-

;; '_ rebalance loop design) was satisfac- water, silicone grease from vacuum
" _'; torily resolved without any design pump processing equipment andvacu-
.5 changes. This problem points up the um brakes, and out-gas of all com-

_!. importance of high accelerometer pounds in each unit before final seal.';'! damping in the design of inertial loops The accelerometer was then backfilled
• operating in severe vibration environ- with 75 percent dry helium and 25 per-
i_; ments, cent dry nitrogen. An attempt was
'"; ..._" made to solve the sticky pendulum prob-

_i' St!cky Pendulum. The sticky pendu- lem through use of state-of-the-art
_:'" lure problem was-readily detected by superclean assembly procedures, which

!i, _t_ observing that the particular ASA out- drastically reduced the number of dif-
_ g put remained saturated for all levels ferent contaminants and the quality of
'_:_ _ of acceleration in a ±l-g field, Since contamination. The accelerometers
_ the problem first appeared in August passed all stiction tests up to the final
_ 1967 on ASA S/N 002, other accelerom- temperature cycle, that ranged be-
( _, eters have been examined for sticky tween +200 ° and -100°F. After tern-
s" .,."t_ pendulums by performing a stiction perature cycling, however, some units

test. This test determines the gravita- still failed, probably due to remaining
v.. tional force required to pull the pen- contamination. In the meantime a

dulum off the capacitor rings while the parallel solution, utilizing a Kearfott
•- accelerometer is operating in open- _.40i type accelerometer was investi-

loop storage, Tests indicated that an gated. The results were excellent and

" increase in storage temperature aggra- finally it was decided to replace the
vated the problem. Bell accelerometer with the Kearfott

type.

9, The suspected cause of this problem
,,: _) was a viscous contamination between Bias Instability. The Bell VIIaccel-
i'i; _" the capacitor plates and the pendulum, erometer b'ias changes exponentially
_:_, This contamination may have formed as a function of accelerometer storage
_._' from various types of epoxies used time, Storage temperature greatly

,!_
aa
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affects this rate of change. For a not centered between the plates physi-

storage temperature of 150°Fthe bias cally, one plate will exhibit a greater
spread can be as high as 900 g' s peak- force on the pendulum than the other,
to-peak when the accelerometer stor- Because of the very low leakage rates
age position is changed from LA up to of the bridge circuit capacitors that
IA down or vice versa. The acceler- exhibit a very large time constant, the

ometer bias was s_:parated from the electrostatic forces require a long time
PTSA bias by measuring the totalloop to settle out, This time period causes
bias, reversing the PTSA input and the effective bias to change proportion-

output, and again measuring the total ally.
loop bias. The sum of the twobiases
divided by 2 is the accelerometer bias. In closed-loop operation the pendu-

lum operates around electrical null.

The cause of this problem is not Adjustment of capacitor C4 is made
definitely known. Tests have been per- such that the _l_ctrical null coincides
formed by Bell. In their opinion the with electrostatic null. Thus, in closed-
creep rate of the epoxy joint between loop operation, the net electrostatic
the flexures and the pendulum is caus- force on the pendulum is approximately

ing this instability, the same regardless of the dc torquer
potential and the charge on the capaci-

To accommodate bias instability, tor plates. This adjustment of C4 does
the ASA can be recalibrated in flight to not affect the charge on the capacitor
determine the latest accelerometer plates, but does minimize the change
bias. A correction is made in the corn- in bias during warm-up or turn-on,

puter to compensate for any change, during which time the charge on the
: capacitor plates is changing. This is

It was determined from various illustrated in Figure 4-1,
tests that accelerometer bias insta-

bility could be improved by reducing Acce!erometer Damping: The original
storage temperature and storing the accelerometers chosen for the ASA
unit in the position in which it is u!ti- were gas filled, and hence lightly
matelyused. Reducing the storage damped. Under such circumstances,
temperature to t20°F will reduce the the accelerometer loops saturate at
bias instability to approximately B00 g's relatively low acceleration levels.
peak-to-peak. Because of the gyro Analysis has shown that simple changes
stratification problem it was decided in the loop design to increase the
to store the ASA in onlyone orientation, dynamic range of the accelerometer
This should further reduce the spread and its rebalance loop are not possible.
in bias to approximately t50 g's peak- Initial analyses of the acceierometer
to-peak, loop performance in the specified LM

mission euvironment showed a potential

Turn-On Time Constant. The Bell VII mechanical saturation (bottoming) of

. accelerometers experienced a turn-on the accelerometers. Although this
problem early in the program where problem was resolved satisfactorily

- the bias failed to reach a steady-state without requiring design changes to the
value between _-30_g's within 25 minutes accelerometer or its rebalance loop
after the accelerometer-PTSAloops (see Paragraph 4,1.Z. 4), it emphasizes

-were closed. This problem prevented the importance of using highly damped
t_ie AGS from meeting the mission inertial instruments in inertial loop
requir..ements, designs of the ASA type. Such instru-

ments minimize pendulum or float

The accelerometer torquer is oper- motion and are inherently better suited
ated at a iS-vflc potential relative to for operation in a severe vibration
ground due to the particular PTSA de- environ,nent.
sign. This potential causes an electro-
static charge to build up between the Had the importance of this problem
p" udulum and the capacitor plates that been fully appreciated early in the
io inversely proportional to the relative program, it is likely that an alternate

! distance between the pendulum and the accelerometer would have been chosen
_: capacitor plates. If the pendulum is to replace the Bell VII,

, '_i_!'; 34
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I k3 because of the orientation of the gyroir.
_'- the ASA. Another effect was that the

ii -- _- characteristic instability of the mass
"_ _ -- unbalance terms made it difficult to
U O <

" U use mass unbalance instability as a
"( U-- " failure indicator.

" "_Z ,,'g,-_ L
. _ ,.::-'::._':'- In an effort to isolate the problem,

-_ . . ,,,Z . ' ' testing at UACSC and Norden was

dir(;cted toward eliminating the respon-

d" sibility of known effects and discovering
: any new effects that could be respons-

ible for the variations. A gyro circle
__ -: . ' test was designed to determine the
: relationship between the gyro stora ,u

position and the gyro mass unbalance.
The test consisted of storing two gyros

_-- in a fixed orientation until the change in

l SPRING the measured IA and SA mast unbalance, _ terms was less than 0.2 deg]hr-g dur-
ing a 72-hour period. The orientation

) U Notes: was then changed and the above pro-

.. cedure repeated. The orientation
• _ Electrical Null --That pendulum position sequence was IA up, IA down, SA up,
' that gives zero electrical output. SA down, IA up, etc.

" Adjus,'ment of capacitor C4 affects.,. only this null. The testing program indicated that
Electrostatic Null--That pendulum the initial shift from analog torquing to

position at which the net electrostatic pulse torquing was due to *.he difference
v*

"" l_: force on the pendulum _s the same in power levels applied to the torquer_- _~zero) regardless of whether the torquer in these two tests (1.3 watts during the
_._ coil Ts at zero or _ 15-vdc pot._nfial, pulse torquing mode compared to 0.7

i:" [_, Mechanical Null--That pendulum position watt in the analog mode). The cause of
_._ _. at which there is no flexure in the spring, the long-term variation, however, _\,as
_, _-_ due to storage orientation sensitivity as

• _, Figure 4-1. Capacitor C4 Adj,:st a result of fluid stratification. This

_- in Accelerometer appears to be a common problem ingyros utilizing two-cut flotation fluid,
A_

:,;, as is used in the R_-tt39B gyro.

_" 4.1.1 2 Gyros
!_" ,_" " - The shift in mass unbalance result-

;.._ ing from the two Lest modes was
_ Mass Unbalance Instabilit.y. Initially resolved by performing the final mass

_;_j in the program the magnitude and unbalance adjustment with t. 3 watts

'_ _': stability of mass unbalance te ms dissipated in the torquer. The long-
_ exceeded the requirements of th_ ASA term unidirectional variation problem

%

" specification. The variations mani- was resolved by sLoring the gyros in
tested themselves in two ways: (1) an the same orientation in which they will

( initial shift in mass unbalance was ultimately be used.
i. observed from the tests performed at

Norde', (torque to balance and serve) " In summary, experience in the
to the tests performed at UACSC (pulse ASA development program indicates

" torquing) and (_) a long-term unidirec- that if the design of the gyro requirestional variation occurred at bothNorden a two-cut flotation fluid, precautions

: and UACSC should be taken to assure proper stor-
age orientation. It appears that the

i_ _i The effect of the problem was that stratification problem is bounded and

_ J_ the attitude drift rates in flight would does not result in a catastrophic failure;
have exceeded specification. The prob- however, a more stable design could

lem was more severe in the X channel be attained utilizing a single-cut fluid.
,I
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Gyro Bias Shifts due to Therr_al/Vacuurr, found that if an ASA were subjected to
During some of the in;tia_thermal/ a skew ax_s vibration test with slum-
vacuum testing of the ASA itwas found soidal inputs in the 3 to 5 Hz frequency
that the temper-_ture difference betwecn range, the gyro loops could show very

the housing and the gyros increased by large drift errors. The error source
0.5 to Z.0°F when the chamber pres- may be described as follows: In an
sure was decreased to 10-5 Torr° or unperturbed condition the rotor of the

less. This value was significantly gyro spin motor (i.e., the gyro wheel)

higher than the predicted analytical rotates in synchronism with the stator
value of 0.Z°F maximum. As a result field. 'forques are applied to the rotor

of this variation, additional testing on by either the 3tabor field (throPghamag-
the entire unit was performed using the ne+ic spring) or by windage and bearing

thermal vacuum chamber. During t,hese friction. The coupling of the roter to
tests, Wakefield Interface Compound the stator field is well modeled as a

(zinc-oxide-loaded silicon grease) was second-order system.

placed between the interface of the gyro
and the housing to prevent the thermal If a "ery low frequency sinusoidal
resistance across the interface _rom angular rate is applied to a gyro about

being affected by pressure variations its spin axis the wheel will remain in
from ambient pressure to a hard synchronism with the stator field. If
vacuum, the f:equency of tl_isspin zx_:ssinu-

soidal rate is increased above 5 Hz,

The potential problem of interface however, the magnetic sFring will nc
thermal conductance changing from longer be strong enough to drive the

ambient atmosphere to hard vacuum wheel in synchronism with the stator

was emphasized almost from the in- field and _-hewheel :_;illnot follow the

ception of the program, and the possi- sinusoidal stmtor n_otion. Somewhere
bility of using an interface material between these extremes of total synch-
was discusseO, Very crude preliminary ronism: a: _ total asynchronism of _he
tests indicated that bare interfaces wheel and =_tatorfield the wheel is

would be adequate; however, thisinfor- excited at a resonant frequency. Small

mation w_s not in complete agreement angular rates about the spin axis at
with all of the literature available. An this frequency can cause large devia-

additional problem was that use of tions in _nstantaneouz wheel speed.
Wakefield Compound might induce an
undesirable misalignn_ent. Itwas The angular momentum of the gyro,

verbally recommended and planned to however, is proportional towheel speed.
build a mock-up of the housing and test If a sinusoidal rate is applied about the
one gyro in the housing in both air and spin axis the wheel speed will bo per-
vacuum conditions. This mock-up turbed in a sinusoidal fashion. This
could also have been used to determine means that the angular momentum of

,nisaUgnment effects. The need and the gyro will also be sinusoidally per-
feasibility of an interface compound t_rbed. Assun'_e sinusoidal inputs of
could have been determined earlf in the the same frequency and phasing are

program without the high cos _f evalu- applied simultaneously abgut the spin
ating the method on a system _hermal and input axes of the gyro. The spin
vacuum level. The decision not to axis rate will cause the angular too-

build a separate nlock-up for these tests mentum to momentarily increase when

was based upo" budget considerations, a DOSitive rate is applied about t/.ein-
p Itaxis, and to momentarily decrease

4. I.2 Sensor/Electronics Loops for negativt, input rates. This will
cause greater float precession for

4. I.Z.I The Low-Frequency Reso- positive than for negative inputs and a
nance Problem and H-Vector positive gyro drift rate. This error

Spin-lnput Rectification source is the H-vector sp'n-input
rectification (HV SIR).

The first evidence ofa low-frequency

,esonance pl oblem came from tests The basic cause of HVSIR is the

conducted _t United Aircraft. Itwa:_ inability of the magnetic spring to

t'
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!1 force the wheel into synchroms n with motion or aI?Rular vibration, theinstru-

the stator field at frequencies above ments will also rotate. Under these

I 3 Hz. conditions such errors as spin-input• rectification, spin-outpu_ rectification,
HVSIR is another g?ro dynamic HVSIR, etc., may be appreciable error

rectification error and v,ill have to be sources. The problem was to predict

I accounted for both in the LM/AGS and the values of these rectification errorsin future systems. However, for an first from the specified envirofiment
error to exist, it is necessary that the and second from actual vibration test
inputs about the spin axis and input data taken at White Sands Missile

I axis be of the same frequency. Forthe Range (WSMR), New Mexico. Theseerror to become large, it is necessary tests are described below.
that the frequency of the applied input
axis and spin axis rate be very near the Methods for evaluating er ors were

a frequenc_r where wheel resonance developed first for smusoidai inputs
:- occurs. On the LM project it was and later for random vibration inputs.

assured that these conditions did, in The methods show that these errors

_'_ fact, not exist. Grumrnan simulated depend on loop design and on the cross
the attitude control systems and found correlation between motions about or

: '_" the moments ef inertia about the vari- along different instrument axes (e. g.
ous LM vehicle axes were different spin and input axes angular rates for

,Y enough to ensure that the limit-cycle the HVSIR error described above).
-I

' f frequencies about each LM axis were Also, actual data from the WSMR tests
at no time the _ame. show that durin_ a simulatiop of the

actual vibration environment these

" To a great extent HVSIR is unavotd--, errors were quite small. The reason
" able and wi!l remain so as long as for this is the dependence upon cross

tightIy damped magne *;. -"rive spin spectral densities (CSD). If the CSD

• :- motors are used in g_.t,s. This error phase angle changes rapidly, as a
_ i source sboul,. • " be a _roblem during function of frequency, error cancella-
. t. the mission, h, • eve':, because of the tion will occur. T. at in, one frequency :

need to have correlated inputs about component ot the CSD may induce a
L _ both the spin and input axes of any o**e positive error from any one error

\] _ [' gyr_.. HVSIR could be an appreciable source; another frequency component
error d:.ring skew axis vibration may induce a cancelling negative error.

e. testing, however, when correlation These errors add up algebra_cally
( T'_ between inputs about different gyro across the frequency spectrum. " If
?

[ axe:, t. indet, common, there i_ substantial cancellation, as
t. ere .vas in the WSMR test data, there

r :m_. cycdng of the LM vehicle as _s titt.e opportunity for error build-up.
"_ ¢ a _,.s- ( the reaction jet control sys-

_ _. tern opexation is the only si3nific,'nt The technique described above has
• }, _ source of excitation of HVSIR. During general applicability for CSD depend-

. the initial deaio, n of any attitude control ent errors and may be used in their
system care should be taken to examine evaluation of future systems. It

":- possible limit-cycling frequencies, requires, no_,ever, a knowledge of the
H,/SIR may be eliminated xf the f,:e- vibrational CSD's, that is not always

:- quencies of limit-cyclir_g about differ- readily available.
_, ent vehicle axes are not coin,:ident.

_e Computer Effects on Coning Error.
4, 1. Z. 2 The Sensor Loop...ss Coning errors fall in the class of CSD

i._ dependent errors discuesed _.n the pre-
L. Evaluation of Cross_.Spectr_l Density vious parag*apl, and therefore may be

' De.pendent Rectificaticn Errors evaluated as previously explained.
_'" Although stable platform inertial navi- However, coning has one unique feature.

_ '_ gation systems are essentially immune The presence of an error is evident
i!: to rotational rates, a str_-pdown sy:_tern on'_y after processing O_ the gyro all_U-

_._ is not. If the strapdown s-/etem I.ous- lar rate data by the computer. Reeti-
L

_. ing is rotated, either because of vehicle ficatien ie not evident at the sensor

._ :,:, 37
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loop outputs. For this reason the the structure. If coning is expected
effects of the computer on the compu- from the environment of any future
tation of coning rate must be cunsidered, system, it should be assur,_d that the
The relevant effect is that the computer computer can calculate the coning rate
has a non-u_ity transfer function foT successfully. It should also be noted
coning caused by the fact that the corn- that the coning transfer function given

purer sampling frequency is finite, above is good for the dlrection cosine
The problem was to modify the method method _f angular rate updating. If
of computing coning rates to reflect some other method were used (e.g.,
this frequency respcuse, quaternions), the applicable coning

transfer function for that method may
The basic cauze of the problem is or may not be the same and would also

that the computer in the AEA samples have to be found, probably by simula-
the sensor loop outputs at a rate of tion.
50 Hz. This limits the frequency range
in which coning can be detected, and 4. t. 2.3 Gyro Loop Problem
hence compensated for in the computer, (Asymmetry)
to about t0 Hz and below. As an exam-

ple, if the sampling rate had been All hardware is to some extent non-
500 Hz, the range in which coning could linear. To that ._xtent, asymmetry was
be reasonably well detected would be known to be a problem since the incep-
from 0 to about t00 Hz. tion of the LM program. However, in

about November i966, after design
The effect of the problem was to proof testing results had been analyzed,

introduce an unknown performance gyro asymmetry was recognized to be
uncertainty. It was necessary to fully a major error source. Asymmetry
understand the coning phenomena and drift may be defined as follows: A gyro
to aeve!op a method for determining loop with zero bias is subjected to a
the effects of coning on mission time-varying angular rate about its
accuracy, input axis, which has an average value

of zero. : However, it is found that the

A computer simulation was per- average value of the output of the gyro
formed wherein coning inputs were fed loop is nonzero, that is, the loop is
into a simulation of the LM/AEA direc- nonlinear and the input motion has, in
tion cosine update equations. Byvary- some way, been rectified. There were
ing the amplitudes, frequencies, and two parts to the problem. First, tests
phase angles of the sinusoidal inputs, showed that asymmetry error could be
a computer transfer function for coning quite large. Second, our ability to

predict asymmetry under any givc._ set
of circumstances was very poor.

09T

The cause of this problem was:
was developed where w is the input

frequency about the two coning axes a, The iineari W of pulse torquing
,nd r is the sampling period, loops, such as in the ASA, is

directly dependent upon pre-
This transfer function was used to cise timing of the ASA clock

modify the calculations of CSD depend- pulses. This clock timing was
ent errors described abcve. The influenced by noise on the
resulting values of expected coning +4-volt line.
error during the mission were accept-
able. b. A second cause was cross talk

in the ASA between an 8-kHz
This problem area highlighted wha_ demodulator signal and the reg-

could have been a large gyrodrifterrcr., ulators for torquing current.
Attention should be directed to the de-

s_a,n of the support structure a1"ound The first effect of the problem was
the sensc, r package to ensure that a that our ability to predictAGSperform-

; tendency toward coning is not builtinto _mce was seriously questioned. As the
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asymtnaetry phenomenon became Inore off that should have followed the400-Hz

fully understood, a second effect peak had begun about 200 Hz, so that in

_. appeared, an ASA yield problem, many instances' the 400-Hz peak
t. Certain ASA's had unacceptable asym- appeared to occur partially down a

metry, others had acceptable asym_ frequency rolloff.
merry. Tlais meant that without circuit

:" changes some ASA's would not have Unforttmatelv, the basic cause can-

.',. been flightworthy. If the situation had r, ot be pinpoiuted. Probably a frequ-
not been corrected, there would have ency dependent timing or crosstalk
been an obvious iml'.act on cost and phen._menon was at fault, 'Fhisproblem
schedule, has not been pinned down because the

, ¢. _ modifications to the clock and 8-/vtHz
There were two parts to the remedy, circuitry within the ASA caus¢;d the

United Aircraft developed circuit double-hump act:elcrometer frequency
i changes that eliminated the suscepti- response phenomenon to disappear.

bility to. q',e _4-volt-line noise. The ASA's with the asymmetry modifica-
8-kHz erosstalk problem was effec- ties have frequency response charac-

¢-- tively squelched by the development of teristics as originally anticipated.

t an asynchronous 8-kHz demodulator,
: With this latter modificaCon, cross- Before the appearance of the double-

talk of the demodulator with the current hump phenomenon, it had been intended
•. _., regulators po longer caased drift that the accelerometer frequency
.. {' errors. As a second p_.rt of the rern- response be used as a check of ASA
.. edy, TRW developed a method forprc- performance. That is, a check that the

dicting asymmetrydrift during either actual lo._ps, in an ASA fell in that class
7y_ _._'" mission or tests. This method was of loops that had been_theoretically
}:- _.. used to show that the LM/AGS would analyzed. When the double-hump
_- meet mission requirements, phenomenon appeared, this simplifying

process could no longer be used. It

( _'_i It should be recognized that future therefore became necessary to perform
_,, _-J pulse torque loop designs may.also be translational vibration tests during

susceptible to clock timing problems, acceptance testing. This ensures, in

; _i _. Proposed designs for future systems a positive but relatively costly manner,

_, I_. should be analyzed to determine the that the acceleromete_ to'__ps function

, _,i effect of imprecise clock pulse timing, properly.

_, _. 4. t,2,4 Accelerometer Loop Problem If only one accelerometer loop in an
_.; unmodif!-ed ASA is excited at a given

Measurement of Frequency Resp_0nse time, the double-h_np phenomenon
ff Part of the original analysis of the ASA does not appear Therefore, in future

._. included the prediction ofaccelerometer systems it is suggested that perform-
loop frequency response curves, ance of an_. single loop be compared

_ These curves were verified by single- with performance of the same loop in
_',. axis testing, The predicted frequency the system.

,: system; flat at a level of 0 db from Mechanical Saturation of the Acceler-

' 0 to about 100 Hz, a 3 to 6 db peak at ometer Lo0p._ Under' certain vibl;ation
, about 400 Hz, and a rolloff from that environment conditions, the accelerom-

i. was ana- loops very large biases
point on, Loop performance eter axhibitod

,lyzed and error predictions were made, (e,g,, 20,0001sg as), The reason for
_ b_sed in part, on this frequency re- such biases was unclear because the
_ i" alfonso. When actual frequency tests accelerometer loop has a mechanical

_ were performed, it W_ts found that saturation (.i, e., mechanical pendulum
; accelerometer loops had a double peak stops), two electrical saturations, and

!_ frequency response. An unexpected torque lim_'ting in the torquing circuitry,

' I ii peak in the 30 to 50 Hz region was all of which interact, Two questions
• _ l_ observed as was a peak in the 400-Hz emerged: Should the acceleromet_r

. I i3 , region, It also appeared as if the roll- loopa be changed? And, if so, how?

I
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The vibration environment for the 4. t.3 Electronics and Interface
ASA, specified at the inception of the
LM program, was sinusoidal vibra- Specification LSP-300-37D and
tions between t4 and 60 Hz. To refine SS2-iC required the signal ground and
this environment, Grumman produced the chassis ground to be isolated by
a model of the whole LM structure, i0 megohms. During the integration
This model showed the vibrational and inline testing of ASA S/N 00i in
propagation paths from the ascent, late March and early April i966,
descent, and Reaction Control System UACSC encountered susceptibility of
(RCS) engines to the ASA. This inertial performance to noise between
allowed calculahon of a detailed vibr,_- the two lines, and different loading
tion environment at the ASA. The new effects upon the two line_ when the teat
environment differed markedly from connector was attached and removed,
the original environment. It soon Tests at q'P,W confirrnt,d this change in
became obvious that the new environ- bias on both gyro and accelerometer
ment waA incompatible with proper outputs between operation with the test
operation of the accelerometer loops, connector connected and disconnected.

This phenomenon was also noted on
As a result of this problem_ the units 00tX, CSC-t and 002. ASA

abil_t V of the accelerometer loop S/N CSC-i typically showed an accel-
design to operate in the LM mission erometer bias shift of 450 }_g' s and a
environment was questioned. To gyr_ shift of 3 deg/hr for test connec-
better understand the problem, digital tot on/off tests.

computer simulations were performed
both at TRW and United Aircraft in The basic cau_,es of the problem

:' conjuncttonw[th nonllnear loop analysis, were: (t) the existence of many ground
: Performance of digital cow'purer simu- loops, e.g., the accelerometer has a

lations showed which saturationc were designed-in ground loop since the 8-kHz
important and at what levels of vibra- excitation to the bridge is through the
tion the present loop design would _ chassis ann the output is with respect
operate successfully. In _dditionp to signal ground, (2) failure of test

i Grumman conducted tests at WSMR equipment to simulate specification
in which the LM/RCS jets _nd the loads, (3) failure to check the perform-

i descent engine were fired. Vibration ance with specification loads, and
data was taken and reduced to PSDJs (4) minor discrepancies between LSP
and CSD's, Analysis of this data 37D and SS2-iC concerning the kinds
showed that the specified translational of cables, bundling, shielding, etc.
vibration level could be lowered. As

, ,, result, it was concluded that the The problem was solved by short-
; present ASA accelerometer loops were ing the chassis ground to t J _ signal

satisfactory, g_ound internal to the ASA and requir-
i ing performance to be met with a

,_ To p_.event recurrence of this breakout box with exact specification
problem in future programs_ it is loads, Ground loops were removedas
recommended that: a result of the investigation.

a. Structural models similar to the To prevent recurrence of thisprob-
LM model produced by Grumman '.era, each component of the system
should be encouraged to aid the should be selected to be consistent with
prediction of vibration environ- the grounding philosophy, and care
ments for future systems, should be taken during the design of a

system to ensure that attention is given
b. Highly damped inertial lnstru- to proper grounding, Additionally,

merits should be used for future since the Bell accele'_ometer used in
inertial loop design. Such inmtru- the system had an inherent ground loop,
ments minimi_e pendulum or float the effect of which could only be mini-
motion and are inherently better mized by tying the two grounds tog0ther,
suited for operation in a severe it 0hould have been discovered earlier
vibration environment, that the two grounds were in fact tied

,_,_ ,_0
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t,,geth,.r less than 3 feet away frm:fi power did no! exceed 1.6 wattc for any
tile A.";A on the l_M structure. The _;quare inch was p:'a_ tically an impos-

I final "_olution was axiomatic after sibility experimentally; it could only bemonths of investigation were expended shown analytically. F]vcn then, some
to find a solution other than connecting basic assumptions regarding theparam-
Ihe chassis and signal groundstogether, eters of the cold plate were required.

T .1. 1.4 Thermal and Mechanical The changes required late in the
, program presented numerous practical

4.1.4.1 Thermal Problem wit___h problems in obtaining the necessary-f
Thermal Path to Cold Plate equipment to provide the required

coolant to the cold plate. Because of
At the time of the conceptual design schedule problems, the unit couht not

_- review of the ASA, the thermal design be calibrated when the flight cold plate
_' of lhe electronic subasserr,blies and and other equipment were used.j

, :- the power supply were based upon the
use of a beryllium-oxide-loaded silicone To obtain more realistic tests that

_'_ elastomer, _vhich according to the would simulate actual flight conditions

i ! manufacturer, had a thermal conduc- and resolve basic problems, the speci-
tivity of 21 Btu/hr-ft-°F. Subsequent fication was changed to include the cold
investigation of this material revealed plate and its associated parameters

i_ that the actualconductivitywas onlyin along witha range of the inlet temper-the order of 0.3Btu/hr-ft-oF0 or 1/70 atures. In addition, qualification test-
of the reported value, lag was to be performed with an actual

_ flight cold plate.
As a result of this difference, the

I _' thermal design of the electronic It is felt thatthe comparison between
t, assemblies and the power supply calibration and flight wouh. have been

i_ required was redesigned to provide more realistic if the units had been, adequate thermal paths. In addition, calibrated with flight cold-plate condi-
[ the method of achie,ting the proper tions rather than at a heat-sink surface

thermal attenuation between the ASA temperature of 60 ° to 80°F.

"_t {]', and cold plate was significantly changed,-" 4. t.4.3 Feet Redesign for Foot
; As a general rule, whenever a Fatigue_ and Vibratio n
'. materiai or device has properties six- Environment

1 nificantly diffe rent from those expected,careful evaluation of the item should As part of the fnitial design concept,
be made before a design becomes an isolation system was proposed for

I" dependent upon it, the ASA in order to present an attenu-ated vibration spectrum to the sensors
"; [ 4, t.4,2 Thermal Problem with Heat which were known tobevibrationsensi-
, Sink Surfitce Specification tire. Considerable time and effort
: ._ were expended to develop an adequate

/ From the beginning of the program system of isolationconsidering the
until a few months before qualification specified environroent to be applied as
thermal vacuum testing_ the Speclfica- an input at the mohnting foot interface.

. t ties for the thermal interface for the As the interface design developed at

[ unit statedthatthe heat sink surface GAEC, itbecame obvious through
of the ASA woukt be maintatnedbetween analysis and tests that the mounting
60°F and 80°F and thatthe heat density structure of the navigation base influ-

I of the heat sink surface should not enced the ASA inputto the extentthat• exceed 1.6 watt/in , This wasarather no isolation system could be efft_ctive.
awkward and po,,rly defined interface,
because the gradient that might be Because of the incomplete interface

, _' imposed on the heat-sink surface was definitionearly in the program, overly
i. not defined and was dependent upon the conservative specificationsof the vi-

:. parameters of the cold plate th._twould bratlon environment were used for
be attached to the heat-sink surface, design purposes, The specified envi-

{'_ The problem of demonstrating thatthe ronments were considered _.sequipment

%
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inputs ignoring the structual response errors are often sufficiently
of the navigation base with the ASA large to mask the data of
mounted on it. interest during the test. A

typical example is the presence
To eliminate this type of problem) of high.-frequency angular

a complete understanding of the end use vibralion errors during a low-
of the equipment, mounting location, frequency coning test. These
and mounting procedures must be ob= unwanted dynamics are always
tained by the subsystem design engi- present to some degree. The
neers early in the program. Instal- test d6signer is therefore
latlon drawings and interface mock-ups faced with the problem of
should be completed early in the con- achieving precision alignment
ceptual design stage, and analyses made of the inertial instruments and
of the complete mounting structure to tightly controllin_ the dynamic
define the environment at the sensitive stimulation to minimiz_ the

component as precisely as possible, effects of dynamics that are
of no interest to the test.

4, i.5 Testing
b, Pulse Countin_

The discuss_,on that follows deals

primarily with problems encountered The use of precision pulse
while testing the ASA at TRW (i.e., torquing in the ASA design ¢
problems encountered in the test poses another problem for the !
technique and test equipment when test engineer in the area of
accomplishing the evaluation of an ASA accurate pulse counting and,
in the laboratory). This discussion is timing, This problem is :'
not intended to cover those ASA design primarily reflected in the ;
problems uncovered by the test pro- design of ASA special test
gram. Of course, some of the design equipment used to monitor
features of the ASA give rise to testing loop outputs.
problems, the principal ones of which
are discussed herein, ASA Design Problems. Various

characteristics, in some cases prob-
4, t.5, t General Problems lems, of the ASA design give rise to

the following types of test problems,
Two classes of problems were encoun-

tered in laboratory testing the ASA: a, Inertial Component Parameter
Nonrepeatabilit_/ i

Test, ng P_.oblems. The nature _,f the
strapdown configuration (i.e., rigid ASA design problems that are
mounting of the sensor components difficult "o detect often pose ]'
directly to the navigational base as test problems because of the
opposed _o au inertial platform ags., nonrepeatabilit3t of the teat
tam) results in the following test results. An example is the
condittonu that require special atten- gyro flotation fluid stratifica-
tion by the teat engineer, tlonpr "-lain, that appears as _:

shifts _ . certain gyro mass

a. Isolation of Dynamic unbalance terms, Before the ._
Stimulation problem was resolvedD addi-

tional testeffortwas required
Dynamic testingexposes the to review teatmethods and to
ASA to alldynamic conditions search for _'/romalfunctions,
present in the test envlron-
mentp regardless of their b. AffA G_'ou,,d Sensitivity
interest or application to the
test underway, This exposure This sensitivity of ASA out- _
propagates all the errors in puts to ground loops and EMI
various degrees from the conditions within fl_eASA
error sources of the strap- results in paramet,:r _hifts

down instruments. These and uncertainty whdn the ASA
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I is integrated with the test in evaluating the cause of large changes
equipment. The test designer in (:evtain gyro mass unbalance terms

is faced with the problem of that were mistaken as an indication ofcreating a test configuration a malperform!ng sensor. Additional
that minimizes the sensitivity testing revealed continuing shifts ira
of the ASA performance to the same direction. These results

_" ground-loop confip.arations were disturbing because the normal
and changes thereto, values were expected to show a

random-walk type progression from
c. ASA Mounting Techniq_u_e_ one value to another, with no tendency

toward a net change. After sufficient
The ASA reference planes are time lapse, the values of the unbalance
determined b_, the plane of the terms etabilized at new values.
mountil_g feet and the center

i of the precision holes on two The basic causes of the additional
of the feet. Early in the pro- test effort and the 1, us of confidence
gram, no special effort was in the gyros were the shiftin the values
made to locate the center of of the Y-gyro input axis mass unbal-

; the holes or to obtain a con- ance and the Z-gyro spin axis mass
sistent reference other than unbalance.

that providecl by the special

i guidepins on the mounting fix- The basic cause of the shiftingture. As a result of this unbalances was stratification of the
mounting technique and the flotation fluid in the gyro during the

r- large tolerances in the diam- period of storage at high temperature,

" etor of the precisely located The two fluids used for the flotation
holes in the ASA feet, the separated over a period of time, The
reference planes wore not more dense fluid settled. When the

t_ consistently established. ASA orientation was changed, thestratified fluids began to move slowly
t In addition, non-uniform torq- around the. float to reestablish equilib-

ing of the holddown bolts and rium with the more dense fluid at the

l flatness problems of the ASA bottom. Up to four or five days were. feet contributed to ASA required for the fluids to reach equili-
misalignment problems, brium. While the fluids were in

motion soaking the equilibrium, they

t 4. t,5.2 Solution were acting on the float by cohesion,• thereby causing changes in mass
During the ASA test program at unbalance.

TRW, most of the above classes of

problems were alleviated by refined The cost of the testing efforttest planning and modifications to the increased, and confidence in the gyros
test equipment, The major funds- and the testing methods decreased.

, mental goals of the testprogram were Before the cause of the shiftswasachieved. The discussion of specific traced to the gyro flotationfluidstrati-
'° problems inParagraph 4, 1.5.3includes fication,the sensors wore not consid-

the TRW solutionof these problems and ered to be flightworthy. The stability

recommendations for courses of action of the unbalance terms was question-to be followed on any new program, It able, and the shift_were considered
is well to point out that some areas indicativeof a reliabilityor, at least,
identifiedas problems in one case are a performance problem,

" the causes of additionalproblems in
other cases. There is frequent inter- The remedy to the test problem was
action between various identified to circumvent the ASA problem. After
problems, identifyingthe nature and time constant

l, of the cause of the unbalance shiftsand4.i.5.3 S._ci(!c Pr0b,)o_rr!a demonstrating that the resultingerror
was bounded, an adequate solutionwas

U b I ce Me @_rement, found in maintaining the storage pcsi-

! E Consid._rabletesteffortwa_ ox_pendod tlonof ASA _s, from rc.anufactur__:_;tI
tipi
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the flight, in the flight orientation, Test Set Counting Accuracy. The AGS
X-axis up. In this orientation, the test set, which was designed to test
X-gyro spin axis mass unbalance shifts both ASA's and AGS's, has exhibited
to the limit and stabilizes. Other inconsistent pulse counting of the ASA "
unbalance terms are not affected by sensor loop digital output. This incon-
the stratification, sistency, which occurred intermittently

in the early portion of the program,

Sensor Misalignment Measurement caused a number of ASA performance
Large apparent shifts in the sensor tests to be rerun. In those test con-
misalignment angles were observed figurations where the AEA waa utilized
during calibration 'esting. Uponinves- to accomplish parallel counting, the
tigation, these apparent shifts in inconsistent test set counts could be
gensor misalignments proved to be easily identified. The AEA routinely
shifts in the calibratinn fi×mres, yielded consistent and accurate counts.

The problem became aggravated when

The apparent basic shift probL_n_ the ASA was tested by itself, the AEA
appears to result from unstable test not oeing available for cross-check. -,
fixtures during the calibrations. The
fixture instability may be attributed to This problem was caused primarily
both design inadequaciesandprocedural by the poor signal-to-noise ratio in the
errors. Because the coefficient of test point monitor and the difficulty in

friction between the two polished sur- adjusting the buffer amplifiers in the !
faces is very low, the fixture some- transfer unit of the test set.
times slips during calibrating of the
ASA. Th,s situation resulted in numerous

test reruns and extended time expendi-
Before the problem in the calibre- lure for adjusting the ASA test-set

lion fixture was identified, the apparently counter circuitry to perform accuratel';.
shifting misalignment angles reduced After the circuitry was modified, the
the confidence in the ASA. When the test crews became very adeet atadjust-
specification limits were exceeded, the ing this level to match each ASA under
unit was not conside red flightworthy, test. ]

The remedy for the alignment shifts A circuit change has been incorpor-
has been an increase in the bolt torque ated in the test point monitor that
to hold the fixture more securely, improves the buffer circuit signal-to-

Other methods such as increasing the noise ratio and satisfactorily dimin- i
number of bolts and etching the surface ishes the problem,
may be more successful. A two-axis

dividing head would help solve this Test Set Clock Jitter. Large apparent t
problem, gyro-scale-factor nonlinearities caused v

by test set clock jitter were measured. -_
Calibration RePeatability. Some diffi-
cultyhas occur,'ed with ASA alignment The ASA uses a time-modulated,
repeatability during calibration tests, constant--current torquing scheme, and 'J
Bubble levels rather than optical is extremely sensitive to jitter of its
devices were chosen to establish the clock signal (lZ8 KHz)if the.jitter is

verticalityof the ASA. Since alignment coherent with the I-KHz torquer switch-
requirements were not extremely criti- ing frequency. An equivalent drift of
cal, _i,ismethod was considered more i deg/hr willoccur for 5 nsec ofcoher-
feasible,faster, and cheaper_ but with ent jitteron _ particular clock pulse.
b'_bblemounting surfaces availablein _i
only two of the six calibrationpositions, Such Jitteroccurred in the AGS test J
this,nethod has worked marginally. An sets (up to 30 nsec} and caused unsus-
improved method would be to have pected problems in bias nonrepeata- t

bubble mounting surfaces available tn bllityand vibratory testerrors and, I
every testposition. Bubbles are prac- finally,very apparent dlsc_epancles
ticaland may be more expedient than in gyro scttle,,ctor nonllnearity
opticswhere alignment requirements measurements,
are not in the arc-secpnd range. !
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t Jitter in the test set is suspected to As indicated, such grounding scnsi-
be principally attributable to the count- tivity results in i_consistent perform-

I down circuitry. This countdown cir- ance parameter measurement acrosscuitry provides numerous signals at a the ,'arious test configurations.
wide range of frequencies for various
functions within the test set. Transients The effect of this ground condition

" from simultaneous switching of the was greatly reduced by careful designvarious countdown circuits probably of the test cabling and judicious appli-
induce the clock pulse jitter. Such cation of an external grounding means
transients are not pulse to pulse, to tie the various items of test equip-

' but ment {as well as the ASA) together,cyclic.
and thus minimize ground loop

The large apparel.; scale factor occurrence.
,_ errors indicated that the units were not

: flightworthy. The synchronous jitter Generation oi Pure Test Dynamic
in the test set resulted in an apparent Stimulation. As previously pointed out,
asymmetry characteristic of the ASA a strapdown sensor assembly is subject

" scale factor when under test. The to all the dynamics present under any
i results of such tests were erroneous test'--conditions. That is, the sensor

in that excessive or out-of-specification assembly is not mechanically isolated
performance was falsely attributed in any manner from both angular and

_" to the ASA. linear vibration motion. This can

i, result in corruption of the test data of
A modification to the countdown interest in any one particular test.

._o circuitry within the test set is being
j incorporated that will bypass the other These unwanted dynamics (e. g.,
_. countdown circuitryand thus isolate cross-axis vibrationand coning) cause

ASA clock pulses. The resultingtotal noise in the dynamic stimulatingequip-

_, jitter after incorporation of this cir- merit (particularly angular and linear
cuitry is in the region of 2 nsec. The shakers) and special equipment such as
difficulty encountered when attempting the EPC sway simulation machine and
to measure pulse jitter in the picosec- the coning machine. Such noise, result-

i_ end range is thatavailabletestequip- ing from inaccurate sensor alignment,ment is noise limitedbelow about i stimulates the sensors in question by
nsec. Itappears, however, thatby dynamics along axes other than the
limitingthe jitterto the Insec range, axis of interestor by unwanted dynam-

" the ASA asymmetry problem has been ice along the a.'z._s of interest.reduced to tolerable levels.

This situation corrupts Che test data,
Ground Lool_ Sensitivity. Shifts were making it difficult, even impossible, to
observed in values of the ASA calibre- analyze the data for the evaluation of
tion parameters from one test conflg- the various parameters under investi-
uration to another. The ASA design Ration,

. appears to be sensitiveto ground loop

i configurationAwithin the testequip- Test fixtureextraneous motionment. This situation is particularly (noise) is m_nimized by equipment
aggravated by the testconfiguration design and modifications (isolation,

i normally consistingof the AGS test damping, etc,)and by careful choice
set, the Inlandrate table,and various of testtechniques. The residual test
length_ of cables connecting the ASA set dynamic noise is somewhat offset
to the test equipment, _y accurate measurement of this noise

I prior to the test, followed by adjust-_ll_._.aproblem is undoubtedly caused ment of the test data for the measured
by ms',W ground loops withinboth _he amount o_ dynamic noise, Suchmeas-
test sut and the ASA, In general, vie- ul'ements can be achieved (particular,ly

li lationof the single-pointg_ound concept on vibr_t-_onequipment_ hy use of awithin the ASA is felt t-_ b_ the princi- mirror arrangement on the dynamic
pal contributorto thissituation, s4mulator and two-axis automatic auto..
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collimator :_cordings during a dynamic tion resulted wherein an ASA was
run. This method was used to estab- mounted on a rather dynamically
lish, for example, the amount of coning unstable support.
noise ,_hat w_s present in the angular
vibratien shake equipment. This condition contaminated ASA

performance data collected during ASA
The alignment errors can be allevi- operation while under thermal vacuum

ated by the ase of precision techniques conditions by the dynamic movements
in mounting and aligning the sensor transmitted to the ASA through this
assembly. 'Fhe test crews who handle unstable mounting configuration. The
the equipment must exercise extreme effects of thermal vacuum conditions
care and practice strict cleanliness in on ASA performance were then diffi-
theirwork. V_.xttlresshould be stored cultto separate fr_rn the effects_f
in special padded boxes and must be such phenomena in the data. This sit-
cleaned and inspected prior to each use. uation was somewhat circumvei,_ed by

establishing the static drift of the ASA
Ra_Lt_Table Reversing Error. Occa- while it was mounted in the thermal
siom_l]y, the rate table exhibited a vacuum chamber under ambient condi-
differ,_nce in angular rate between the tions, and then subtracting these drii't
clockwise and counterclockwise direc- measurements from those drift meas-
tions for the same rate setting. This urements obtained under thermal
problem occurred during rate tests vacuum conditions. While in theory
when the test set was operating in an this would establish the ASA thermal
automatic mode. It did not cause vacuum performance, the confidence
inaccurate test results because a corn- in r_:ch a scheme is marginal due to

puter program in the AEA indicated instability, and it is felt that the more
the problem and the tests were rerun precise manner of determining the
manually, effects of thermal vacuum on ASA per-

formance should have been utilized.
This rate table reversing error is

caused by rate table ground currents If the tests were to be rerun and
flowing through a common portion of funding was available, TRW would have
signal ground in the rate table elec- constructed a vacuum installation utili-
tronics, zing a stable p_er mounted ona seismic

pad as part of the test configuration.
The basic effect of such a problem The stable pier mounting surface would

is extended test time due to repeat have been available within the thermal
testing. This is true _,n that angular vacuum chamber but the pier construc-
rate is not a critical feature of the tion would have been mechanically
scale factor and misalignme ! calibra- isolated from the chamber construction
tions as long as the angular traverre so as to minimize the effect of thermal
and the time of traverse is knowt_, stresses on pier stability, While the

construction would have accomplished
The problem has been corrected by such mechanical isolation, it would, in

relocating the rate table ground clr,- turn0 have also achieved the _ ;cessary
cuitry in the rate table console, thermal vacuum insulation.

MoM%hn.£ingInstabi!itY During,'rhermel EMI Test problem. DuPing EMI sus-
V_cuum[EMl Testin_. In ASA per- ceptibilitytestingof the AGS, the A3A
formance tests0dupingthe:,rr,alvac_.um ' sensor outputs were monitored_ both
exposure in a chamber, tha ASA had to with and without EMI stimuli appliedD
be mounted on _ fixture within the to determine the effect of EMI on the
chamber, Due to the sizean_construc- sensors, The test was conducted in a
tionlimitationsof the c,_amber, this screen room without a stablepier.
fixturewas supported directlyby the Both the floorand bench in the screen
chamber, room were much less stable than

e,-tpected and_ as a result of the dynam-
Since the chamber was not designed ic noise level present in the sensor

with inertial stability in mind, a situs- outputs, evaluation of the EMI effects
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became very difficult without extensive If redesign of the ASA test facility
statistical treatment of the data, Since were possible with sufficient funding,

F the dynam.ic noise level vailed in a we would probably abandon the cable
. random fashion and was at least par- flexing approach and v,t_,lize slip-ring

tially dependent on the activities of the connectors between the ,,SA rate table
.. test crew, it sometimes happened that and the test set. Considerable design
i the level was lower during the EMI analysis would have to p.vecede the

portion of the test, since the test crew design to achieve a satisfactory method
tended to remain in one position of using slip-rings; howew_r, this
throughout the test. A stable pier in appears _o be a more fens, fie way to
the screen room would clearly have approach this problem. If the flexing
made evaluation of the data much cable scheme is to be used, it,"ould
easier and would have improved the be wise to abandon molded cables and

: level of confidence in the test results, use vinyl sleeve connectors for easier

: The discussion regarding the thermal maintenance,. The cables shct_ld be
vacuum testing problem remedy applies designed for flexing by making them
to this ELll test, flat and thin° They should beprecoiled

{ and have a device for changing the
n_.est._Cablin_ Problems. Because many direction of the coil as the table rotate _.
of the ASA performance tests required This arrangement would increase ce.ble

. rotation of the ASA or, the rate table, flexibility, increase cable life, simpli-considerable bending sl:r;-ss was placed fy maintenance, and reduce drag on the
_: on the test cables between the ASA and rate table.

the test set, This resnlted in excessive
cable failure, which in turn caused 4. Z DISCUSSION OF MAJOR DESIGN

{_ poor data and test reruns PRO.J!..EMS OF COMPUTER
; SUBSYSTEMS (AEA .AND .EEDA)

This problem occurred because of

i the layout of the test configuration of 4.2, i Maj_o7 _"D__e___C_esthe ASA rate table, The test cables

went from the ASA dicectly through a The major design change discussed
fixed hanger arrangement that sus- herein were made after the start of

,_'_ pended _he cables over the ASA for production. Earlier design changes
rc',,'ing to the teat set. Rotation of the are discussed in the historical summary
A A caused flexing of these cables at of Section 3,

, the hanger which resulted in consider-

i able cable wear and continuous diffi- The first desigr: chanse affecting_. .. culty in maintaining cable continuity production computers was the acidilion
_', and acceptable signal_to-.noise ratio_ of the requirement foI the de D/A con-
' ,t__ This difficulty in cable maintenance verter_ Fort_ana_e'ly, the change was

I and troublev, hdoting was aggravated by anticipated and involved o _ly the .vede _
_"i molded/potted construction of the sign of one I/O board.
,: cable s.

t, 1 During qualification of the AE.A,
This situation resulted in occasional there was a memory failure: drive

_ [nte_ mittent signals from the ASA tc lines we_e opening within t)_ecore
the test set that exhibited themselves stacks Investigatiou revealed that a

( _" _rroneous test counts. While "these hat bracket used as pair of the strut-
were usually identified by the test con_ ture had cracked, stressing the wires
duc_oL in some cases the performance and eventually breaking them° The
change was "more subtle and it was problem was solved by redesigning the

possible to generate erroneous per- h_tbracket. No further failures havefor,ru_nce data not obviously attribut- occurred.
able to cabling intermitteney, This

: situatiou resulted in frequent cable After fabrication of several cora-
l rework and troubleshooting, which in pu.ter_, _ probl, . _ was found in the
_. 0'"u resulted, in e.¢tenMve test time ,menaory, The _neraory appeared to be
,_, ',l lneffici_f-l_6f.- pattern sensitive, that is, the content

'l
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of the memory was erroneously chang- to t msec. Shortening of the clock
ing when certain tort, purer programs pulse produced, in effect, a DEDA
were being performed. The problem insensitivity to transmission line
was traced Lo ,.arrent undershoot in a characteristics. Apparently, reflec-
drive line, causing partial switching of tion was not considered in the original
cores. Redesigned timing circuitry customer interface specifications or in
eliminated the undershoot, solving the the circuit design. Initial interface
problem. This problem was a vexing specifications should have considered
one because associated sya,,ptoms the vehicle cable :haracteristics.
appeared only when the memory was
physically in the computer. On the Another major change in _':e _}'stem
memory teat fixture the problem did was the addition of an internal clock.
not exist. If a production prototype A circuit was designed, a circui_ bo:_-'-d
computer ilad been available to Engin- was rede_,igned, components were
eering, this problem could have been specified, and production was under-
eliminate prior to production, way when a problem arose. The inte:

nal clock was found to oscillate a_

A memory word ioss problem was other than the require'd frequency.
first noted on computers S/N t6andl7. This oscillat:on was due to unwanted
A noisy falling edge of the memory- modes of the crystal. The crystal
read clock pulse was coupling into and was respecified and _he circuit was
false-triggering the memory-w.rite redesigned to correct the design
clock one-sho_. The probable cause error.
was minor variations in transisto:

characteristics. However, a marginal There were several component
design factor, resulting from a pack- design changes and rnanufacturing pro-
aging layout that placed sensitive cir- cess changes made _'_ the FEB's.
cuits adjacent to noisy circuits, s._ould C_pacitors used in the D/A converters
be cited as well. The loss of words required redesign after :_.:_merous fail-
from the memcry was morer_ronounced ures occurred. Mechamcal design
at lower temperatures. The problem deficiencies within the transf_,ru:ers
was remedied by slowing down the used in the memory necessitated a
memory-read clock pulse falling edge vendox change for transformers. Corn-
and logically clamping th,_ lnp_'t to be puters contaimng these defective con.-
one-shot. This prevented tbe false pom'nts ate being retrofitted. Avendor

,_ triggering, In retrospect, it appears change for the switching transistor
obvious that the production-configured used in the computer was lnade after
memory should have been thoroughly vendor failure i_ parts quallfi, at_c 1
design-evaluated by Engineering, occurred. These transistors were
However, such action was effectively unreliable because of purple plague.
eliminated by 'he dollar and schedule
constraints imposed by the cu.tomer. During the course of production,

numerous produc_ design and mauufac-
An AEA_DEDA inter, face problem turing design changes were made. The

war detected during LM vehicle test- mos': predominant cl,:-'a,;e required
ing. I_ was noted that an extraneous wire,,wr,_pping seven or eight matrix
triggering of the DEDA clock pu'.se board.." a zecond _.izne beca_ _e of prob-
was causir_g faulty tran.<mission of lends with the v,_ire-wrap u_gta:ls.
data. The double trigger.,g of the
DEDA logic clock pulse was causedby On the DEDA, a brackeL with a
inflection of the incoming waveshape rubber gasket was placed over the
(fron. the AEA) at the DEDA. In turn, ele columinescent display and then
this occurrence was caused by unter- compressed againsL the front panel.
mi,nated transmission line charact¢,r- The panel was trapped in a groove on
isti_:s of the actual vehicle cabling, the front panel a'_d ..,rther restricted
Th_ s px oblem of imprcuer data franc- from movement by the rubber gasket.
mission x as solved by modifying the ',n additim_, a potting compound was
clock output from the AEAtothe DI_'DA used as a sealer for the contacts ofthe
The pulse width was reduced from 2. wi._._" exiting from the rea_, of tLe

'%
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! enclosure, However, during assembly a. The electroXuminescent
of the front panel, manufa_:turing panel was essentially cap-

: _r allowed the potting compound to now tured between the bracket
arot.nd the face of the electrolumi- and the front panel.
nescent display and bcnd the glass to

" the front panel. During vibration, the b. All terminals associated
_: front panel transmitted enough stress with the electroluminescent
I to shatter the glass. The problem was panel were protected from

solved by removing the potting corn- contamination.
pound from the glass surface. In addi-

_" tics, the rubber gasket was eliminated The original specification on the
{ as a part of the design. In the final electroluminescent display states that

mounting arrangement, the electro- all distortion on the electroluminescent
• luminescent panel was bonded to a display surface shall be kept to a mini-

i bracket with an epoxy and the bracket mum. Ln the initial display design the
was mounted to the front panel, "th vendor inserted a center bar through
four corner studs, the center of the electrcluminescent

, [-! display for additional str. :tural sup-
D_ring qualification testing, the port which la_er had to be removed in

: _ _ _ electroluminescent display separated order to minimize the distortion of the
ir_ from the mounting bracket. Salt spray electroluminescent surface.

i_ _" testing of the same unit also disclosed
"_ t_ the inadequacy of the terminal seal The DEDA switches are of the two-
:! potting configuration. Analysis indi- pole_ double-throw type. The inherent
-_ cated that the separation of the electro- delay between poles of the switch was

_: luminescent display from the bracket such that either (1) erroneous informa-

|:' was due to thermal stresses and inter- tion was displayed or (2) discretes
ferences existing between the DEDA were received from the computer before

_! front pa_.el and the electroluminescent the VEDA was capable of operat'_ng on

display case. the discrete. The latter is typically a
_ function of the READOUT or ENTR
:_ The following actions were taken to pushbotton on the DEDA front panel.

_ _°_ en_ure the int_grit_ of the electrolumi-

I] nescent dlsplay/panel assembly: The "._,irlng on each pushbutton switch
_; pole was changed so that all function-
_ 1. Tighter process controls were a)_y independent switch poies were

_ {i establishe0 to ensure adhe sire made functionally inter dependent.bonding without contaminationof the adherents. 4.2.2 Mechanical Design Problems

_i 2. The front panels were rema- The flatness specification on the
L_ chined in the vicinity of the side plates and the hol_ location for

i ele ctr olumine scent display moun_ing the AEA in the vehi_: le were
_i mounting area to remove all stringent requirements specified by
_ s_i_ possible interference with the Grumman that were very difficult to
•_"" _ front panel, achieve in the unit. Meeting these

requirements r_quired an extensive

_ _ 3. A rubber compound was used amount of tooling in the unit. To main-
L to forma gasket between the tain the hole spacing a_ros,, the widthelectroluminescent panel and of the box_ TRW had to use holes to the

_ the front panel. In additionp outside extreme edge of the tolerance
_ the rubber was used as a allowed and then attempt to pull in the
| _ealer for the electrolumi- distances between holes during mount-

i_ nescent panel terminals and ing of the assemblies. Compliance
the pins on the rear connector, with the flatness requirement caused

I Two important design features increased thermal resistance betweenwere accomplished here: surfaces. Alsot the surgace tended to

!
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bow or bend as bolts were nlaced in Throughout development of the entire t
the holes, A flat surface completel:' system, because of unit size, volume,
across the plate couid not be achieved, and weight requirements, state-of-the-

art methods and techniques were )
Anothe: constraining requirement required with respect to packaging /

was the tight tolerance on the size of densities, circuit boards design and
the hole itself for mounting the equip- fabrication, and interconnection tech- 4
merit. *_ateranalysisbyGAECshowed nlques. The matrix, which was very
that the flatness requirements and the costly, had considerable impact upon
tolerances on the mounting holes were scheduling of the unit during the design

unnecessarily tight, cycle. The large number of outputs i
required on each board (due to packag-

The initial specifications for all ing density on the board itself) forced
three AOSunits (AEA, DEDA, and TRW intoa "TaW-make-connector" situ-

ASA) imposed a vibration transmissi- ation instead of allowing us to use off- !
bility limitation of 10 on the design, the-shelf items or available hardware
Interchange with Grumman dynamicists from other connector companies.
resulted in an agreement between the TRW designed and built its own colA- -'-

technically responsible personnel that nectors to serve thisfunction primarily j
a limitationof thisdesign factor was because ofthe one-tenthcenter spacing
not critical, but only one indication of necessary to get the required connections
an acceptable design. Consequently, a off the board. The center spacing was
change to a design gcal of 10 with a dictated by the pitch required between . [
maximum limitation of 20 was imple- boards to maintain the total length of
mented. Although this change was in- the unit.
corporated only in the AEA specifica-
tion, and not in the DEDA specification, 4.2.3 Residr.al Problem Ar_;a_ i
it was shown to the satisfaction of TRW

and Grumn.an dynamicists that the The major problems remaining are
high Q is not detrimental to the design, (t) the higb_r-than-expected rate of
as evidenced by satisfactory passage of random component failures and (Z) the /

qualification testing. AEA and DEDA determination of causes of these and
_'. maximum tran_misslbility factors other intermittent failures during and

! ranged from 9 to 24, based upon the after acceptance testing. As a result
design verification test results, of rellabilityand weight tradeoff studies

_ a decision was made early in the pro-

Another requirement from Grumman, gram to design for minimum weight
enabling them to freeze their inter- flight hardware and not for ease of ,t
connection wiring throughout the space- checkout and test. This has increased
craft, as that the AEA have pigtail system reliability, but has also made
cables exiting from the AEA to mate the computer difficult to troubleshoot )
with Grumman cables that were rack- and repair. .
mounted. An alternateconfiguration
which would have simpUiied the AEA As a consequence of thisdesign
design would have been to provide box- philosophy a minimum number of _xter-
mounting connectors on all un_.tsand hal testpointswere provided and all ]

mate the spacecraft cables to each unit. internaltestpoints (covers off) were
eliminated because of weight consider- _1

Another point worth emphasizing is atione. As a resulh the capablhty for
the lack of an engineering model. Had failure isolation testing at the box level •
it been possible within the schedule and is uncomfortably limited. The DEDA
budgetary constraints of the program essentially has no test points, and the :_

to l_ ,lid an engineering model instead AEA has far too few test points to per- ._
of a dynamic_model_ many manu/ae- mlt thorough troubleshooting at the
turlng problems would have be_n more module or top level. Board or comps-
readily solved, tolerances could have nent level troubleshooting is not, of
been relaxed, and circuit design pro= course, adversely affected by lack of

i blems could have been corrected prior test points on the computer. TRW
to entering the manufacturing phase, believes that an adequate number of _%
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tectpoints should have been provided, adequate memory space in the airborne

I even at the expense of a small weight computer, provided that ether factorspenalty. Certainly computer diagnostic such as volutne, weight and power
capabilities would have been immeasur- consumption remain within ibe gen-
ably improved thereby, eral system constraints.

I Another problem area concerns the 4.3. t. 2 Change in Sign of FDAI
computer test equipment, which has Computations ISCP 2)'

j limited diagnostic capabilities. Itshould be emphasized that this test The LTA-8 tests being pe ¢¢._rmed at
equipment was designed only as an GAEC identified an incorrect interface
exerciser and a GO/NO GO indicator, between the AEA and Flight Director

I Inherently, very little diagnostic capa- Attitude Indicator (FDAI). The FDAIbility was built in The design philo- rotated in the wrong direction, due to
sophy invol',ed ties in closely with the the wrong sign of the sin _ output. The
lack of test points on the AEA and LM/AGS Performance and Interface

I DEDA, The unavailability of toplevel specification provided by GAEC was in{module) testing, while admittedly an conflict with the FDAI instrument.
encumbrance, is nevertl,cless a logi-
cal evolutionary product of the original Two fixes to the problem were con-

I test equipment design philosophy, sidered. One was to reverse thewiring connections in the AEA sin c_
output and the other was to modify the

4.3 DISCUSSION OF MAJOR DESIGN software to "patch" over the hardwir6d

I PROBLEMS OF SOFTWARE ,quat.on. The last solutionwas con-sidered to be less expensive and was
The major software design changes implemented at the cost of six cells of

l discussed herein were made after the the software memory. The changedelivery of the baseline DesignMission required a program reasscmbly, a
Computer Program (DMCP). Earlier limited recheck of the program coding
design changes are discussed inthe and a limited repeat of the program

I historical summary of Section 3. verification te_ting. It is recommendedthat more comprehensi_ve coordination _
4.3, I Softwired Program and evaluationbe invested in the area

of interface specification.

l 4.3. 1. I Add Ravage Rate Input to theRadar ,UpdateEquations (SCPi) 4.3. i.3 Predicted CDH Maneuver,
Rem0val'of Desired Absolute

The change to the co-elliptic rendez- Time o_ C,DH Maneuver; Pre-

t vous mission resulted in insufficient dlcted cSI and/or CD'FITimeaccuracy of the onboard navigation Limited __0 ISCP '5)
update from the rendezvous radar.

• This was caused by the longer range, It became desirable to allow the

the reduced capability of the MSFN for crew to examine the CDH
predicted

this case, which placed more reliance solution (via the DEDA} and also to
on the radar, and the reduced LM fuel orient the LM to the predicted, desired

budget, The radar update equations thrust attitude relative to the real-were kept simple in the early design time local horizon coordinate system
stage to save on memory space and {radial, tangential, transverse) prior
were inadequate to handle the mission to the CDH burn. The AGS sof! rare

I change, did not include thiscapability.
The solutlonto thisproble]-nwas the The flexibilityof the original soft-

additionof range rate input {R)to radar ware program was limited due to lack

l update equations which required about of computer space, Several otherli additional computer words. Mission modifications made space available,
change s seem to be unavoidable and, which could be used to increase the
therefore, it is advisable to provide software capability and to simplLfy the

ample equation accuracy as well as crew operating constraints.
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The software was modified to pro- purer software change was used to fix
vide the required capability. The the l_roblem and required one adc'itional
change included additionof the pre- progr_n-,step, This solutionwas pre-
dictedCDH capabillty,removal of the ferred over a rno_:.'icationof the DEDA.
Predicted Absolute Time of the CDH

maneuver, and limiting of the predic- 4.3. i_7 Qalc_,lationof Avofocus Alti-.

tlontime to CSI tobe • 0. t'udeand Time to Perlfoc_.s
(SGP 15)

4.3. 1.4 Delete Automatic Exit from

Lu'mtr'Align(_C.P IS) Itbecame desirable to provide the
.... flightcrew with more trajectoryinfer-

The automatic e_.itfrom lunar align mation such as apofocus altitudeand

as orlginallyimplemented, couldresult time to perifocus. _%e originalAGS
ina loss of • portion of the attitude sof_rare did not have thiscapability.
error pulse counts, resultingin a The non-essentlal navigation compu-
degradation of the alignment. The tat.4.onswere limited at the startof the
automatic exitwas eliminated entirely, program due to lack of computer space.
This solutionsaved nineprogram steps. The equations were modified in order ",

to provide apofocus altitudeand time !
4,3.I,5 Yaw Steering for S Band to perifocus. The cost of implement-

Communication ISCP i3) ing thischange was approx'.mately 15
program steps. "

A new requirement from MSC to i
Delete Abort and Abort Stage

malntalnLMvehicleearthrequiredC°mmunicatl°nthecontinuousWiththe 4.3. i.8 Discretes"_ronasteerIng
orientationof the S-band antenna toward Loops (S.CP 16)
the earth, and consequently a specific
vehicle attitudeabout yaw. The The initiationlogic of the AGSguid-

steering equations permit the vehicle ance steering was specifiedby GAEC
to continuouslyrotate about the X body to include the presence of the abort or
axis under certain circumstances abort stage discrete. Consequently,
(depending on pitch _nd yaw angles), RCS maneuvers could not be executed
The new requirement requires _he without arming the descent and ascent

• elimination of thi_ rotation, main engines. This wa_ considered to '
be undesirable and MSC requested a

The equation for the attitude error modification of the program to increase
about the X body axis was modified, system flexibility.
The new mechanization saved two pro-

: gram steps when compared with the A change of guidance logic was incor-
original one. per•ted in the computer prograrn_ so

that the capability of steering without
Communication, telemetr_ and arming the engine, willbe av.,ilabLeat

tracking requirements are bound to the expense of oniy one additionalpro-

change during the development of a gram step.
spacecraft program and consequently, !
vehicle attitude control equations should 4.3. i. 9 .I;nvler_ent Cavabilitv tO Per-
be designed with sufficient flexibility fQrm CDH at First or Third

to cope v,'Lth such situations. A,psidal,,,C,r.o, ssin_ _CP i8) _

4.3. I. 6 DEDA "qI_" Chanfie (SCP i 4) In order to increase the system
capability, it appeared desirable to

A difficulty was encountered in the implement the capabiUty in the AGS to _)DEDA operation. Occasionally, double compute the CDH maneuver at either
actuation of the CLR pushbutton on the the first or third apsidal crossing.
DEDA panel was requested for entry of This cal_ability was included in the
data. That is, the CLR pushbutton had _oftware. The CSI routine is utilized _
to be depressed twice in succession in exactly the same way as presently J
instead of only once. The basic cause done for the first and second apsidal
of this malfunction was found to be a crossing. This modification required ,

_ logic error in the DEDA. AnAEA com- ZZ additional program steps.
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I 4.3. I. I¢) __apability of Out-of-Plane 4.3. I. i3 Control Limit on'r'd as a

_M_,neBvers _t CS1and CDH Function of Vehic!e
Configuration (SCP 34)

I Itbe :arnedesirable to increase The orbit injectionequations were
mission flexibil!tvand to be able to designed to place the LM vehicle in a

i perform out-of-pian_ maneuvers to set pretargeted orbit in preparation for theup inplane rendezvous rnaa_uvers. The co-ellipticrendezvous sequence. In
At3S guidance software did not _.nclude order to eliminate excessive vehicle

G_iscapabilityanu a software change maneuvers, a steering conLtraint was

was made. T_;,e out-of-?lane rn_neuve_ imposed and implemented by limitingwillbe done in the externa._AV mode, ra_al jerk 'i_d in the computations.
Only one component of velocity (odt- H_wevcr, it appeared that the nat, row
of-plane) need be entered and th.,: usual llmit_ or, f'd reduced the ability of the

._ procedures for performing externai_V Lh,I to achieve _'.,_ targeted insertionfollowed. The implementation of this conditlvns from a ,,','Ide range of orbit
tc_-hniquerequired ten additionalpro- __nditions. It,_'a_dect_ed to modify

• _7 gram steps, this by aliowir, g larger trajectory per-
turbatio:;s to be removed when a_,-rtole

4, 3, I. li G,,._nerate_Node _O° From fuel re_,air.s. For this purpose, the
,, TPI. (SCP Zi) "1'dlimitingwas made a functionof

: _ _, v_hicle configuration and thrust rnagni-
" _ in o_er to allow the final portion of rude, This modification was made at
: rendezvous to occur in the CSM orbit the cost of i2 program steps.
.• plane, the TPI maneuver was required

-_- _ to be performed so as to create a node 4, 3. i. i4 Improved Steering, in TPI
qOO downrange. The midcourse ms- Mode (_CP_36)
neuver will then be performed at the

: node causing the CSM and LM to be in AGS controlled mldcourse maneu-

I__ the same orbit. Thisrnodewasnot
,, vers may b_ accomplished in the ter-
;,. available in the existing software, rninal phase initiate (TPI) mode. The
_ which only provided for a direct trans- AGS computed steering vector appearedfer ._..odc. It was decided to make this

_ to be noisy in these mldcourse situa-

_ li modification which required seven tlons. This steering noise is caused
._. _, additional program steps, by quantlzation in the TPI guidance
_'. computations. Those factors contrl-
:: _', 4.3. 1. IZ AQS/PGNCS Mis_lignment butlng to n_ise are small velocity-to-

Correction (.SCP 3Z) be-galned magnitude and small central

i; angle between LM and CSM target., Measuremeuts taken on equipment The effect of this steering oscillation
_" during the system integration of the is poor RCS fuel utilization, in addl-

e" _ LM vehicle at Bethpage indicateda tionto disturbingeffectsupon theflight
_ gross attitudernisalignrnentbetween crew. The steering oscillationsare

PGNCS and ASA inertialmeasurement eliminated by using manual steering

I units. Such misaligmnent is important and AGS attitudehold for attitudecon-in view of AGS to PGNCS alignment and trol, The midcourse burn isaccom.

inflightgyro calibration. Itwas plished rnanaallyby firingthe RCS
assumed thatthe ASA was mlsallgned thrusters untllthe AV components as

_ with respect to the LM body axes. displayed via the DEDA are zero with-
Consequently, software changes were in theirnoise. Thlsmodlficatlonsaved

made which allowed the correction of 14 program steps.

Ii such mlsallgnments. However, itwas: found afterwards that the measurements 4.3. i, i5 Couplin_ Data Unit
_ had been in error. Therefore, it seems De._f_

advisable that all input data concerning

i hardware deficienciesshould be thor- The AGS receives PGNCS gimbaloughly evaluated and their accuracy angle information via the Coupling
absolutely established prior to incur- Data Unit (CDU) and uses this informs°
porating software changes, tionfor alignment and gyro calibrat,_on.

I
_3
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Result_ of test at MIT/IL indicated the from the gyros to deterr,_ine scaling.
existence of CDU transientswhich Since these equations were in the hard-

_,,uldresult tnlarge AGS alignment wired rr_emory_ a newhardwired pro-
and calibrationerrors, Ahardware gram (HO-3) was necessary to accom-
change was developed and testedby modate two-_:_.yscaling,
MIT/IL to elirninatethe transients,

However, there are no plans to imple-
ment thishardware change because of 4.4 DISCUSSION OF MAJOR
the relativelyhigh cost involved, AGS P.'IOBLEMS IN SYSTEMS
software changes, which would a11ow LEVEL TESTING
the detectionof such CDU transients

duril_gthe criticalperiods, would 4.4. i Inte_r.a.t..ionTest.Problems
require 45 program steps. No memory
space is presently available. There- Test equipment interface, timing,
fore, "work around" procedures were cabling, and logic changes were made
developed by means of which the as_ro- to e_tablishproper operation, Scrne
naut could orient the vehicle manually AGS software revisions _nd minor
to regions where the CDU transients hardware changes were required for -_
could not occur, proper testeqt_ipment interface. 1These problems were typicalof initlal
4,3.2 Hardwired Program system/GSE integrationefforts.

Detailed discussion is not warr_.nted_ )

4. ).Z.I AttitudeReference Algorithm but typicalexamples follow. 1

The attitudereference algorithm 4.4. i.i ._SE Register L0ad__
computes body directioncosines from I
body axis angular increments. During An inability to load the GSE register /
testingof thisalgorithm on an inter- w,ts noted. The cause was thzta pro-
pretivecomputer simulation,driftrates g_am error in the GSE service routine

greater thanthede signgoalof 0.?-deg/hr c_used the AEA to look for GSE i i
were noted under low-rate limit cycle instead of TLM stop pulse. The effect )
environments. These unacceptable was that the AEA could not be loaded
driftrates were attributableto quanti= from the test set. The GSE service -.
ration in the attitude reference algor- routine was revised. No specific
ithm. The scaling of these equations, recommendation is applicable. This .,.
and thereby the quantizationj is con- account illustrates the importance of
strained by the maximum abort turning an exhaustive irtegrat'.on test to dis- _"
rat_s of 25 deg/sec per axis and the cover such routine problems before
17-data-bit computer word size. the production model design is frozen.

These quantlzation errors could 4.4. i. 2 Countin_ ASA ' Output Pulses -_
resultin significantattitudereference ..)
driftduring coasting flight. This drift An inabilityto properly count ASA
would cause undesirable navigation output pulses in the GSE was noted.
errors during subsequent thrusting The deficiency was caused by oscilla- "]
maneuvers and would also degrade the tion of the GSE buffer amplifier. The
radar update of the LM state, buffer amplifier was redesigned. No

specific recommendation is applicable.
The remedy was to decrease the This was a typical developmental prob-

quantizatlon errors at low vehicle rates lem that points out the need for a thor- J

by creating a program with two-way ough integration test to disclose such
scaling. At low vehicle rates, the problems before a production model -_
attitude reference equations would be design freeze. Jscaled to reduce the quantization errors,
and at high rates the scaling would 4.4. i. 3 Reading AEA MerrtorY
return to the original values that were _|
necessary to prevent overflow_ The An inability to read from the AEA J
attitude reference algorithm tests the memory with the test set was noted.
magnitude of the angular increments A timing problem was involved. An

1
]
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AEA 20-msec delay instruction was 4.4, 2.2 Sway Simulator
found to be incompatible with the test-

l set timing requirements, The delay The sway simulator machine devel-instruction was deleted. It should be oped for Earth Prelaunch Calibration
noted that numerous similar problems (EPC) ',e_',ing produced excessive angu-
with timing, cabling, switch bounce, lar vib.'ations at the ASA mounts. This

I etc. were discovered and resolved angular vibration masked the testsatisfactorily, results. The EPC program instru-
mented in the AEA filtersthe effectof

I 4.4.2 _erforraance sway motion and low-frequency coning,
-- The superposltion of high-level angular

Test Problems vibration and high-frequency coning

4.4. Z,t Vibration Test E.quipment caused uncertainties larger than the

I , error being measured.The basic problem was extraneous Equipment mounts, brakes, bear-
motion, particularlyconing, in the ings, and damping were modilied and
vibratory testequipment. Reduction adjusted to reduce vibration. Countert
of thismotion was mandatory, rotationwas used to cancel some con-c,

"' • ing errors and spectral analysis of
Test tables_ sway fixtures, vibra- recorded data identified error term

tion fixtures,shakers, etc. have sig- which could be used to correct the
nificant noise sources, random and re_ulting test data.
sinusoidal, linear and angular, and
over broad frequency ranges. This Successful strapdown inertialsystem
extraneous motion interfereswith dynamic performance testingrequired

accurate error modeling to identifyinertial equipment performance
sensitivitiesto extraneous motion.

measurement. A strap_cwn system Extensive monitoring and control of
is particularlyvulnerable to angular testfacilitiesshould be employed as

I,i vibration,particularlysensitiveto to constrain
required

correlatedcross-axisangular vibration_
errors.

and hypersensitive to coning. 4.4. 2.3 Electromagnetic Interference
Tests

'_ Initial equipment design must sup- Performance of the AGS was diffi-
press all unwanted motion. Equipment cult to establish when exposed to con-

;': evaluation, with vibration transducers duct and radiated EM2. When E1VH

!i _ and high-speed opticalmeans, was tests were condrcted in the established_ necessary to measure coningand cross- screen room, the AGSwas not on a
_, axis motions before equipment designs stablefoundation. Although itwas

'_':_ were modified to suppress the motion, assumed that 0hort-term stability -,,--
_ Power spectral density and cross- would be sufficientt_detect anyefiec_ _"
_ _,_ spectral density analyses of vibration of electrical interference, the lack of

' "" data were required to identifyphase a stablepier seriously hampered the
_!: , correlationsand coning motion. Accu- evaluation. In later test,:ngof a simi-
_,

'_ rate error modeling was required to lar system, thisproblem was avoided
' _, identifysensitivitiesto the extraneous by settingup the EMI equipment in an
; motion, inertiallab for susceptibilitytesting.

!
u
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I APFENDIX
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF MAJOR SUBASSEMBLIES

SOFTWARE AND SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING

I i. DESCRIPTION OF ABORT SENSOR vehicle orthogonal axes. The unit
ASSEMBLY utilizes three Nor_ien RI-1 t39B single

,_: degree-of-freedom, floated, rate-
? _ I. i FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION integrating gyros, and three Bell Mod

:l VII pendulous accelerometers as in-

,:, The Abort Sensor Assembly (ASA), ertial instruments. (The Bell accel-
a self-contained assembly of the Lunar erometers b_ve been replaced since

: _ Module Abort Guidance System, con- July 68 with Kearfott type Z40i
_i '_;; tains inertial sensors and associated accelerometers. The ASA description

electronics, A block diagram of the _::c1"tains,howcver, to the old configu-
ASA is shown in Figure l-i. The ASA +r.,+J.o_.) The ASA subassembly includes,

,) _ senses angular disp_.acements about i'._"ddltion to inertial sensors, an
_, the LM vehicle orthogonal axes and -,::_,,c_[ power supply, six inertial

" vehicle accelerations with respect to _:, r,:;or pulse rebalance amplifiers,

_ i ,| ii k

ABORTSENSORASSEMBLY J

! -- 1MOTIONOF,M ' " _ex. AEA, . xGYRO xPTSA _
_REOUENC¥_ • f

,._!:_ ,o,c,,,x,,,,oj. _o.,,o,.--,.,,,. I_ oH
, O,,M . ', ,,y..

_" _' _ GYR Y PTSAI i

CLOCKF,OM_A 4'
" GYRO Z PTSA ! ZM}Z

J r --._--.--- �\�VDC
+28VDC

!.I ! +,v"-'-'_-A,o X,,:,:E X.SA .
"_ t_ l J ;uOPPV_LYR' ELECTRONICS

-2voc I' !

I VEHICLEPOWER GYRO _J---
I PiSAAND• ACCEL

z,_=__pI-z-s,F
DISPLAY

•PULSE-TORQUESERVOAMPLIFIER TESTANDTELEMETItYSIGNALS_

I Figure t-i. ASA Block Diagram
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thermal con;rol electronics, a fre- the standby mode occurs when only the
quency countdown and synchronization 128-NHz clock signal and 28-volt LM
unit, and a housing subassembly, The power are provided; the operate mode
gyros sense angular rotation of the LM occurs automatically under two con-
about each of the vehicle axes and are ditions:

pulse torqued to remain at null. The
pulses represent incremental body i. A minimum of 40 minutes has
rotations, A_. Similarly, the pulse elapsed after initiating the
rebalanced accelerometers measure warmup signal, including 15
incremental velocity changes, minutes of warmup and 25

minutes of standby.
These pulses are pro°Jortional to

incremental vehicle veloc:_y corn- 2. A minimum of Z0 miracles of
ponents, AV, along the respective standby has elapsed when the
accelerometer input axes. General ASA has previously stabilized
requirements of the ASA are: at operating temperature,

normally after a prolonged
Maximum design warmup mode.
turning rate ±Z5 deg/sec

Maximum design Z
acceleration 4-100 ft/sec 1. i. 1 [nn.n.n.n.n.n.n._S_

Sensor scale factors The ASA receives three electrical
(approximate) input signals in addition to linear and

-16 angular motion input to the sensors.
Angular Z rad/

,nulse(=3 arc
ec/pulse) _ Function

Translational 0.003Z5 ft/ 28 vdc Vehicle power

sec-pulse
128k pps Reference for all internal

The gyros and accelerometers are synchronization
both op,_rated in a torque rebalance or
forced-limit-cycle mode. The forced- Warmup To select warmup or

b lirnxt- cycle torquing concept utilizes Signal standby/ope rate mode
th'ne modulated, alternating positive
and negative current periods synchro-
nized as follows. The switchover from 1. I.Z Output Signals

. negative to positive is under control of
, a i-KHz signal synchronized with a The ASA provides the following

higher frequency pulse train for precise outputs:
quantization (64-KHz). The switchover
from positive to negative is controlled I. Angular Increment Signals
by a serve loop froth the sensor's
error signal that D_ summed wi_h a i- These signals are developed
KHz sawtooth voltage but syncnronized through gyro rebalance and
by the 64-I4Hz pulse train. This con- represent incremental angular
cept is implemented in the LM/ASA changes about the X, Y, and
Pulse Torque Servoamplifier (PTSA). Z axes.

The ASA is designed fo_ operate, Z. Velocity Increment Signals
standby, warmup, and off modes as
_.ommsnded from the LM control panel These signals are developed

senlbly. The off mode occurs when through accelerome_.er rebal-
n., ',ower or signals are provided; the ance and r_present incremen-

i w_.mup mode occurs when 28-volt LM talchanges _n velocityalong
_ pow_.r and a warmup signalare provided; the X, Y, and Z axes.
4
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!
], Outputs to Display i. 2.2 Performance Capabih_2_y

i Separate lines are provided for Estimated _,SA capab_.lity and5 positive and negative AV X expected errors during the lunar
' signals along the thrust axis. mission as a function of expected

All pulses on an indivl ual line parameter variations are showr in

i have the same magnitude. The Table i-i.time between successive pulses

is some multiple of z_t. 1, 2.3 TherrnM and Vibration

I 4. Block Temperature Signal . Environments

This signal is obtained from The ASA is designed to be operated
block temperature sensor No. 1 continuously when the mounting flanges

I and is in the form of a resist- or pads are attached to cold platesance output, that will mainta;n ;he foot of the mount-
ing flange between approximately- 60 to

_' IF 5. Caution and Warning Voltages 80°F during maximum average power

I Because this is a man-rated dissipation
for the ASA,

system, the following ASA The system is designed to perform
.It signals are supplied to the as required in the vibrational environ-

!l instrumentation subsystem for merit given in Figures 2-4 and 2-5 of' caution and warning displays. Section 2,

',¢" I a. 28 vdc (precision)

'/ "_' b. 12 vdc 1.3 SUBASSEMBLIES/COMPONENTS

_ :_" c. 29 vac, 400 Hz, phase A. 1.3. i Inertial Sensors

O. Test Si[_nals 1

,: _, The ASA provides test signa!s The RI-I 139B gyro has a per-

,: _, that are available at the GSE manent magnet torquer that is
test connector, designed for precision pulse

torquing in strapdown applica-
) _ I. 2 PI.rYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND tions, The gyro characteristics

_ OPERATING CHARACTER/STICS include torquing capability up
'_ to 28 deg/sec with 1.62 watts

;' I. 2. I Physical Characteristics e5 percent applied to _he torque

' _i" - JlJu t i

' winding, spin-motor rotation

_. The physical characteristics of the detector (SMRD), and ability to
; XSA are: operate in a vacuum without a

- change in thermal paths affect-
' Weight 20 7 pounds ing performance This sensor[ * o

weighs 1,53 pounds.
Size 11-1/2 x 8 x 5-1/8 inches

2. Accelerometer
Power 74 watts

t The BM1 VII B-8 accelerometer

The system can operate within the per- is an electromagnetically
T formance requirements at body rates restrained permanent magnet -

of up to _25 deg/sec and accelerations torque coil, spring plvoted,
to ±100 ft/sec. The ASA is designed hermetically seated accelerorn-

_ to meet a MTBF of 4006 hours, eter weigbing 0.38 pound,

g/
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Table i-i. ASA Mission Capabilit_ Estimate

Predicted
Error Source Unit Error

J. L , .., .-,

Gyro Fixed Drift Stability

Time instabdity (8 days) deg/hr 0. i4
Elec_.rical power variation deg/hr 0.03
ENLI deg/hr 0.07
Thermal effects deg/hr 0. 04
Vacuum effects deg/hr 0. i i
Magne__iceffects deg/hr O. 01
Residual vibration deg/hr 0.06
Bias descrepancy deg/hr 0.07

Total Error (RSS) deg/hr 0.2Z

-: Gyro Vibration and Limit Cycle Induced Error
(Powered Ascent)

Nonlinearity (asymmetry) deg/hr O. 24
Sp'in -- Input rectification: deg/hr 0.02
Spin -- Output rectification deg/hr 0.00
H-vector Spin _ Input rectification deg/hr 0. 02
Anisoelastic drift deg/hr 0.01

Total Error (RSS) deg/hr 0.24

Gyro Spin Axis Mass Unbalance Instability

: Time instability (8 days) deg/hr/g 0. i0
Thermal effects deg/hr/g 0; 07
Vacuum effects deg/hr/g 0. i8

Total Error (RSS) deg/hr/g 0.22

Gyro Scale Factor Instability and Nonlinearity

Time instability(IZ0 days) ppm 147
Re sidual shock ppm 57
Check instability ppm i0
Nonlinearity ppm 65

Total Error (RSS) ppm 171

Gyro Input Axis Misaligrn_ent

InitialAlignment arc sec 44
Instability arc sec i0

Total Error (RSS) arc sec 45

Accelerometer Bias Instability

Time Instability(120 days) _t_, Z0O
Electrical power variation _g 2
EMI _g 8
Thermal effects Fig ii -_,_
Vacuum effects _g 18
Magnetic effects _g Z -_ '_

: Residu_t vibration Fig _5

•i Residual shock _g it "36

Total Error (RSS) '"_tg "_%_ 204
_t_x ...... ,

N
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l.. Table t-t. ASA Mission Capability Eetimate (Continued)

Predicted
i Error Source Unit Error

Accele rome ter Nonlinearity and Vibration
' Induced Error

Nonlinearity _tg 26
Vibration induced Error _g 30

i Total Error (RSS) _g 40
i

Accelerometer Scale Factory Instability

Time ins tability (iZ0 day s) ppm 34
Re sidual shock ppm 6
Check instability ppm 5

, . Total Error (RSS) ppm 35
I

Accelezometer Input Axis Misalignment

Initialalignment arc sec 42

: Instability arc sec 6
Total Error (RSS) arc sec 42

1. 3.2 Pulse Torque Servoamplifiers The PTSA contains four components,

/x The ASA contains six pulse torque connected as shown in Figure 1-2.

_-" servoamplifiers (PTSA), one for each i. An ac amplifier and pulse-
of the three gyros, one for each of the sensitve demodulator

[ *.wo cross-axis accelerometers, and
one for the thrust-axis accelerometer. 2. A quantizer

_' The gyro accelerometer PTSA's 3. A current-switching bridge
• _ have the same general mechanization, and driver

!_ the major differences being in the tot-
: quing power levels and frequency corn- 4. A constant curlent source.

-_ r pensation networks for the PTSA-
_ instrument loop. The thrust-axis When the gyro is rotated about its
L accelerometer PTSA is identical to the input axis or an acceleration is sensed

cross-axis accelerometer PTSA e:,.cept by the accelerometer, an 8-KHz signal{
, for the additional electronics that scale from the instrument pick-off indicates

the PTSA data output pulses used , _ the displacement of ,'he float or pendu-
the AEA. lure from null. This signal is ampli-

fied, demodulated, and applied to the
The PTSA supplies the inertial quantizer. By summing the demodula-

instrument torquer with current to ted signal with a i-KHz ramp function
restrain its float or pendulum about its and detecting a prescribed level an
null. The amount of current applied output waveform is generated with a

I to the instrument is prooortional to the duty cycle proportional to the ampli-

f inertial inputs. This current is meas- tude of the input 8-KHz signal. The
ured by applying torquer current in zero crossings of the resultant wave
known discrete amounts. 'fhe [ustru- furnishes the on-off switching to pro-

i [ ment is rebalanced about its null in duce a t-KHz width-r_odulated wave-
_ this manner every millisecond. The form.

.=, output data is a pulse train whose rate
'? represents a measure of the current The variable duty-cycle waveforzn

'!! supplied to the instrument, is then quantized and used to drive a
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four-transistor bridge that reverse The fine temperature controller !
current in the torquer for various per- provides the close temperature control
tions of the lL.-_it cycle. The net dc required during the operate mode. The

current applied is approximately pro- circuit incorpora+,es two platinum sen- i
portional to the input 8-KHz signal sors and has a pulsewidth modulated
from the instrument. The peak cur- output. The fine temperature control-

rent output is maintained constant , ler operating point is trimmed during
through the torquer by the current calibration.

regulator. The net current supplicd to

the instrument is of a polarity required 1.3.4 .System-Timin_ Module
to return the instrument float to _ts

null position. The final result is to The system-timing or frequency-

supply current that balances the countdown module accepts a i28-KHz
acceleration or angular velocity re- clock input signal and provides as an

ceived by the instrument, output all of the timing signals required
by the ASA for analog to digital con-

The output is a pulse train whose version, synchronization, range limit-

rate is a direct measure of the current ing, and thrust axis signal conditioner -_
feedback to the instrument. Each data processing. !
pulse represents an incremental veloc- -_
ity for the accelerometer-PTSA and The frequency countdown also pro-

incremental angle for the gyro-PTSA, vides 400-Hz and 8-1<Hz synchronizing _
signals to the power supply. |

1.3.3 Temperature Control Loops
i. 3.5 System Power Supply

The ASA contains two temperature
control loops: the fast warm-up con- The power supply accepts raw LM
troller and the fine temperature con- power as it appears at the output of the
troller. The fast warm-up controller EMI filter and processes it through a
provides the necessary power for initial switching preregulator. This proces-
warm-up. It uses thermistors and sed voltage is fed to a dc-to-dc con-
requires less critical control than the verter which takes the preregulator

,_ fine temperature controller. During output and generates the ASA dc volt- -,
• calibration the fast warm-up controller ages. The dc-to-dc converter has a

turn-off is trimmed to a point just be- self-starting internal oscillator. When
low operate temperature to mazimize the iZ8-KHz clock is applied, the sys-
the unit' s heating capability, tem timing module provides 8-KHz

: _ IC_QUES I

-- OR DYNAMICS GENEIIATOR AMPLIFIER SENSITIVE
P (ACCEL| DEMOD [_ COMP_NSAT

_ I

GENEIL&TC_ J CONSlANT 1i
CUIU(ENT

II "°_' I

I

64K PPSPULSEOUTPUT

TO AEA

SENf_II PTSA

; Figure I-Z. Sensor Loop Functional _iagram
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. _ synchronization to the converter and computer incorporates parallel arith-
the converter synchronizes itself to metic using a data word length of 17
the timing module. A sense winding bits plus sign, and utilizes a core

on the converter provides feedback to memory with a 5-microsecond cyclethe preregulator for regulating the time. The design incorporates a sub-
voltage on the converter output, stantial amount of input/output equip-

_, ment for the extensive LM interface.
A second set of outputs in the form All circuits have been designed using

of an 8-KHz square wave is fed from "worst-case" design philosophy to
the converter to an 8-KHz filter that meet the stringent reliability require..

i filters out the harmonics and provides ments of the LM program.
f 8-KHz fo_ the inertial instrument pick-

off excitation and PTSA demodulator The general characteristics of the
references. A third converter output AEA are as follows:

is fed to the 28-volt precision regula-
tor that provides the critical bridge • Memory capacity 4096 words
bias voltage from which gyro and ac-

i celerometer torquer current is derived. • Clock frequency 1_024 MHz

$

A 400-Hz inverter is in parallel with • Word length 18 bits
the converter, across the output of the

j, preregulator. The inverter generates • Repertoire 27
three-phase, 400-Hz drive power for instructions
the gyro motors from the preregulated
voltage and the 400-Hz synchronization • Computation

• {" signal from the system timing module, time:
t

The power supply has overcurrent _dd 10 microseconds
•_ and overvoltage protection to turn off

the unit when either condition is M,zltipy 70 microsecondsi" . present.
The AEA is contained in a 34-pound

,; /_ 1.3.6 Interface Electronic Module package 8 inches high, 5 inches wide,

• " I and 23.75 inches deep. The AEA is• The interface electronics module mounted by attaching the mounting
4

provides the signal conditioning and flanges to a set of cold rails to provide
_. [ EMI suppression required by the ASA fluid cooling. Operating temperature

! for input/output signal processing, range of the computer is 30 to 120°F.
Principally, the module contains the
input power filter, spin-motor rotation The AEA requires three power input

"_ / detector amplifiers, data pulse trans- signals: a 28 ±6 vdc line capable of
• _ formers, and short circuit protecting supplying 9?- watts, a 400-Hz ll5 +2.3
: resistors in the dc outputs, vac line capable of supplying 3.6 watts,

and an 800-Hz ?.8-vac ceference signal.
[ All other voltages and refe.rence sig-
( 2. COMPUTER SUBSYSTEM (AEA nals required by the computer are

AND DEDA) derived from these inputs.

2.1 COMPUTER DESCRIPTION To attain a single-point grounding
/ system in the LM vehicle, the AEAwas

2. 1. 1 Functional Descri_Aion of the required to have a minimum of 10

Abort Electronics Asse'rnt_l_ megohms isolation between the corn,
puter ground was isolated from the

The Abort Electronics Assembly chassis and all input/output signals

!: .. (AEA) is a compact, microminiaturi- were ac coupled with the exception of

lj zed, high-speed, general purpose corn- certain input discretes. These dis-; puter that contains input/output equip- cretes were switch closures controlled
ment and a power supply. Figure 2-1 through isolated contacts on a switch

..- illustrates the computer. The AEA or a relay.
;;.:
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The memory system is a partially • Symbolic assembly of programs
hardwired, partially scratch pad, 18-

bit, 5-microsecond cycle time, ferrite • Complete bit-bit computer
core type. The memory is currently system simulation, including
half hardwired and half .-:oftwired with input and output
512 words of the softwircd portion

being scratchpad. The logic design • Program mai-tenance, simula-
incorporates an expansion capability tion and checkout
for extension from 4, (,96 words ,f

memory to 8,192. Tfe softwired • A core-stazk wiring program
memory is electricall 7 alterable permitting automatic wire list-
through established loading equipment, ing of the permanent memory.

The AEA must maintain attitude

reference, compute attitude errors, All logic functions within the computer

perform the explicit guidance com- are implemented from a series of eight i
putations required, perform inertial types of integrated circuit diode-
navigation with radar updating, cal- transistor logic (DTL) elements of the

culate midcourse corrections, and Signetics SE100, milliwatt logic line,
benerate attitude and navigation dis- the Fairchild 930 element, anti an inte-
play signals. Figure 2-2 is a detailed grated circuit slave clock driver
block diagram of the AEA computer, designed by TRW.
To accomplish these extended tasks,

a complete software package has been The central processor employs a
developed for the AEA that provides parallel, fractional-two' s complement
for: arithmetic unit for 18-bit data words

!
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Figure 2-Z. AEA Computer Block Diagram
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consisting of a sign and 17 magnitude cycle time. A sufficiently large volt- "'
bits. Instruction words consist of 18 second product of output signal is avail-
bits that contain the 5-bit order code, able to minimize the sense amplifier "}
one index bit, and the address at which and timing circuit design. _
the order is to be executed. In cases

where an address is not required, the An analysis of the ONE/ZERO pat ....
address field is replaced by other data tern of the data and instructions con-
pertinent to the instruction, such as tained within the volatile section of
the number of places the data is to be memory indicated that the ntwnber of
shifted or the number to be placed into ZEROS exceeded the number of ONES.
the index register. Therefore, it was decided to store the

information in the core in inverted

The memory is of conventional fer- form, using inhibit current to write
rite core construction. It has a capa- ONES instead of ZEROS.
city of 4096 words.

The data inversion is accomplished

The AEA instruction repertoire in- between the memory buffer registe._ -_
cludes 27 instructions that have been and the cores. Since most of the power ,
selected to provide optimum perform- consumed in the memory is dissipated i
ance in processing the sensor package in the inhibit drivers, this inverted
inputs and accomplishing other required storage feature significantly reduces
program functions, while maintaining the power required by the memory. A I
power consumption at a minimum, further reduction in power is achieved -:

by using a two-turn inhibit winding,
Those instructions most often used, thereby reducing the required inhibit -'

that cause data wo.ds to be extracted current to one quarter select.
from the memory, have two modes in -"
which they may be used. The data The information storage in the -.
word may be restored in memory. Or, memory' s non-volatile section is ac-
if there is no further requirement for complished by bypassing those cores .}
the data word, the location may be that contain a ONE with the X-axis
zeroed, thereby reducing the memory drive line and eliminating the inhibit

:,_: power depending upon the I/O bit pat- winding from this section. Under these
tern in the word. conditions there can never be an output

from a core that is wired for a ONE
and there will always be an output from

2.1.2 Functional and Electrical Design a core that is wired for a ZERO. If
Characteristics of Ms)or AEA for any reason the information in one
Subasseml_l_'es of the non-volatile locations becomes

altered, it can be restored to its
The memory is an i8-bit, 4096- original contents by reading out the

word, 3-axis coincident current, fer- location. This is accomplished auto-
rite core memory system employing a rustically each time the computer is
5-microsecond cycle time and having turned on to assure, that the contents
an access time of 2 microseconds. The of all non-volatile memory addresses /
memory is divided into two sections of are correct.
2048 words oach, with the lower ad-

dress section being volatile and the The read/write drive system era- !
upper address section containing per- ploys a closed-loop current regulator
manently wired program information, to establish precise magnitude of all
The core material is lithium ferrite, drive currents. _ 1
which is oxidation resistant over _he i

operating temperature range, thus 2.. i, 2.2 Central Processor
eliminating the requirement for a her-
metic seal. The central processor consists of -1

the following registers and/or functtons: _J
_,: The electrical characteristics per-

! mit switching times of 0.2 to 2 micro- t. Order register
seconds, allowing circuit element?

_ choices consistent with the memory Z. Order decode J

:5
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3. Timing and control The data bus is an 18-bit parallel
transfer system that may be used to

i 4. Accumulator transfer data from any place in the
machine to another. These transfers

5. Adder are under the control of the timing and
control section and are fixed for all

r

6. Quotient register instructions.

7. Data bus 2. 1.2.3 Input/Output Logic

! 8. Index register The I/O logic section of the AEA
consists of the following major sections:

9. Cycle counter
., 1. I/O control

i 10. Program counter 2. Primary Guidance Navigation
l 1. Address register, and Control System (PGNCS)

_" input registers
: The central processor is designed to

handle fractional numbers with nega- 3. Abort Sensor Assembly (ASA)
tire numbers represented by their input registers

" two' s complement. The four basicarithmetic operations are performed 4. Input telemetry register
on command, with subtraction being
accomplished by adding the two' s corn- 5. Output telemetry register

l plement of the subtrahend to theminuend. 6. Input discretes

The output of adder bit Sj may be 7. Output discretes
! entered into the accumulator at Aj,
I Aj+ l, or A: ,, to allow shifting to be 8. Altitude/altitude rate register_ .JQ,

accomplished simultaneously with addi-
: tion or subtraction during multiplica- 9. Data Entry and Display

_. tion or division instructions. The Assembly (DEDA) I/O
accumulator data is shifted through this register
mechanism for shift instruction. The

If quotient register is operated as a nor- 10. Input logic buffers.real bidirection shift register when
shifting is required. The I/O control section selects the

addressed I/O register and generates
The cycle counter is used to control the appropriate read/load and reset

l the number of iterations during multi- strobes.
plication or division and the number of

places data is to be shifted a maximum The PGNCS input registers are
t of 32 places, pulse-integrating registers whose con-

tents are _he difference between the

The index register is a three-bit total number of positive and negative
register that may be loaded from the count pulses that have been supplied to
data bus and used to m 3ify the three the register since the register was last

i least significant bits of the address commanded to clear. This is accom-

register during the data acquisition plished by using a shift register and a
I portion of an instruction. This address serial adder/subtracter.

modification is accomplished by form-

ing the logic sum (LUI) of L and I. The The ASA input registers are ll-bit
index register may also be used to ripple counters that _.re advanced one

t control the number of times a sub- count for each pulse received from the
i routine is to be executed, corresponding ASA channel. These

t
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!
registers are read and cleared at pre- cretes, shift four bits in or shift four

cise 20°millisecond intervals, bits out, inform the DEDA of the appro-
priate action to be taken. ;

The input telemetry register is an i
18-bit shift re_ister that accepts the The input logic buffers accept all the ;
first !8 bits o_a 24-bit data word. The pulse inputs and synchronize them with
PGNCS downlink stop discrete indicates the internal computer clock prior to
to the computer when the telemetry forwarding these inputs to the appro-
register is loaded, priate input register. The input logic

buffers also provide temporary storage
The output telemetry register is a for pulses entering the computer while

24-bit shift register that is loaded registers for which they are intended
from the accumulator with two output are being sampled.
addresses. The AGS telemetry stop
discrete is set by the LM telemetry All signals into and out of the AEA

system to signal the computer that the are ac coupled, with the exception of i
telemetry register has been unlo_,ded, certain discretes and one dc D/A con-

verter. These circuits are isolated
The input discretes are divided into from the LM vehicle ground on the i

two words. Word 1 contains all the receiving end, thus preserving the -"
discretes associated with the LM single-point ground system.

vehicle and word Z contains the GSE i
and DEDA discretes. These discretes 2.1.3 Functional Description of the
are of two types: (1) switch closures Data Entry and Dis la _
and (2) pulse discretes that are sam- Assembly (DEDA) _P Y
pled and held. The pulse discretes
are cleared when the discrete word 2. i.3. i General Description
containing them is sampled.

The DEDA is a general-purpose,
manually-operated, input-output device i

The output discretes are transistor for use with the AEA. Its major exter- !
switches that are fed from a high- nal features are a keyboard and electro-
impedance power source. When the luminescent data display devices.

discretes are set, the voltage drop Figure 2-3 shows the DEDA front panel. I
across the switch is 2 volts or less. The DEDA keyboard consists of ten ;
When the discrete is not set, the volt- decimal digit pushbuttons, two sign
age drop across the switch is 14 volts, pushbuttons, and four control push-

These discretes are transformer con- buttons. The display registers provide i
pled into the computer to maintain the for a three-octal-digit address, a sign
required isolation. This is accom- plus a five-octal-digit or a five-
plished by feeding the primary of the decimal-digit word, and _tn operator
transformer with a 5i2-Hz square error indication. The display devices f
wave when the discrete is set. This are activated (1) by use of the appro-
square wave is rectified on the second- priate pushbuttons, (2) by extraction of
ary of the transformer and used to data from the AEA, or (3) in the case ;}
bias the transistor switch on. of the operator error indicator, by

certain improper procedures in the use
The altitude/altitude rate outputs of the keyboard.

are generated by one common register. }

Before the information is loaded into Each of the four pushbuttons, CLR, }
the register, the program sets a dis- R_ADOUT, ENTR, and HOLD, when

crete to identify the type of data the pressed, causes corresponding DEDA
next word will be. When the register control discretes to be set in the dis-
is loaded, the data is shifted out auto- crete word 2 registers of the AEA
matically. The DEDA control discretes are buf-

fered switch closures to ground that -_
The DEDA I/O register is a four- remain set only as long as the corre-

shift register that accepts from or out- sponding DEDA control pushbutton
puts to the DEDA. Two related dis- remains pressed.
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• control pushbutton. To request a read-
out, three pushbuttons must be pressed
prior to pressing the READ OUT push-

( _ -, _., button.

( //_Y'_ _'-_ J The DEDA register, a four-bit input/

_, L77 15; it;= _= output shift register in the AEA, pro-t(-."__ vides temporary storage for data that0"_]] B:,J
is being transferred between the AEA

__ $--_L._. and DEDA under the control of the
DEDA processing routine in the flight

.[T---_.,_----_,i_-_i__ program. The DEDA processing rou-
-- 4 $ _ b II' ou, I tine initiates or terminates the data

[I -- ]J[_.][___j] transfer in resp on se tothe recognition

[_--_--I1_-_-_-_I_ of the setting of the various DEDA con-

LLJJ LL'KtJ, trol discretes.

A minimum time interval of 80microseconds is allowed between sub-

sequent settings of either the DEDA
• shift-in discrete or DF_;DA shift-out

2 Figure 2-3. DEDA Front Panel discrete to allow sufficient time for the
t data transfer.

The DEDA is used for manual inser- A maximum of 512 memory locations
: tion of data into the AEA and manual is accessible in the AEA for data input

! readout of data from the AEA. In addi- and output via the DEDA. All of these
tion, selection of certain of the opera- memory locations are {n a fixed desig-
ting modes of the flight program and hated section of the softwired memory.

" AGS generally is made by appropriate
,. inputs via DEDA. The AEA computer recognizes the

enter or readout signal and sends the
2.1.3.2 Displays

[_ DEDA a shift-in discrete. The DEDA
then provides a serial sequence of a

In addition to the pushbuttons, the data pulse and a shift pulse that is ,
front panel contains an electrolumine- repeated four times and results in the

scent panel for numeric display and an transfer of a digit code to the AEAincandescent status indicator that computer. The computer issues fur-
lights whenever an operator error con- ther shift-in discretes and the process
dition exists. The status indicator is repeated until all digits have been

I remains lighted until the CLR control transferred. If the READOUT push-
' pushbutton is pressed. The electro- button has been pressed, following the
t luminescent display three address entering process, the DEDAwill

digits, a sign, and five data digits, receive a shift-out discrete from the

Each digit consists of seven line seg- computer. The DEDA will then provide
ments, a sequence of four shift pulses and

2. 1.3.3 O_eration receive four bits of data from the com-
puter Ln ceturn. The computer issues

The DEDA operations is initiated by further shift-out discretes and the pro-
pressing the CLR control pushbutton, cess is repeated until the entire word
This action enables entry from the digit is received. The information is dis-
pushbuttons. As each digit pushbutton played until the AEA computer updates
is pressed, its code is placed in the the word or the CLR pushbutton is
register for display in the order that it pressed, the AEA compute," will stop
is pressed (most significant digit first), sending shift-out discretes after the

i When the appropriate digits have been next complete word has been received.
entered, the ENTR or READOUT push- Pressing of the READOUT pushbutton
button can be pressed. To enter infor- in this mode will cause the AEA corn-
marion, nine digit pushbuttons must be purer to res,_ne updating the displayed

t pressed prior to pressing the ENTR data.
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2. i.4 DEDA,Desi_n Characteri,=+ics 2. i.4.4 Operator Error Indication

2. i.4. I Shift Register An operator error condition arises
when pushbuttons are pressed out of

The DEDA shift register accumulates sequence during loading of the shift
and holds a11 information loaded from register. A flip-flop is set and the

the pushbuttons or transferred from OPR ERR statu_ indicator lights.
the AEA computer for display. The
shift register contains thirty-six bits 2.1.4.5 Data Transfer Set{uencer
comprising nine digits. Codes pre-
sented from the pushbuttons are loaded The data transfer sequencer consists
directly into the four least significant of a two-step counter and n_iscellaneous
bits of the register and positioned for flip-flops that buffer control and deta
display. Address and data bits trans., pulses transferred from the AEA com-
ferred from the AEA computer are puter. The sequencer controls the
loaded into the least significant bit timing of shift pulses information bits
position of the register. Address and transferred to or fr:rr" the computer
data bits to be transferred to the AEA and provides control for shifting the

computer are taken from the most contents of the shift register during the
significant bit position of the register, transfer. The sequencer is inhibited
The digit positions of information in the during loading of the shift register
shift register are as follows: from the pushbuttons.

2. i. 4.6 Display Decoding

SHIFT The display segments for each digit
MSB REGISTER , SB are activated via drivers by outputs

from the decoding logic associated with
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 the respective four-bit digit positions

of the shift re_ster, As shown below,
Address Sign Data the three most significant digit posi-

Digits Digit Digits tions (i, 2, and 3) of the shift register
are decoded to form the address dis-

play; the next position (4) is decoded to
form the sign display; and the remain-

2. 1.4.2 Bit Counter der of the digit positions (5, 6, 7 8,
and 9) are decoded to forrr_ the data

The DEDA bit counter is a six-bit display.
ripple counter that accumulates the
-_ur_.ber of clock pulses gated to the The digit decode for each numeric
shift register. This counter is used in display provides an output for each
conjunction with the digit counter to s_glrxent of the display. The segnxents
control positioning of digit codes in the are activated in sL1ch a manner as to
shift register as they are loaded from form the decimal ntunbers. Two out-
the pushbuttons. The DEDA bit counter puts are provided by the fourth digit
also is used to control the transfer decode to form the sign. The all ONE's
sequence as information is transferred code in any digit posit _ of the shift
either to or from the AEA computer, register deactivates the decade outputs,

blanking the digit display.

2.1.4. ". Di$it Counter 2. i. 4.7 Digit D.splay Decoder

"the digit counter is a five-bit shift The display decoder provides seven
register counter that is incremented on outputs for each four-bit numeric digit
the final count of the bit counter. The position of the shift register. Two out-
digit counter is used to control posi._ion- puts are provided for the sign digit.
ing of digit codes in the shift register Each output activates an electrolumi-
as they are loaded from the pushbuttons, ne._cent segment of the associated digit
In addition, the digit counter is utilized display (via a segment driver) when it
to detect operator error conditions, is logically true.
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,. 2. 1.4,8 Clock Regenerator Random 5 minutes per axis,
15 minutes total

_- The DV.DA logic operates at a clock

i rate of 128 KHz. The master clock, 10 to 23 Hz, 12
"- supplied by the AEA, enters the DEDA db/octave rise to

via a transformer-coupl, ed circuit and
" is fed to the clock regenerator. Two 23 to 80 Hz,

clocks of different pulse widths are 0. 015 g2/Hz
supplied by the clock regenerator. The
clock regenerator consists of two one- 80 to 110 Hz,
shots t iggerlng consecutively. The 12 db/octave rise
first clock has a pulse width of 2 micrc- to
seconds and is used :,n gating signals
from the DEDA to the AEA. The sec- 110 to 950 Hz,
ond clock has a pulse width of 400 nano- 0. 044 g2/Hz
seconds and is used for internal DV.DA

logic clocking. • 950 to 1200 Hz,
12 db/octave ro11-

2.1.4.9 Electroluminescent Driver off to

The electroluminescent driver sup- 1200 to 2000 Hz,
i plies approximately !9. 625 milliwatts 0. 015 g2/Hz

for each electrolumineseent segment.
With 10 vdc impressed across a seg- 2. Operating (160°_)
ment, the brightness of a segment

[ when viewed in a totally dark environ- Sinusoidal 1/2 octave per
ment !s approximately 0 foot-lambert, minute each aris
The circuit provides protection against
electro!uminescent segme:.t shorts, 5 to 30 Hz at

f- thus safeguarding the llS-volt trans- 0.023-in. double
[._ former driver from overload, amplitude

- 2. 1.5 Environmental Conditions 30 to 100 Hz at
l 1.1g

The AEA and DEDA have been

designed to meet the environmental con- Random 21 minutes per
ditions of the LM vehicle and have suc- axis, 63 minutes

! cessfully c_rnpleted the qualification total
testing required to establish conformity
with these requirements. A summary 10 to 20 Hz, 12
of these conditions follows, db/octave rise to

2. 1.5. _ Vibration and Temperature 20 to 100 Hz,
0. 0059 gZ/Hz

Tne following vibration tests were
performed on the AEA and DEDA at I00 to i20 Hz,

temperatures of 30°F and 160°F: 12 db/octave roll-
off to

1• Non-Operating (30 ° F)
120 to 2000 Hz,

Sinusoidal 3 octaves per rain- 0.003 gZ/Hz
ute each axis

5 tc I8.5 Hz at 2.1.5.2 Acceleration
0. 154-in. double

amplitude Acceleration inputs of +4.7 g and
-2.6 g were applied to the AEA along

18.5 to 100 Hz at the X-axis in a non-operating condition.
2.7g
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2. 1.5.3 Thermal-- Vacuum failure of the primary guidance system

at any time during LM lunar ope rations.
Four thermal-vacuum tests were Abort capability is required from any

performed on the AEA with the chum- point in the powered descent (LM land- I
ber pressure at 1 x 10 -5 mm Hg. Test ing phase) and powered ascent (lift-off
conditions are tabulated below, from the lunar surface) trajectories. !
2.1.5.4 Shock The flight profile {Figure 3-1) used |

to rendezvous the LM vehicle with the

A shock test was performed on the CSM [s described by the following sequ- 1[
AEA in accordance with MIL-STD-810, ence of events: AGS active guidance !
Methoa 516, Procedure 1. Test con- begins with abort in powered descent,
ditions were as follows: on the lunor surface, or in powered

ascent. The LM ideally undergoes [
!. Modified shock pulse to saw- powered ascent to a prescribed altitude !

tooth, 15 g peak above the surface of the moon where it
is injected into an orbit tl-at is nearly

2. Rise time, 11 _1 milliseconds coplanar with the orbit of the CSM and
has a specified perifocus and apofocus. 1

3. Three pulses per axis, 18 A fixed amount of time is allowed for
pulses total, coasting, then a horizontal burn maneu-

ver is initiated (thrust parallel to orbit
plane of target vehicle and along hori- J.

3. AGS SOFTWARE zontal of chase vehicle). Given a per-
fect horizontal burn and a burn into an

Software is defined as the total corn- orbit co-elliptic with that of the CSM
purer (AEA) program contained in the at the predicted time of apofocal (o: *
hardwired and softwired portions of-the perifocal) passage, a fixed LM CSM
memory. The equations programmed line-of-sight shou!d be acquired at a
into the hardwired portion of the mere- prescribed time. The orbit of the LM l.
cry are identical in all flight computers is made concentric with the orbit of the
(except for a few early prototype corn- CSM in the process of performing the
puters used for test purposes). The co-ellipitc burn (with the lines of
equations programmed into the soft- upsides aligned). Then the LM coasts
wired portion of the memory are subject

to change from mission to mis sion. CO*ELLIPTICBURN(CDH)
(ATPREDICTEDAPOFOCuS

LOCATION OF CSM AT TI/V_ /OR PERIFOCU$TIME)

In general, the AGS software devel- OFHORIZONTALBURN__''" _ "_ _

opment has beea a highly successful .,/// / \
effort with only minor problems en- ,OR,ZON,At \

BURN_CSI)(AT/) /-- t. _ \
countered. Major changes were neces- _,X_OT,__/O_.K,NG./ " \ --

sary to accommodate changing mission ,,-%) _ /_r_////////_ \ \

requirements. These changes were i_t_' __S_ k \made without undue difficulty in a
timely fashion, although some minor T,_(%-,,), U'_/y/_/M/I?I_/?_//pJ _

"<'v' xk k D icompromises were effected because of eeE-SET
RANGE/RANGE

AEA memory limitations. This notable RATESCt_OUtE]"\_ k,,,,__i_.A<_, Z°_success is attributed to the software MIOCOIJ_RSk_ t.__ / _ [.I
development and test techniques devel- CO_RECTiSN\¢,Tr,XEh--'_'O'2z'_'_,_,._'"_'*;"k'-_ /--U"
oped at TRW over a number of years TIMEPAST' 4) _ --jf*T4/_a . _"

and applied to this program. 'NTUCEPTTRANS,_R_,VU'_,P_'_'_/_ ../_ /
(AT TIME Of ACQUIRING REFERENCE/ ,_

ilNE-OF-SIGIIT ANGLE._o, WITHIN / _ ',.-FIXEDTIME INCREMENT13
3. 1 AGS SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS ACQUiS,T,ONTi_CON_TRAiNTS_"--CSMAT%

LEGEND

3. 1. ! Mission Requirements csl C04ELLIPTICSeQUENCEINITIATECDH CONSTANT e.H
TPt TERMINAt PHA_EINITIATE

The AGS must have the capability to
successfully guide the LM vehicle to Figure 3-1. Co-Elliptic Rendezvous
rendezvous with the CSM in the event of Flight Profile

,¢
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I in parking orbit. A navigation update 3.1. 3 Performance Requirements
can be telemetered to revise the guid-

j* ance estimates of the vehicle ephemer- Three basic accuracy requirements. ides. Such a navigational update may apply.

_" also be required, for instance, before
the horizontal burn. When the desired I. Navigation computation: The

line-of-sight between chase and target maximum error incurred
vehicles is acquired (withincertaintime through the powered descent
constraints), the maneuver to effect to the lunar surface (about

rendezvous with the CSM after a fixed 600 seconds), through 120 sec-
transfer time is initiated. This time onds of hover, and through
corresponds nominally to travel powered ascent to orbit inser-

tl_rough 130 degrees central angle, tion (about 420 seconds) shall
There exist mechanization errors he less than 2500 feet in each

associated wlLh the execution of the position coordinate and 4 ft/

intercept transfer maneuver. The sec in each ve]ocity coordinate.

AEA digital radar filterprocesses

_- information from onboard radar range 2. Orbit insertion shall be achie-
i and range rate obse_ _ations of the CSM red with pericynthian altitude

to furnish a relative na\';_ational esti- gr_,_ter than 5 nautical miles.
mate for the LM vehicle. Midcourse

,_- corrections are appDed at fixed times 3. Abort to rendezvous shall be
_, past the direct transfer maneuver, The achieved within a specified
" braking maneuvers are executed ac- sensed AV expenoiture.

cording to a prescribed range/range
rate schedule of events.

3. 1.2 Basic Computer Prog__am 3.2 AEA SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS
_ R ec_uir ements

To satisfy the previously mentionedi: The requirements of the program AGS flight program requirements, the
are that it provide the capabilities of: following capabilities are provided.

i 1. _\ligning the AGS to a selected 3.2.1 Attitude Reference Equations
_- i_,ertial coordinate systen,

The attitude reference equations

" Z. Maintaining v_hiele attitude maintain an inertial a_titude referenceinformation with respect to in the for,.n of a transformation matrix
inertial space that relates the vehicle coordinate axes

to corresponding inertial coordinates.
3. Calibrating and compensating The equations update the transformation

the gyro and accelerometers matrix by asing angular increments
about the vehicle axes received from

4. Initializing the LM and CSM vehicle strapped-down gyros. The
state vectors equations provide for alignment of the

transformation matrix to reIerence
5. Navigating L.M and CSM attitude information.

vehicles

The attitude reference equations
6. Providing monitoring data to compute and output attitude errors for

displays and ground channels attitl:de control. The equations also
compute the output attitude in the form

7. Solving the abort guidance of Eulerian angles for attitude display.
equatmns according to the co- The inertial attitude reference is main-
elliptic flight plan rained _n a 3 x 3 orthonormal direction

cosine matrix [ A] that relates vehicle
8. Providing an inflight check of coordinates X, Y/ and Z to the inertial

the system logic and memory, coordinates x, y, and z as follows:
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Ii I Ii 1 3.2. Z Navigation

X

= [ A] 3.2.2. 1 LM Navigatl.on

The LM navigation function consists

body inertial of the computation of the current value
of LM position and velocity in the AGS
inertial frame. This coordinate frame

The vehicle coordinates are depicted in. is nominally aligned as defined in pars-
Figure 3-2 and the inertial coordinates
are specified in Subsection 3. 2.3. graph 3.2.3.1 with the origin at the

center of the attracting body.

_x,s The navigation equations accept the
velocity increment inputs from the ASA

P "x accelerometers and transform them
from body coordinates to inertial co-
ordinates using the attitude transforma-
tion matrix. These inputs are employed
to sense LM velocity changes caused by
(l) thrust from ascent or descent engine
operation, (2) reaction control opera-
tion, or (3) external forces. These in-

vAx,s ' puts are accepted by the navigation com-
putations when the acceleration caused

AXIS by thrust or external forces is greater
than a prescribed threshold. The
equations compute the velocity changes
caused by gravity by assuming a spheri-
cal gravity model for the attracting
body.

LEGEND:

i Input Axis

THE DIRECTIONS OF THE ARROWS ABOUT THE VEHICLE BODY o Output Ax;s
AXES UNIT VECTORS INDICAT[ POSITIVE ANGULAR RATES s Sp;n Axis

'P,Q,R) AND DISPLACEMENT (aX, Oy, Oz). THE DIRECTIONS p Pendulous Axisx
OF THE ARROWS ALONG THE AXES INDICATE THE DIRECTION
OF POSITIVE TRANSLATIONAL ACCELERATION AND VELOCITY

IVx, Vy, Vz).

Figure 3-Z. Vehicle Reference Axes

os_- _ < GYRO

inputs to update the transformation _xACCEL
matrix whenever vehicle rotational o °
motion has occurred. The equations
compensate the gyro inputs for fixed J

gyro drift and gyro scale factor errors ¥ A Z ACCEL

as well as gyro mass unbalance terms _!_P"-_/

along the main (X) thrust axis.

YO RO s o

The ASA provides the equations with
incremental angular information about
the vehicle X, Y, and Z axes and in- y
cremental velocity changes along the

vehicle X, Y, and Z axes (see Figure Figure 3-3. ASA Sensor Tread
3 -3 ). Confi g1_ration
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I
Th,- inertial navigation of the LM, 3. 2.3 A_.ignment and Calibration

when located on the lunar surface,

" assumes that the ve!ocity remains 3.2.3. t Al___ignmentconstant at the initialized value. This

navigation is valid within +30 minutes Alignment consists of initializing the
of nominal tiftoff time. elements of the transformation matrix

to obtain attitude reference to a desired

3. 2. 2.2 LM Navigation Initialization inertial reference frame. Given an
alignment submode instruction, the. in-

If the PGNCS is operating, LM ertial reference frame is aligned to one
navigation initialization consists of of the three reference frames described
accepting the PGNCS downlink data. If belo.,,.
the PGNCS is not operating, LM navi-
gation initialization consists of accept- 3.2. 3. 1. 1 Inertial Measurement Unit
ing data inserted in the DEDA acces- Align (Align no Primary Guidance Sys-
sible memory, tern). "The l:ran'sformation matrix is

initialized to align the computational

_- When the initialization is performed inertial reference frame to the coordi-
i. in flight, the epoch of the input data is hate system defined by the PGNCS In-

no more than one orbital period earlier ertial Measurement Unit (IMU).
_- than current time, but subsequent to

the last time of LM powered flight. For lunar missions, prior to landing,
When the initialization is performed on this coordinate system is selenocentric
the lunar su, Lace, the epoch c" the in- with the X-axis passing through _he

_- put data should be within 10 minutes of nominal landing site at ti,. nominal land-
the nominal liftoff time. lug time, posit. :e outward from the

lunar center. The vector product of the

3.2.2.3 CSM Navigation Initialization CSM angular momentum vector and the
: : X-axis defines the positive direction of
i If the PGNCS is operating, CSM the Z-axis. The Y-axis completes the

navigation initialization consists of ac- right-handed orthogonal triad. After
cepting the PGiqCS downlink data. If landing, the coordinate system is simi-

[ the PGNCS is not operating, CSM navi- larly defined except that the X-axis is
t gation initialization consists of accept- defined to pass through the iaunch site

ing data inserted in the DEDA accessible at the nominal time of launch.

memory. The epoch of the input data
is no more than one orbital period ear- PGNCS Eulerian angles O, ._, and d?,
lier than current time, but subsequent which are the IMU gimbal angles, are
to the last time of CSM powered flight, used by the equations for this alignment.

3.2.2.4 Time Initialization The PGNCS provides continuous atti-
tude information to the AGS by means of

The absolute time initialization con- direct connections between the AHA and

sists of synchronizing the AGS clock the three Coupling Data Units (CDU)
with an external reference time pro- associated with the three gimbal angles
vided via the DEDA. of the IMU. The AEA contains three

15-bit integrator registers, each of
Absolute time is initialized through which accumulates the pulses transmit-

the DEDA each time the AGS is placed ted on a pair of lines from a corre-
in operate mode, and will be the difter- sponding CDU. Each pulse produces a
ence in current mission time and a one count increment or decrement in

known time bias constant. Current mis- the register depending on whether the
sion time is the difference in current signal arrives on the plus or minus
Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and the line.
GMT of liftoff from the earth. The

i absolute time entered via DEDA is an The receipt of a single pulse [lesPre-] exact multiple of 0.1 minute, sents an angular change of 360/

(!
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degrees _n the corresponding g[mbal compensation. This calibration takes

angle. Thus, the range of the data place dtlring free-fall periods. The
word tn each reFister is 0 to 360 time required is 5 minutes. The gyro
de_rees, drift calibration uses the PGNCS IMU

Eulerian angles as the reference.

3.2. 3.I.2 Lunar Align. The trans-
formation matrix is initialized so that 3.2.3.2.2 Lunar Surface Calibration.

the x, y, and z axes coincide with the The AGS program provides gyro cali-
axes of a selenocentric coordinate bration to automatically update gyro

frame with the X-axis along the lunar fixed drift ccmpensation while the LM

local vertical positive outward from the is resting on the lunar surface. The
lunar center, and the Z-axis direction calibration time is restricted to 5

obtained by forming the vector product minutes. An IMU align or lunar align
of the unit angular momentum vector of must take place prior to lunar surface
the CSM orbit with a unit vector along calibration. The program _nitially
the X-axis. stores the existing direction cosine

matrix to provide a reference attitude.
The compensated velocity incre- The input angular increment is cot-

:_cnts from the ASA Y and Z accelerom- rected for the lunar rotation rate. As

cters are used by the equation:_ to for inflight calibration, angular errors
determ,.ne local vertical with respect of the AGS indicated attitude (as de-
to the instantaneous vehicle coordi- fined by the direction cosine matrix)
nares, with respect to the reference attitude

are computed and used to maintain the
The vehicle a:.imuth angle with re- AGS attitude aligned with the stored

spect to the CSM orbit plane at lunar reference attitude and also to correct
touchdown is determined b'- storing, the gyro drift compensation.
upon command via the DEDA, the AGS
azimuth ref,'rence, as defined by appro. 3.2.3.3 Accelerometer Calibration
priate elements of the direction cosine
matrix. The AGS program provides inflight

calibration to automatically update
An azimuth correction angle can be accelerometer static bias compensa-

subtracted from the stored azimuth tion. This calibration will take place
reference to compensate for the effects during free-fall periods. This calibra-
of lunar rotation during lunar stay time tion can take place concurrently with
and for any CSM plane changes (corn- the inflight gyro calibration or upon
puted by M:,ssion Control). The azi- separate command. The calibration
muth correction angles, A6, is insert- requires 30 seconds. The accelerom-
ed via the DEDA, in octal, prior to eter bias calibration is based upon the
commanding lunar align. The angle is accelerometer outputs during free fall.
limited to ±5 degrees. For azimuth
correction angles greater than +5 3.2.4 Radar Data Processing
degrees, alternate terms can be input
via the DI_DA, in octal, prior to com- Radar updating consists of accepting
rounding lunar align, and processing rendezvous radar dat,

input via the DEDA and updating LM
3.2.3. 1.3 Body Axis Ali_n Submode. navigation. The radar data consist of:
The transformation matrix is set to a

unit matrix. Thus, the inertial refer- • Radar range
ence frame is aligned to the vehicle
reference frame at the ti-lne of align- • Radar range rate
ment completion.

• An instruction entered _nto the

3.2.3.2 Gyro Calibration AEA via DEDA at the instant
when the radar pointing error,

3.2.3.2. I In-Flight Calibration. The with respect to the Z-body axis,
AGS program provides inflight' calibra- is hulled. The instruL¢ion
tion to automatically update gyro drift causes the Z-axis direction

"3
V,'
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I cosines to be stored in the AEA. The constant delta h ICDHI routine

Radar range is entered into the computes the attitude commands and "

i_ AEA within 30 seconds of the velocity increment required to make the
r instant when the pointing error the LM and CSM orbits co-elliptical.

is nulled. The computation is based on the pre-
dicted positions and velocities of the

"- The equations accept the input data LM and CSM at the time of the CDH
without any data editing or ambiguity burn. This predicted time of the CDH
checks. This data is processed in a burn need not be updated following the
manner to reduce velocity error of the CSImaneuver. The CDH routine pro-
LM with respect to the CSM. The rides commanded attitude such that the
radar data is combined with the inertial horizontal component of the vehicle
data to estimate relative position and X-axis thrusting is parallel to the CSM
velocity of the LM. Radar misalign- orbit plane.
rnents, systematic errors, drifts, and

biases are not determined in the esti- The terminal phase initiate (TPI)
mation process, routine caIculates the necessary LM

- _-_ocity increments to place the LM
: 3.2.5 Guidance Routines on a direct intercept transfer trajectory

with the CSM. A DEDA input of the
The AGS program contains the fol- desired LM tralLsfer time is required.

: lowing guidance routines:

: The external delta V routine accepts
• Orbit insertion routine the components of a &V vector input

via the DEDA. A commanded attitude
!

• Co-elliptic sequence initiate is generated to maintain the X-axis to-
i (CSI) routine ward the vector resultant of these com-

ponents in real time, independent of
• Constant delta h (CDH) routine the required burn time.

• Terminal phase initiate (TPI) 3.Z. 6 Attitude and Engine Control
routine

_- The attitude errors are defined as
• External AV routine angular errors of rotation about the

three vehicle axes X, Y, and Z. The

These routines are available for selec- corresponding attitude error signals

tion via the DEDA. are designated E_, E., and E z, and
are functions of the p_rticular system

The orbit insertion routine provides operating mode.
attitude commands and engine off com-

mands to obtain predetermined cutoff 1. In the alignment mode, the
conditions, attitude error signals are set

to zero.

The co-elliptic rendezvous maneuver
is initiated by the co'elliptic sequence 2. In the attitude hold mode, the
initiat_ (CSI) burn followed by the con- attitude errors cause the LM
stant delta h (CDH) burn. The co- to maintain the same inertial

elliptic sequence initiate routine corn- attitude existing at entry into
putes the magnitude of the horizontal the submode.
velocity increment {parallel to the CSM

orbit plane) required to satisfy the 3. In the guidance mode, the
targeting conditions, input via the attitude error signals produce
DEDA. that vehicle attitude and thrust

direction required to satisfy
The magnitude of the CSI burn is the guidance logic.

1 computed such that, after the CSI and
CDH maneuvers, the LM arrives at 4. In the acquis._tion mode, the

! the desired TPI time with the desired attitude error signals cause
, LOS angle to the CSM. the +Z-body axis to be pointed
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in the estimated direction of 3. Lateral Velocity- The Y-body
the CSM. This facilitates axis component of the LM
radar lock-on, vehicle total inertial velocity

in the AGS attracting body
When in active control, the AGS centered coordinate system is

issues an engine on command only if computed and output at a rate
the flight crew provides manual ullage of five times per second.
with the reaction control system jets.
The AGSmust sense a low acceleration Special computations for DEDA dis-
for approximately six seconds before play are as follows:
an engine on command is issued. The
engine off command is genera_.ed auto- 1, Velocity-- The magnitude of
rustically when the velocity-to-be- the LM vehicle inertial veloc-
gained decreases to a prescribed value, ity is computed and made

available for output via the
3.2.7 Displays DEDA.

3.2.7. i Total Attitude Display. 2. Range to CSM-- The magnitude
of the relative position vector

The sines and cosines of the flight of the CSM with respect to the
direction attitude indicator Eulerian LM is computed and made
angles, a, _, and _/ are computed from available for output via the
the transformation matrix to provide DEDA.
outputs fo_ total attitude display. This
total attitude information is computed 3. Range Rate- The range rate
every 40 millisec--nds for all vehicle along the LM line of sight to
attitudes, the CSM is computed and made

available for display via the
3.2.7.2 Attitude Error Display DEDA. Range rate is positive

for opening range.
The attitude errors are output ior

displays at all times. Actual utiliza- 3.2.8 AGS Downlink
tion of these errors depends upon

several switch settings in the LM cock- The AGS supplies one digital output
pit. telemetry word every 20 milliseconds.

Each output word contains 24 bits, the
3.2.7.3 Navigation Display most significant 6 bits being an identi-

fication (ID) code and the least signifi-
The following quantities are corn- cant 18 bits comprising one AGS com-

put,.d from the navigation computations puter word.
to provide outputs for navigation dis-
plays: The output data is comprised of a

50-word block of computer memory,
1. Altitude-- The difference _e- the output of which is repeated every

tween the magnitude of the second. At the end of each second, the
position vector of the LM program is initialized such that the
vehicle in the AGS attracting next word outpv.twill be the first wor_
body centered coordinate sys- of the block. At the same time, six
tern and the value of the LM current direction cosines are stored in

launch site radius is computed the block for later output.
and output at a rate of five

times per second. 3.2.9 PGNCS Downlink Telemetry

2. Altitude Rate- The altitude Data is transmitted serially over
rate of the LM vehicle is COl- the PGNCS downlink telemetry line to

puted and output at a rate of the AGS at a rate of fifty40-bit words

five times per second, per second. The downlink telemetry
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I register in the AEA, an 18-bit shift through the DEDA. All transfer of
register, provides a means for accept- information is initiated under control
ing the PGNCS downlink data under of the DEDA discretes.

appropriate conditions.
Data Ls processed in two forms,

The data is loaded into the downlink octal or decimal. Octal words consist

_ telemetry register under the control of of a sign and five octal characters.
clock pulses supplied by the instru- Decimal data consist of a sign and five
mentation subsystem at a rate of characters. Decimal parameters have
51, 200 pps. an associated scale factor stored in the

computer' s memory.
3. 2. 10 GSE Service Routine

All data tr,-.nsfer is ,_nitiated by the
The hardwired portion of the AEA clear discrete. Upon sensing the clear,

flight program contains a GSE service the routine sets up the clear mode,
outine to provide the capability for during which it awaits either an enter

loading the softwired (erasable) portion or a readout discrete.
_ of the AEA memory with data supplied
i from ground support equipment, either Upon sensing an enter discrete, the
: BTME or ACE to the downlink telem- routine inputs and processes the data

etry register. Initiation of data trans- contained in the DEDA shift register.
_- fer is controlled by the ground support

i equipment. Upon sensing a readout discrete, the
routine reads in the address of the

For loading the softwired portion of requested data from the DEDA shift
[ the flight program via ACE, where register. Thereafter, the requested

un_Ltverification of the accuracy of data data is output twice per second ""
transfer is required, the flight pro- either a hold or a clear discrete is

: g,'am load and verify routine is used. sensed. A hold discrete will cause the
In this event, the flight program load last output data to be held until the

1 . and verify routine is loaded into the readout discrete is again sensed. This
AEA in advance of the flight program will reinitiate output twice per second.

{- by means of the GSE service routine.
The program accepts data without

i' any reasonableness checks except that
3.2. 11 Inflight Self Test the program checks input data for the

presence of the DEDA error code,
The inflight self-test che.cks on a indicating operator procedural errors.

continuous basis that the computer' s
logic and memory are functioning pro- 3.2. I3 AEA Program Coding
perly. A DEDA selection is used in Organization
conjunction with *_he test to indicate test
results and to allow resetting of error The AEA program is distributed

: indications, time-wise between 20-millisecond,
40-millisecond, and 2-second routines.

The logic test checks the operation The ASA input data is processed every
of all computer instructions except 20 miDiseconds. The attitude error
those associated with input/output signals (steering commands) and engine
operations. The memory test performs signals are generated every 40 milli-
a checksum of all hardwired memory seconds. The guidance routine corn-
plus a portion of the softwired memory putations are repeated every 2 seconds.
that contains fixed data.

The coding is divided equally be-
3.2. 12 DEDA Processin_ tween permanent (hard) and temporary

memory.
The DEDA processing routine pro-

-ides for read-in, decoding and storage The hard memory contains:
of instructions and data, and process-
ing and readout of stored flags and data • ASA data processing
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• Attitude reference This is achieved by:

• Navigation (about one-half of • Systematic documentation
the navigation equations)

• Software configuration control
• Self-Test

• Comprehesnive design reviews
• Certain guidance :ubroutines

• Simulation
• Auxiliary routines (sines,

cosines, etc. ) -- Scientific flight simulation
(FS)

• DEDA Processing (about half

of this logic) -- Performance analysis

• Alignment -- Interpretive computer
simulation (ICS)

• Tape load

-- Hybrid (analog/digital)
The soft memory contains:

-- Combined ICS/FS
• All program constants anc

instrument compensation • Hardware/software compati-
bility testing

• Guidance routines

Figure 3-4 shows the development flow
• Calibration routines for the AGS software, and also indicates

the major design reviews conducted
• Executive logic (for the most during the development process. Also

part) shown are the baseline documents used

for software configuratiot_ control and
• Radar filter their relationship to the development

flow.
• DEDA t rocessing

3.3. Z Software Verification Testing
b Navigation

The importance of thorough verifica-
• Scratch pad tion of a flight guidance program is

obvious because even a single mistake
may result in serious consequence.

3.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT The AGS verification is conducted in

AND TESTING accordance with test plans for the ICS/
FS tests (interpretive simulation)

3.3. 1 Software Development Concept reviewed by senior engineers. The
results of the test are ca._efully exami-

The software development concept ned and compared with results of simi-
implemented by TRW for the AGS soft- lar tests conducted on other simulations

ware is based on a set of formal pro- (e. g., the scientific simulation). The
cedures and documentation developed on test results are also compared with
other programs beginning with the specification values. The program
Ranger program (launch) vehicle guid- specification, a TRW document, is

ance) in 1963. The objectives of these generated early in the program develop-
procedures are to ensure software: ment cycle to provide a record of

TRW' s interpretation of the general

• Technical adequacy mission and functional requirements
for the AGS. This specification is con-

e Accuracy sistent with the Grumman performance
of interface specification on the AGS,

• Compatiblity with program which details vPh_.cle and other data

objectives applicable to the software.

| J
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Additional control over the program Another aspect of the TRW test pro-
verificatton is exe_-cised by the genera- gram not in common use elsewhere is
tion of documents that explain in detail the performance of mission analyses
' e purpose, the nature, the thee,-y, for the acceptance test of each produc-
and the coding of the flight program, tion AGS.

All program developme,t and veri- Due to the complex and critical
ficat;.on are reviewed by a Design nature of the mission, the conventional
Review Board (DRB). This board acceptance test practice of bounding all
examines requirements, concepts, . o1 the individual terms in the AGS error
test plans, analysis results, equate.on model is not an efficient way of con-
formulation simulation results, and trolling or estimating the mission per-
equation and program documentation, formance.

As an integral part of each AGS
4. SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING acceptance test, a detailed error model

is prepared, using actual test data
4. I OVER.ALL TEST I°ROGRAM where available on an individual system.

DESCRIPTION Other errors are modelled statistically
from the ensemble data for all AGS' .q

AGS sy._tem level testing performed tested, and from qua.!fication and proof
at TRW included three types of tests: test results.

1- Design proof (engineering) Using this statistical error model,
tests a Monte Carlo type mission simulation

is flown, and the critical parameters
Z. Qualification tests (total fuel required and pericynthian

altitude) are evaluated against speci-
3. Acceptance (compatibility) fled limits.

tests
Conventional limits are also applied

Design proof tests provided data for an to each measured parameter as relia-
engineering evaluation of AGS perfor- bility indicators. Each AGS is there-
mance by verifying design principles, fore accepted on the basis of individual
proving modifications, and exploring mission performance as well as on
unexplained phenomena. Extensive confo:mance to reliability criteria.
qualification tests proved the system
cou!d perform according to the speci- 4.2 .A.GS LNTEGRATION
fication in the environments of the

Apollo Mission. Acceptance (compati- 4.2. I Initial Integration Testing
bility) tests verified workmanship and
compliance with the approved design The first phase of design pro._f test-
of each production system. All of the ing successfully demonstrated that the
above tests can be considered system three major assemblies of the AGS
performance verification tests, would function properly as a system,

The demonstration included use of the

This test program included meas- bench test and maintenance equipment
urement of system performance during and some of the flight software pro-
lin,_ar vibration, angular x ibration, grams. The test was designed to verify
EMI, thermal vacuum, sway and coning that each assembly operated as part of
environments, exercising system func- the AGSand that interfaces between
tions of attitude reference, navigation, assemblies and between each assembly
and self calibration. It '_s believed that, and the test equipment were aatisfac-
during these environments, testing of tory. With some _ogic changes to the
system performance (accuracy) as _':est equipment and evolution develop-
opposed to survivability testing, was r,_.ent of test software, the system corn-
more extensive than previously accom- patibility was satisfactorily demon-
piished on an inertial guidance system, strated.
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I The power supply voltages to the An integral part of the aforemen-
assemblies were checked and satisfac- tioned tests was testing the AGS soft-

i- tory operation of the assemblies was ware. The routines for memory
i verified. The AEA was exhaustively access were checked out In loading a

tested with several softwired memory program and in making normal and

programs, which were loaded via the special readouts from the memory.
test set and performed to verify corn- When a problem arose in testing, it
puter memory and input/output rune- was sometimes necessary to perform
tions, a memory dump to obtain data to isolate

the problem.
The critical AEA/ASA interface was

checked out during the performance of Another phase of the integration test
the input/output test. The portion of was the waveform test, which consisted
this test that verified the AEA/ASA of mea._uring the characteristics of
interface was called the ASA input every signal between AGS assemblies
counters test. It compared the AEA and of every AGS signai output.
pulse counts and the test set pulse Characteristics measured and then
counts, made simultaneously from the compared with design control and inter-
ASA under various opt.rating conditions, face specifications included: period,
additional verification of this interface amplitude, rise time, fall time, pulse-
was accomplished as part of the sub- width, noise levels, etc. for pulse

• sequent testing, signals; period, amplitude, and noise
levels for ac signals; and amplitude and

The ne: t test of the series checked noise levels for dc signals. The crite-
the DEDA functions and the DEDA/AEA rion for issuance of each discrete sig-

interface. The required DEDA func- nal was verified along with the response, tional routine was loaded into the AEA to each discrete input signal. These
and all DEDA logic and pushbuttons tests produced excellent results, giving
were exercised. This operation in- a general confirmation of the AGShard-

i eluded reading data into a:ld out of the ware and hardware/software interfaces.
_ AEA, performing improper commands

to verify the error logic, etc. 4.2.2 Test Set

[- The performance of the ASA was The AGS test set, with analog testI
verifLed by a series of sensor calibra- capability and limited counting and logic
tions. A special program was loaded capability, was designed and built to

c" into the AEA to accumulate pulses test the AGS or any of its assemblies.
: from the ASA in the six calihration This special purpose test set was selec-

positions and to compute the calibration ted over a general purpose computer
coefficients. In this test the AEA originally because of the limited digital
served as a data collector and proces- capability of the AGS. Subsequent pro-
nor. Compensations were computed by gram redirection greatly expanded the
the same calibration program for use digital requirements. Ultimately, the
in the flight program to correct for the capability for digital processing,
deviations of the inertial sensors from storage, special programs, high-speed
nominal, recording, etc. was developed external

to the test set. Had it been known what

As an additional system test, the final form the AGSwould take, the best
portion of the flight program that corn- approach would have beea to design the
putes the direction cosines of the atti- test set around a high-speed data
tude reference was inserted into the recording and general purpose corn-
program and checked. The compensa- puter test facility at the onset.
tions from the automatic calibration
were inserted via the DEDA, and the 4.3 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
ASA attitude was varied, The ASA TESTING

inputs were processed internally to the
AEA to give the direction cosines, The following performance tests
which were compared with the expected were planned to evaluate the perform-
values, ance of the AGS a_ part of the design
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p_oof test, qualification test, or velocity and position. These param-
acceptance test: eters were initialized to zero at the

beginning of each test run, so that the
• Lit. :ar vibration values at the end of a given time were

easily compared to the expected values
• Angular vibration from prior computations. The ASA

vibration was initated immediately after
• Thermal/vacuum the beginning of the data collection in-

terval and was terminated before the
• Earth prelaunch gyro calibra- end of the interval.

tion (swal)
E_rors in velocity caused by vibra-

• Navigation tion were aiso determined from the

differences in the results of the dyna-
• Coning mic run and a preceding static run of

the same duration. As an intermediate

• Calibrations step in the evaluation, the pulse counts
accumulated by the AEA were also

• Electromagnetic interference, evaluated. Differences in perform-
ance could be traced to the assembly

The AGS test program attempted generating the differences.
actual measurement of total perform-

ance errors, and isolation o: all imo The equipment used for the test was
portant dynamic error terms (e. g., a simnle shaker actuating a plate re-
anisoelastic, spin input rectification strained to linear motion by special
coning, scale factor asymmetry recti- V-grooved and T-shaped bearings.
fication, vibropendulous rectification, Inputs were random between t0 and
etc. ) under mission level sinusoidal 2000 Hz with amplitudes and profiles
and random vibration, both linear and dependent upon the test purpose.
angular. During the test program Sinusoidal sweeps were also employed.
planning and execution, considerable All test levels were based upon the
attention was given to the reduction of design specifications.
spurious motion, cross vibration, con-

ing, etc. Vibratory test facilities and The problems of (1) determining the
techniques were selected and modified attitude of the ASA and (2) utilizing the
to assure inertial stabilities and posi- then current sensor biases and scale
tion repeatabilities of arc seconds, and factors to compute expected values
sophisticated data recording and analy- from the vibration runs were bypassed
ses techniques had to be employed to by the differencing method. Perform-
separate the residual equipment errors, ante during each vibration run was
For example, determination of un- determined by differencing the results
wanted coning in random vibratory of the dynamic run and a preceding
motion was achieved by means of cross- static run of the same duration. This

spectral density analyses of recorded d_ffer6ncing technique removed all
gyro data. sensor errors except short-term sen-

sor instability. Subsequently, the
In every dynamic test environment method was altered to help reduce the

attempted (random vibration, sinu- short-term instability error by replac-
soidal vibration sway) resolution of ing the static run with the average of
performance measurements to the two star., runs, one mRde before and
desired level (approximately 0. I or one after the dynamic run.
0.2 degree per hour) was accomplished

with some difficulty. 4.3.2 Angular Vibration
;, 4.3. I IAnear Vibration
, The angular vibrationtestwas con-

;:,_ The ASA was subjected to various ducted similar to the linear vibration
_. linear vibrationenvironments (both test. The ASA was vibrated about the

cardinal and skewed_ while the AEA cardinal axes and the 45-degree skewed
_:. accumulated pulses and computed axes. Performance during each vibra.

_,_,
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tion run was determined by the differ- The AEA self-test programs were also
ence between the attitude rates for the performed. These tests indicated

dynamic run and the average of two generally satisfactory AGS performance.adjacent static runs. The orientation However, _t should be pointed out that
at the beginning and end of the test was extensive performance testing was not
maintained within arc seconds to mini- warranted because of the instability of
miz_ test errors, the ASA in the chamber that is subject

to industrial noise (motion).
A large fiat plate riding on an oil-

.. film-coated granite block was used for 4.3.4 Earth Prelaunch Gyro Calibra-
the test. The plate was pivot_.d in the tion Progr,,m Test Under Sway
center and was oscillated about the Environment

pivot by two linear shakers (one on
- each side) connected to perform push- Because nf the long time interval

pull motions, between laboratory calibration and
actual vehicle fiight, the gyro bias

The ASA was attached to the flat changes, thereby invalidating the com-
_- plate and various fixtures were used to pensations in the flight program.
i obtain the desired orientations. The Therefore, the gyro biases will be re-

resulting test motions were relatively determined shortly before launch (with
free of extraneous inputs such as con- the ASA in the vehicle) and the com-
ing and linear vibration. Closed-loop pensations updated. The calibration
control of the vibration amplitude and technique is complicated by the fact
frequency was maintained by use of a that the vehicle sways in the wind and
feedback signal from a linear acceler- hence is not a stable platform.

i ometer located 30 inches from the
{. center of the rotation. Calibration of the gyro biases will

be accomplished with the AGS in the
,. Specially shaped profiles of random vehicle, using a special computer pro-

vibration from 10 to 100 Hz were nor- gram. The program establishes an
l really used. Some testing was also inertial reference, using averages of

conducted with sinusoidal inputs to the accelerometer outputs to obtain the
_" study the effects of the gyro scale tactor ASA leveling data. The azimuth mfor-

asymmetry problem on system supplied an
the marion is from external

outputs. Performance evaluation dur- source. The gyro biases are then con--
ing angular vibration test was accom- puted and filtered to smooth out the
plished by using the same differencing effects of vehicle motion. At the end
technique employed for the linear of the 20-minute program, the gyre
vibration test. bias data are printed out. The flight

program must be reloaded and the
compensation (including the new gyro

4.3.3 Thermal/Vacuum biases) must be reinserted. A series
of tests was performed in the labora-

The thermal conditions of space tory to prove the acceptability of this
flight were simulated with each assem- scheme. The ASA was subjecte d to the
bly in a vacuum. The *emperature simutated sway motion while the pro-
profile was varied during the 14-day gram coxnputed the gyro biases. The
period of the test to simulate the ex- resulting values were compared to the
petted fl;ght conditions. A series of best estimate of bias determined from
drift tests was made with the AGS corn- other testing. The swaying motions of
puting attitude and velocity. The a fueled vehicle and of an empty vehicle
results obtained were compared with were simulated for winds from differ-
the results of tests conducted in room ent directions. The sway motion was
environment with the ASA in the same simulated by a specially developed
position. The DEDA was operated to machine that causes theASA to move in
demonstrate the functions and logic an elliptical path over a very small
under the thermal vacuum conditions, segment of the surface of a very large

3phere.
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4. 3.5 Navigation ASA and to obtain data for use in com-

pensating for sensor off-nominal con-
Portions of the AGS flight program ditions.

were read into the AEA to allow naviga..

tion. The program was altered only by Routine calibrations of the ASA were
the addition of the data readout logic, generally performed using the AEA as
The AGSwas operated m the same a computer. The time logged there-
manner as for flight while it accumula- from and experierice gained thereby
ted the position and velocity data, is- added considerably to the reliability
sued steering commands, and issued and confidence in the AGS.
discretes. These outputs were com-

pared with the expected values. The method chosen for calibration
of gyro fixed drifts and imbalances and

4. 3.6 .Coning acce!ererneter biases, scale factors.
and misalignments was a sb:-position

The ASA will be subjected to the rate test. Sensor :.nput axes were
coning motions while the AEA utilizes located along north and east lines and
tbe outputs to compute the direction the local vertical for several minutes
cosines of the attitude and the velocity. {precisely measured), then inverted
For low frequency toning, the system for th, e same time period. Pulse ac-
attitude reference and velocity corn- cumulations were rect)rded from each

putations are not expected to be affect- position.
ed (ass_'-ning the inputs do not saturate
the gyros). As coning frequency in- The gyro scale factor and misalign-
creases, however, the sampling error ments were determined by rotating the
increases to 100 percent at 25 Hz for ASA through a precisely known angle
the particular sampling rate (50 Hz) {720 degrees) clockwise and counter-
employed by the AGS. Also, gyro clockwise to cancel the effects of fixed
phase shift or pseudo coning errors drifts and earth rate. Rotational rates
will occur. The test was designed to were not critical. Error analyses and
verify the above errors. TheAGSout- subsequent test repeatability and cor-
puts will be compared w.th the expected relations have shown these schemes to
values, be sound and adequate.

A special test design was required
to separate the coning errors from the 4.5.8 Electromagnetic Interference

rectification of vibration inputs by the When the electromagnetic emittance
gyro asyr,'wnetry. The basic coning of the AGS and the susceptibility of the
motion induces error with the same AGS to external radiation were investi-
sign as the input motion. The
asymmetry-rectified vibration error i_ gated, the only problem encountered
independent of the direction of coning was the degree of nonrepeatability
input; however, the coning error will resulting from the lack of a stable pier.
be separated from the asymmetry error
by coning in both clockwise and counter- Subsequent testing has revealed a
clockwise directions. The coning clock jitter problem associated with
angles were chosen to give an input of EMI. The test set clock jitter was
80 percent of the gyro loop saturation particularly attributable to EMI within
level at each of the input frequencies, or between countdown chains, and was

more severe on the trailing edges of
4.3.7 Calibrations the clock pulses. The problem was not

evident until an AS/_ circuit modifica-

The values of all ASA sensor param- tion shifted the trigger point from the
eters must be determined from test leading to the trailing edges of the
data to ascertain the condition of the clock pulses.
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